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Abstract
The first part of the thesis provides three equivalent definitions of a classical finite
W-algebra Wf"n(g, f) and two equivalent definitions of a classical affine W-algebra
W(g, f, k) associated to a Lie algebra g, a nilpotent element f and k E C. A classical
affine W-algebra W(g, f, k) has a Hamiltonian operator H and the H-twisted Zhu
algebra of W(g, f, k) is the classical finite W-algebra Wi" (9, f). A classical finite
(resp. affine) W-algebra is isomorphic to a polynomial (resp. differential polynomial)
ring. I compute Poisson brackets (resp. Poisson A-brackets) between generating ele-
ments of a classical finite (resp. affine) W-algebra when f is a minimal nilpotent.
In the second part, I introduce a classical finite (resp. affine) fractional W-algebra
Wf/"(g, Am, k) (resp. W(g, Am,k)), where Am = -fz- m - pz-m-1 E g((z)) for a
certain p E g and an integer m > 0. If m = 0, then the algebra Wf/"(g, Am, k)
(resp. W(g, Am, k)) is isomorphic to Wfi"(g, f) (resp. W(g, f, k)). I show that an
affine fractional W-algebra W(g, Am, k) has a Hamiltonian operator H and the H-
twisted Zhu-algebra of W(g, Am, k) is Wfi"(g, Am, k). As in ordinary W-algebras
cases, a classical finite (resp. affine) fractional W-algebra is isomorphic to a poly-
nomial (resp. differential polynomial) ring. In particular, I show explicit forms of
generators and compute brackets (resp.A-brackets) between them when f is a mini-
mal nilpotent. Using generalized Drinfel'd and Sokolov reduction, I find an infinite
sequence of integrable systems related to an affine fractional W-algebra when Am is
a semisimple element in g((z)).
In the last part, I introduce generalized Drinfeld-Sokolov reductions and Hamilto-
nian ODEs associated to classical finite W-algebras and finite fractional W-algebras.
Also, I find integrals of motion of the Hamiltonian ODEs using Drinfel'd-Sokolov
reductions. It is an open problem whether these equations are Lenard integrable.
Thesis Supervisor: Victor G. Kac
Title: Professor
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this thesis, we discuss classical W-algebras and related integrable systems. Drin-
fel'd and Sokolov constructed W-algebras and associated integrable systems by the
so called Drinfel'd-Sokolov reduction in [11].
In Section 2.1 and 2.2, we introduce several definitions of finite and affine classical
W-algebras. De Sole and Kac explained in [4] three equivalent definitions of finite
quantum W-algebras. Three definitions of finite classical W-algebras in Section 2.1
are analogue of the definitions in [4]. De Sole and Kac [4] also defined affine quantum
W-algebras as vertex algebras by quantum BRST complexes. Since a Poisson vertex
algebra (PVA, see the Appendix) is a quasi-classical limit of a one parameter family
of vertex algebras, one may obtain affine classical W-algebras by classical limits of the
quantum BRST complexes. Another possible way to define classical W-algebras is
by Hamiltonian reductions. Gan and Ginzburg proved in [6] that a finite W-algebra
Wf"(g, f) for a simple Lie algebra g and a nilpotent element f is
(U(g)/ (X ± (f, )))ad, (1.1)
where n is a nilpotent subalgebra of g and ( , ) is a bilinear form on g. Since an
affine classical W-algebra is a PVA (see the Appendix), it has a Poisson A-bracket
9
structure. Hence we consider the space
(S(C[9] 0 g)/ (X ± (f, X)))adA,, (1.2)
and show that this definition is equivalent to the definition by the classical BRST
complex.
An affine classical W-algebra (1.2) is closely related to the classical W-algebra ob-
tained by the Drinfel'd-Sokolov reduction in [11] (in the case when f is the principle
nilpotent element of g). For a given simple Lie algebra g with a s12-triple (e, h, f),
we decompose g into the direct sum of eigenspaces of ad-L g = d g(i) and
denote n = E>,O g(i). Drinfel'd-Sokolov reduction uses a differential operator called
a Lax operator:
L = a + q + A, (1.3)
where A = -f - zp, p is a central element of n and q E Gi,_j g(i). When S E n, the
map
L = a + q + A -+ eadsL = a + ~+ A
is called a gauge transformation. The set of gauge invariant functionals on the Lax
operators is, by the definition of Drinfel'd and Sokolov, an affine classical W-algebra
W(9, f). Fractional W-algebras were first considered in [1], [3J, where the examples
g = s12 , m = 1, 2 were discussed. In Section 3.1, we introduce a general construc-
tion of a PVA called a fractional W-algebra, generalizing Drinfel'd-Sokolov reduction.
As algebras (resp. differential algebras), finite(resp. affine) classical W-algebras are
isomorphic to the algebra of polynomials (resp. differential polynomials). In general,
finding free generators of W-algebras is not easy. However, provided that f is a min-
imal nilpotent, Premet found the generating elements of finite quantum W-algebras
and their brackets [9][10] and Kac and Wakimoto found the generating elements of
affine quantum W-algebras and their A-brackets [8]. Similarly, with the assumption
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that f is a minimal nilpotent, we find free generators of finite (resp. affine) classical
W-algebras and Poisson brackets (resp. Poisson A-brackets) between them. In Sec-
tion 3.2, we also discuss generating elements of affine fractional W-algebras.
Section 4.1 and 4.2 of the thesis deal with Hamiltonian evolution equations and in-
tegrable systems. An infinite dimensional evolution equation is a system of partial
differential equations of the form
di= Pi(u, u', u(, -), i E 1 {1, --. , 1}, (1.4)
where ui = ui(x, t) are functions of a coordinate x on a one dimensional manifold
S1 and time t E R and u() = (U))iEI = (!ui),EI. We consider the algebra of
differential polynomials
A := C[U "dji = 1, -.-. , 1, n = 0, 1,.--- (1.5)
in the variables Ua " and the derivation a acting on A by
( = n n+1) or au n) = ( n+1) (1.6)
nEZ>o i=1 i
A local functional f f is the image of f E A by the projection map
: A -+ A/A. (1.7)
The space of local functionals f A is the universal space for the algebras satisfying
the integration by parts. A local functional f f is called an integral of motion if
f= 0. (1.8)
Equivalently, using the chain rule and the integration by parts, f f is an integral of
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motion when
Of du~ -
iEI,nEZ;.o z 
_a n Of dt = 0.
aOfn) du
Using the functional derivative
if Of
6 nEZ>o Un
(1.10)if (f
Ju 6) /E
equation (1.8) can be written as
if 
_=0J P-=0, (1.11)
where P = (Pi)iEI is in (1.4) and a - b := EIEj aibi for a = (aj)jej and b = (bi)iEI.
It is well known that
- 0 a = 0. (1.12)
Equation (1.12) allows to define a local bracket between local functionals([5], Intro-
duction in [21). To do this, let us consider an 1 x 1 matrix-valued differential operator
H(u(y), u'(y), -- ; 0.) which defines local Poisson brackets on A by
{uti(x), uj (y)} = Hj(u(y), u'(y), --- ; O)J(x - y),
where the distribution S(x-y) is defined by the property: the integration f, #(x)(x-
y)dx = 0(y) for any continuous function on S'. By the Leibniz rules,
{f(x), g(y)} = Of (W ag(y) xanz "8," u 3 s(y)}.
,I(m) 0 (n)ijEI~mnEZ>0 z 3
f(x)dx, g(y)dy H (u(y), = z(y) -y) dyijEI S. L i
12
(1.9)
Then
(1.13)
and, by taking f, dx of both sides of (1.13), we obtain:
{ f(x)dx,g(y)} = n g(y)al ,1"Hji (U (y), U,'(y), -
i,jEI,nEZ>o
)f(y)
-u,
Hence we define the bracket on two local functionals by
{f f,f g} = f L (H(O)L) (1.14)
where H(a) := H(ui, u', u 2,... ; 0) and the bracket between a local functional and
a function by
(1.15)f f, g} := Zi,jEI,nEZ~o .nu
493
for H(&) := H(u, U', U(, .-- , 0).
On the other hand, given the matrix H(a), one can define a A-bracket on A by the
following equation called "master formula" [4]
{f x g} = (0 + A) +a Uj}_(--
i,jEI,m,nEZ>o U(
A) m Of (1.16)
If we let Hji(A) := {ui A uj}, by (1.14), (1.15) and (1.16), we have
{ f f , g } ={ f A g }I 1.\,= {f ff, fg} =f ff, g } .
An 1 x 1 matrix-valued differential operator H(a) is called a Poisson structure if
Hji(A) := {uj Auj} (1.18)
defines a PVA structure on A. An evolution equation is a Hamiltonian system of the
form
du
dt
6h (1.19)
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(1.17)
for I x 1 Poisson structure H(a). Equivalently, in terms of a A-bracket on A we have:
du = {h A u} 1=o. (1.20)
dt
By definition, local functionals f h, f h' E A are in involution if {f h, f h'} = 0 and
the Hamiltonian system (1.20) is an integrable system if there are infinitely many
linearly independent local functionals f ho := f h, f hn, n = 1,2, ... , which are in
involution. Also, if f hn for n E Z;> are linearly independent and in involution, the
hierarchy of Hamiltonian equations,
du =- {hn A U1}A=O 7
dt
consists of integrable equations.
The following observation called the Lenard scheme plays a key role in finding integrals
of motion:
If there are two Poisson structures H(a) and K(9) and a sequence of local functions
f h0 , f hi, f ,fh such that
Hjj(A) := {uj A uj}K, Kji(A) := {ui A Uj}K
and
{hO A Ui}KI=O = 0, {ht A Ui}HIAO = {ht+1 A KUi}KIO (1.21)
for i,j = 1, , and t = 0, - -. , n - 1, then the local functionals f ho,- , f h, are
all in involution with respect to both brackets.
In finite dimensional cases, an evolution equation on A := C[ui : i = 1, 2,.-- , 1] is a
14
system of ODEs
du- P(U) (1.22)
t
for P(u) = [P(u),-- , P (u)]T, d = [, , d ]T and u = ( ,...,;. An integral
of motion is a function 0 E A such that
dpb
-d= 0.
dt
Equation (1.22) is called a Hamiltonian evolution equation if (A,{,}) is a Poisson
algebra and (1.22) can be written as
du
- = {h, u} (1.23)dt
for a hamiltonian h E A. Integrals of motion q1 and 02 are said to be in involution if
{1, 0 2} = 0. Equation (1.23) is called an integrable system if there exists an abelian
subalgebra of maximal possible GK dimension containing the Hamiltonian h. It is
known that the maximal possible GK-dimension of an abelian subalgebra of a Poisson
algebra A is rank(M) +corank(M), where M = ({ui, uj}) ,_ assuming that the rank of
M is a constant. The following simple statement is useful to find integrals of motion
of Hamiltonian systems of ODEs: If one can find two Poisson brackets {-, -}1 and
{-, -}2 on A and functions ho, hl, -- , h, such that
{hO, u}1 = 0, {hj+ 1, u}1 = {hi, u} 2  (1.24)
for any i = 0, 1, ... , n - 1, then ho, h, , h, are all in involution with respect to
both brackets.
In [11] and [3], integrable systems on affine classical W-algebras were introduced us-
ing Drinfel'd-Sokolov reductions. We will explain their arguments in the rigorous
language of PVA theories.
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Furthermore, for a given affine classical W-algebra W(g, f, k) and a Hamiltonian
operator H on W(g, f, k), the Zhu algebra ZhuH(W(g, f, k)) is a finite classical
W-algebra W1 "(g, f). We discuss Hamiltonian evolution ODEs associated to the
Poisson algebra Zhuff(W(g, f, k)) using a finite-dimensional analogue of the gener-
alized Drinfel'd-Skolov reductions.
Throughout the paper, we use systemically the notions of Lie conformal superalgebras
and their non-linear analogues, and the notion of Poisson vertex algebra. In Appendix,
these structures are defined and their basic properties are stated.
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Chapter 2
(Ordinary) Classical W-algebras
2.1 Three equivalent definitions of classical finite
W-algebras
Let g be a finite dimensional simple Lie algebra over C with an s1 2 triple (e, h =
2x, f). The Lie algebra g can be decomposed into direct sum of eigenspaces of adx,
9 = 9Dje g(i), where g(i) = {g E g1[x, g] = ig}. Let
n= g(i) cm=Og(i)
i;>1 i>1
-2
be two nilpotent subalgebras of g and let us use the notations:
B;> := D OW, <;:= ( ) O O>= g(i), g< = ( )
i>O i<O i>O i<O
and
Of = {g E gI[g, f] = 0}.
In particular, we have n = g>. If (-, .) is a non-degenerate symmetric invariant bilinear
form on g, then we have (x, x) = (x, [!e, f]) = ((e, f). We fix such a form, for which
(e,f) = 1 and (x,x) = '.
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2.1.1 The first definition of classical finite W-algebras
We need the following three nonlinear Lie superalgebras (see Appendix for the defi-
nition of a nonlinear Lie superalgebra) to define classical finite W-algebras.
1. Let g be a nonlinear Lie algebra endowed with the bracket [., .]C
[a, b]c := [a, b] + c(p, [a, b]), for a, b E g,
where p E g is in the center 3(n) of n, c E C, and the bracket [,-] is the Lie
bracket on g.
2. Let 1 be the parity reversing map and let 0, and #'* be purely odd vector
superspaces isomorphic to fln and 1n*, respectively. The direct sum 0" @ O".
of two odd spaces is a nonlinear Lie superalgebra endowed with the nonlinear
bracket defined by
[q, 0 ] = 0(a), a E n, O E n*,
[Oa, ibI = [4011q02] = 0, ab E n, 01,02 E n*.
3. Let (n/m be a nonlinear Lie algebra isomorphic to g (1) as a vector space. The
skew symmetric bilinear form on 1n/m given by ('D[a], D [b]) (f, [a, b]) is well-
defined and the nonlinear Lie bracket on 4)n/m is defined by
[4[a], ][]] :=([[b, d[a]() = (f, [a, b]) for [a], [b] E n/m.
Let us denote by
ro = (D (O (D 0 "*) (D (n/m (2.1)
the direct sum of the three nonlinear Lie superalgebras (1), (2), (3). The symmetric
superalgebra S(rP) is a Poisson superalgebra endowed with the bracket {., .} defined
by the nonlinear bracket (2.1) on reP and extended to S(rP) by Leibniz rules.
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Notation 2.1. Given g E g, let 4 g := q,(g) and := 4 [7 (g)], where 7r> : + g>
and -r -+ g (1) are projection maps.
Let X n - S(rcP) be a linear map such that X(a) = Xa = a + (f, a) + D[a, and
consider the odd element
d = SO 'Mv (ua~ + (f7uO,) + (D[U.]) ± E 0 V"OVO '1 uO,uQ]
aES U a,,ES (2.2)
L9AUa± 9> + E [,3ul S(r')
aES a,3ES
where {ucIa E S} and {va Ia E S} are dual bases of n and n*. The map X is a Lie
algebra homomorphism, since
{Xa, Xb} = {a + (f, a) + ([a], b + (f, b) + D[bJ} = {a, b} + {'4[a], D[bJ }
- [a, b] + (f, [a, b]) + (D [{a,b}J = X[a,b]
for a, b E n.
Proposition 2.2. The adjoint map (ad d) = {d, -} is a differential of the associative
superalgebra S(rP), i.e. add is an odd associative superderivation such that (ad d) 2
0.
Proof. Applying Jacobi identity, we get {d, {d, A}} = -{d, {d, A}} + {{d, d}, A}, i.e.
2(ad d) 2 (A) = {{d, d}, A}. Hence it suffices to show that {d, d} = 0. Let us compute
{d, d} using the Jacobi identity and the skewsymmetry of a Lie superalgebra. The
Poisson brackets between the summands of d are as follows:
(i)
{0 V kXU., O# 0XU,}1
a,3ES
E {#V"X.C x V, I }xu + E p(0 V#X.., #V'O foV{VX. , XU,}
a,3ES a,3ES
= 0 - {Ck"XU, XUf3} = E V#V"X[UU,
a,/3ES a,8ES
19
(ii)
>1 {1""Xu. 4k$ 4.,,3
a,1,7ES
=E 44'{4 u""X ,u],} ±> {$VX.a, 4" 4"'}4
a,/3,yES a,13,yES
= >3 4vv{4v4'{ X , 4[y,,U,3} +0 = E $""4"'XY
a,/,YES a,/,YES
(iii)
>3 {4v"4 1$ ,a,' 4"$V[ U,u]}
ckf,y,6ES
a,f,6,5ES a,,6,ES
- >3 4"{$""$ "$kV ,,. ;,$V}$~6uy
a,#,3,ES
= >3 v ±(>{vn(u 6,})$q4Y"4.,.)+ E va{o=}4'4 "~ 4""[uJ
+ 1: vl({u, se})$" 4o"o'[U,,,+ E v 4({ U,, Ue})4"'4""4"6"4-,U,
a,,6,5ES a,,6,,ES
= 4 E v6 ({up, u,})4v'$v4 [U,u6 = 4 E $$"4L4 k[u,4u,uj = 0.
L,,,5ES a,/,YES
The last equality in (iii) follows from:
0 V-,OacOV [u,[u_,suJ + Ov"",O ':k uy,[wY,u,] + O-k 0 4v ' [u6,[u-,)jJ
= O Ov%/ v ok (O[Uy, [uO,u-1 + ] tUc,Uy,uI] + [u,[ua,uljJ) = 0,
which is obtained by the Jacobi identity of g. Since (i) + (ii) = 0, we have
{d,d} = (i) + (ii) + 1(iii) = 0.4
20
Remark 2.3. Consider the Poisson superalgebra isomorphism
vC ): S(r0 ) -+ S(r*)
such that vcP (a) = a + [cp, a] if a E g and vi (b) = b if b E 0, (D " n (Dn/m-
Then one can see that v induces the well-defined Poisson algebra isomorphism
: H(S(rO), ad d) -+ H(S(rcP), ad d). Hence the Poisson superalgebra structure
on H(S(rcP), ad d) is independent on cp.
Now we introduce the first definition of classical finite W-algebras.
Definition 2.4. Let C1 = S(r) and di = (ad d) where r = r0 and d is the odd
element in r defined by (2.2). The Poisson superalgebra Wfin(g, f) := H(C1 , di) is
called the classical finite W-algebra associated to g and f. We will show that it is
actually purely even.
2.1.2 The second definition of classical finite W-algebras
Let p and c be fixed elements in 3(n) and C. The Poisson algebra S(g) is endowed
with the bracket defined by
{a, b} = [a, b] + c(p, [a, b]) for a, b Eg, (2.3)
and Leibniz rules. Let J = (m - X(m) Im E m) be an associative algebra ideal of
S(g), where X E g* such that X(g) = -(f, g) for g E g. Consider the adjoint action of
n on S(g)/J defined by
(ad n)(A + J) = {n, A} + J for A E S(g). (2.4)
Proposition 2.5. 1. The (ad n)-action is well-defined.
2. The (ad n)-invariant subspace (S(g)/J)" is a Poisson algebra endowed with the
multiplication (a+ J). (b+ J) = a -b+ J and the Poisson bracket { a+ J, b+ J} =
21
{a, b} + J, where a, b E S(g).
Proof. 1. Let A E S(g) and x E m. Then (adn)(A(m - X(m))) = ((adn)(A))(m -
X(m)) + A((adn)(m)) and each term of the RHS is in J. Hence adn-action is
well-defined.
2. Since (ad n)((x+J)(y+J)) = (x+J).(ad n)(y+J)+(ad n)(x+J)-(y+J) = O+J
for any n E n and x + J, y + J E (S(9)/J)"", the multiplication is well-defined
on (S(g)/J)adn. Also, the well-definedness of the Poisson bracket on (S(9)/J)a"
follows from Jacobi identity.
U
Using the Proposition 2.5, we introduce the second definition of classical finite W-
algebras.
Definition 2.6. The Poisson algebra W 2lin(g, f):=(S(g)/J)ad is called the classical
finite W-algebra associated to g and f. It is obviously purely even.
Remark 2.7. Let C. be the left S(m)-module via m - 1 = X(m) for any m E m and
let S(9) be the right S(m)-module via A - m = Am for any A E S(9) and m E m.
If we define the (ad n)-action on S(g) 0 Cx by (ad n)(G 0 1) = {n, G} 0 1 for any
n E n and G E S(g), then the invariant subspace (S(g) 0 Cx)a"d is a Poisson algebra
endowed with the product (G1 0 1)(G 2 0 1) = G 1G 2 0 1 and the Poisson bracket
{G 1 0 1, G 2 0 1} = {G 1 , G 2} 0 1 for any G 1 , G 2 E S(g) (the well-definedness of the
(ad n)-action on S(g) 0 C. and the well-definedness of the product and the Poisson
bracket on (S(g) 0 Cx)adn follow directly from Jacobi identity and Leibniz rules of a
Poisson algebra). Then the associative algebra isomorphism i : S(g) 0 CX -+ S(g)/J
such that g -+ g, g E 9 induces the Poisson algebra isomorphism il(S(g)Oc,)ad:
(S(g) 0 Cx)ln -+ (S(g)/J)l". Hence we have
W2i"(0, f) = (S(g) 0 Cx) ". (2.5)
Remark 2.8. Observe that the Poisson bracket on W 2 in(9, f) depends on c E C
and p E 3(n) (see equation (2.3)). Let (W["n(g, f),{-, -}c) be the classical finite
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W-algebra associated to g and f endowed with the Poisson bracket induced by the
nonlinear bracket [., ]() on g:
[a, b](cp) = [a, b] + c(p, [a, b]) for a, b E g.
(i) Since [n, a](qp) = [n, a] + c(p, [n, a]) = [n, a] = [n, a](0) for any a E g, we have
(2.6)
as associative algebras.
(ii) Let us define a Poisson algebra isomorphism
V)eP : S(g )/ J -+ S(O )/ J
such that 0,,(a + J) = a + (cp, a) + J for a E S(g). Then
7cpW : WW(0)"(g,0f) -+ W (gf)
is a Poisson algebra isomorphism. Hence the Poisson algebra structure of
Wfin(g, f) is independent on c E C and p E 3(n).
By Remark 2.8, one can assume that Wlf"(g, f) = Wf7(g, f) without loss of gener-
ality.
Gan and Ginzburg (see [6]) proved that Wf"'(g, f) is isomorphic to the Lie algebra
cohomology H(n, S(g)/J) of n with coefficients in S(g)/J as associative algebras.
Moreover, they showed that H(n, S(g)/J) = HO(n, S(g)/J). Note that H(n, S(g)/J)
is the cohomology of the complex
2C = (n*) 9 (S(g)/J)
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(2.7)
Wfi (0, f) -Wfin"g f),
with the differential
d2 (XJ 0A) = I Eva A U,- A + E IQ (9 adu(A), (2.8)
2aES CkES
where ua - 'I(n) = T'([n, ua]) for n E n.
2.1.3 The third definition of classical finite W-algebras
Let S(g)± denote the right S(m)-module, which is isomorphic to S(g) as a vector
space, with the S(m)-action via F(m) - A = AF(m ± X(m)) for F E S(m), m E m
and A E S(g)±,. Also, let C and C±, be a 1-dimensional left S(m)-modules via
F(m) - 1 = F(O) and F(m) - 1 = F(tX(m)).
Lemma 2.9. There are vector space isomorphisms S(9)-x 0s(m) S(n) ~- S(q) OS(m)
S(n)x and S(q)-x(s(m)C ~ S(g)0s(m)Cx such that GON - GON and Gol H-4 G9l,
for any G E S(g) and N E S(n).
Let
C3 = ( C['q, where C3'q = APn* 0 (S(g) 0s(m) S(n)x) 0 A~qn, (2.9)
p,qEZ
be a complex with two differentials d, and dh, where
d?',- -: C q'- -+ Ci'p-q+ and d',- : Ci'- -+ Cp+1,(2.10)
are defined by
d'-( A- (G N) .(c1 .. -Acq)) = (I)p~1 Z(-1)kA0(G0Nck)0(c1A... k . Acq)
k(1
(2.11)
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and
dp'-q(A®(GON)®&C) = E v"Au-A0(G0&N)C+± vAA adu((GO&N)0C).
aES aES
(2.12)
We can see that d2 = 0 by direct computations and d2 = 0 by the fact that d4 is the
differential of a usual Lie algebra cohomology. In order to give the third definition of
classical finite W-algebras, we need to show that d3 = dh + dv is a differential on the
complex C3 = D, Cn, where Cn = p+q_, C['.
Lemma 2.10. Two complexes C1 = S(0* E g D Xn D0,) and C3 = A & (S(O) s(M)
S(n),) 0 A n are isomorphic as vector spaces via the map i C1 -+ C3 defined by
(001 ... - g-- gqXnl ... Xnqa,.. .-#a) = 01A-... AO(gi - gqgni ... nr)QaiA . -Aa.
(2.13)
Since the complex C1 has the multiplication and the Poisson bracket, we can define
the induced multiplication and Poisson bracket on C3, i.e.
A -B = i((i-'A) - (i-lb)), {A, B} = i{i-1 A, i-1 B} for A, B E C3. (2.14)
Lemma 2.11. Recall that d1 = ad d for d in (2.2) and d3 = dh + d, for dh and d, in
(2.12) and (2.11). For the isomorphism i in (2.13), we have i o d1 = d3 o i.
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Proof. Recall the images of elements in C 1 by di:
di(g) = { vxu,,g = cEO I{,g},
IaES aES
Xu, Xn }
{a,,6ESkM
= x "X[ua,n,
QES
= E S Ova0(fu({p'u})
a3ES
di(qa) E = {S cQ O}
= v" (a)Xu. + 2 -
aES
a }
1 I v"(a)>1/4
a,3ES
= Xa+ 5" Q[u a] -
aES
Let us use the notations:
(i) 01, - Op ,0 E n* , g1, -, - - , gq E g, ni, --- ,n,- E n and a, -- , a,, E n/M;
(ii) E :=01 --- ,, G:= gi ... g, N := ni ... n, and A:=ai-.-a, ;
(iii) ODe :=01 ... 0 ", XN := Xn --- Xn, and XFA:= Oa, -- Oa.;
(iv) 11 EI 1+E2 : qE1 + qE)2 , XN,+N 2 := XN, + XN2, and XJA,+A 2 := TA, + 4PA2 -
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d1(Xn) = {Z V"
I ES
d1 ($9) - 12
= I "E""4 - O(U3) = 1 E Ou"'0,
2a"BES aES
(2.15)
+ I E 0v O" O1U,n.), 7
2 O,, E S
Using equation (2.15) and Leibniz rules,
d1(qIGXN'A) d1(Ie)GXNfA + (-1)Pqfed1(GXNTA)
1 Z (-1)- 1 0 1 - -Oi--1Ov"a'U.OiO1 -. -- 4GXNqfA
aES i=1
± (-i)P 1 xe4""adu,(G)XNXA + (-i)P Z xG"Xadua(N) A
aES a
± (-i)P E JE GXN adu±(A) + ()P ~-(1) lWeGXNXaIq... .....
aES a,i
= 1: ova xpuc 'EGX N TA
aES
+ 1:""a(Paaduc,(G)XNTA + GXadu.(N)qA + q"9GXN'Fadu.(A))
aES
+ E (-1)+i'-1ITeGXNXQial ... .-
aES i=1
Hence
d3 0 i(1EGXN A) =1Ev a (01 A ... A Op) 9 (G 9 N) 9 ai A ... Aas
aES
+ E vcA (01 A - - - A Op) 9 adua((G N) 9 a, A - A aS)
aES
+ E (-1)+il-101 A ... A Op o (G Na) 9 a1 A ..- di ... A a,
aES i=1
=Z 0 d1(4EGXN A)-
5
Proposition 2.12. The operator d3 is a differential on C 3 .
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.11. 5
Now we introduce the last definition of classical W algebras.
Definition 2.13. The Poisson algebra W3i (g, f):=H(C3, d3) is called the classical
finite W-algebra associated to g and f.
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2.1.4 Equivalence of the three definitions of classical finite
W-algebras
Let (ErA r ) be the spectral sequence of the double complex C'. Note that
E ' = C3', e =e = : Eg', -+Eo,q+1
and
Er = H(Er_1, e,_), e : E -E+r,q-r+, r> 1.
We also recall the Kiinneth lemma which is used to prove the equivalence of definitions
of classical finite W-algebras.
Lemma 2.14. (Kfinneth lemma) Let V1 , V2 and V = V1 0 V2 be vector superspaces
anddi:Vi-+Vi,i=1,2 andd=d1 01+1 d2 be differentials on Vi and V. Then
there is a canonical vector space isomorphism H(V, d) ~ H(V1 , d1 ) 0 H(V2 , d2).
Using the Kfinneth lemma, the following two lemmas are proved.
Lemma 2.15. Let D = Dqyo D-q, where D-q = S(n) 0 Aq(n), and let dD be a
differential on D such that dD (No c1 A--- A cq) = ( 1)" Nc 0 c1 A - - -. A cq,
where N E S(n) and c1 ,--- ,-cq. Then Hq(D,dD) = 0q,OC-
Proof. Let V = n + 1(n), where H is the parity reversing map. Then S(V) ~
S(n) 0 A(n).
Consider the differential d V -+ V defined by d(n + ir(m)) = -m for n,m E n.
The differential dD can be obtained by extending the domain of d to S(n) 0 A(n)
by Leibniz rules. Since kerd = imd = n, the cohomology H(D, dD) = C by Lemma
2.14. L
Lemma 2.16. Two spaces EP'q and 6q,OC2 are isomorphic.
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Proof. By Lemma 2.15 and Lemma 2.9, the vector space
' = kerep' /ime'4 ~ An* 0 (S(g)-x 0s(m) H (D, dD))
~ Jo/P\n* 0 (S(g)-x 0s(m) C) ~ogPn* 0 (S(g) os(m) Cx).
Since (S(g)/J) ~- S(g) Os(m) C-x, two spaces E'q and 6 ,oC are isomorphic. 0
Proposition 2.17. Three complexes C1, C2 and C3 are quasi-isomorphic.
Proof. Since the isomorphism in the proof of Lemma 2.16 preserves the differentials
di and d2 on the complexes El'0 and C , we get the complex isomorphism:
(El'o, di") ~ (C;, d2).
Also, we have Ef', = 0 when q 0. Hence, for any p > 0, we have
E '= HP (C2, d2) ifq=0 (2.16)0 if q 4 0.
Observe that if q = 0, then the kernel and the image of the map ep'q : 2
are Ej'q and 0. Otherwise, the kernel of the map is 0 since E2' itself is 0. Therefore
EP' = ker ' = E[' = 6qoE' 0 .
Inductively, we get En ~ E 2 for any n > 3 and hence E.. ~ E2.
Consider the decreasing filtration FnC3 of the double complex C3 by
( F.C3 )' = { C', if p > n
0, otherwise
Since this filtration is bounded, we have EP;. ~ FpHp+q(C , d3 ).(see [14] 5.6) Hence
H"(C3 , d3 ) ~ lim 0 E,3q = E"; ~ Hn(C 2 d2 )
p+q~n
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as vector spaces, i.e. two complexed C2 and C2 are quasi-isomorphic.
Since Lemma 2.10 and Lemma 2.11 show that C1 and C3 are quasi-isomorphic, three
complexes C1, C2 and C3 are quasi-isomorphic. l
Theorem 2.18. The three definitions of W-algebras are equivalent. In other words,
the three Poisson algebras Wfi"(g, f), Wli(g, f) and W "(9, f) are isomorphic.
Hence we denote by Wfin(g, f) the classical finite W-algebra associated to g and
f.
Proof. Gan and Ginzburg [61 proved that
2" f) = H(n, S(g) Ds(m) Cx) = H0 (n, S(g) 03(m) Cx) ~ (S(g) 0(m) Cx)adn
(2.17)
Hence the linear map C2 -+ (S(g) 0s(m) Cx)"" defined by 01 A ... A Op 9 (G 0 1) -
6p,OG 0 1 induces a vector space isomorphism
H(n, S(g) Os(m) Cx) ~ (S(g) OS(m) C,)adn.
Recall that the quasi-isomorphism in Proposition 2.17 between the complexes C3
and C2 followed from Lemma 2.15, that is H(n, S(n) 0 A n) = C. Hence the quasi-
isomorphism is induced by the map
E 9 (G o ni ... n,) 9 ai A ... Aas E C 3  6.r,0 6s,oE0o G 91 E C2 .
Moreover, by equation (2.17), any element in H(C3, d3 ) has a representative in C3 of
the form 1 0 (G 0 1) 0 1 for some E E A(n*) and G E S(g).
Notice that the Poisson bracket on (S(g) 0s(m) Cx)a" is defined by {G 1 01, 9 G201} =
{G1, G 2} 01 and the Poisson bracket between 10G10101 and 10 G 2 0101 in C3
is 1 9{G1, G21 010 1. Hence we obtain the isomorphism W2i(g, f) Wl"(g, f) as
Poisson algebras. Also, the Poisson algebras Wfin(g, f) and WYV i"(g, f) are isomorphic
since we have equation (2.14). E
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2.1.5 Second proof of the equivalence of the three definitions
Let us denote
Ja := a + E OvaO[Ukaj (2.18)
aES
for a E g. Then
S(9 @ on @ On* E (Dn/m) = S(Jg (D OT, (D On* (D n/m).
The Poisson brackets between Ja and other elements are as follows:
{Ja, n } = {a + > vck"[ua, #b} = - V(n)#[u.,a] = O[a,n],
kES aES
{Ja, 0 } = {a + Z4 "'[uaa] 7 0 1E v uc,,a, } -0"} = ', (2.19)
aES aES
{J, [n]} = 0,
and
{Ja, Jb} = {a + E V" #[u.,a] , b+E " $[u,,,b}
aES 83ES
= [a, b] - E u,,b]v,' (7r>[u., a])"" - j #"vV(7r>[U#,b])O[u4 a
a,,3ES a,fiES
= [a, b] + 4 " ([,r>[u.,a],b] - [,r>[u.,b],a]) (2.20)
aeES
= J[a,bJ + E ""(O[,,r> [u.,a,b] - 0[7r> [ua,b,a] - k[uc,[abJ)
ckES
=J[a,bI ± Ov V t (-[7r< [u.,a,b ± 0[7r< [u.,bI,a]) 7
aES
for ab E n, E n, 0 E n*.
By equation (2.20), if a and b are both in g; or both in g<, then
{Ja, Jb} = J[a,bJ. (2.21)
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The image of Ja under the differential di is
di(Ja) = #"{u, a} + Zd(#v")#uc,a] - SO"d1(O[uc,a )
acES CtES aES
Ov- ~ ~ jua OOe 5c [u,,a]
aES a,,3ES
-Z( 7 ""([ua, a]) + #v"([u., a], f) + O""Dv[u aa]) - "#V V 0[uOir>[u.,a]
aES a,f3ES
S[#""(J, f.,a - 4[ua,a] - (ua, [a, fi))]
aES
(2.22)
Let us consider two vector spaces
r+ : = 0 D d1 (05,) and r: J< on* ( (n/m, (2.23)
where J< = {JaIa E D<O g(i)}. Then, since d,(0a) = Ja + (a, f) + [a], we have
S(r) = S(r+) 0 S(r_). Also, we denote two differentials by
d+ := dlIS(r,+) and d- := dilIS(r). (2.24)
Due to equation (2.22), we have di(S(r+)) C S(r+) and di(S(r_)) C S(r-). Hence
d+ and d- are differentials on the subcomplexes S(r+) and S(r_), respectively, and
we obtain
H(C1 , di) = H(S(r+), d+) 0 H(S(r), d) (2.25)
by the KiInneth lemma. Furthermore, since im(d+) = ker(d+) = dl(#,a), we have
H(S(r+), d+) = S(H(r+, d+)) = C and equation (2.25) implies
H(C1 , di) = H(S(r_), d) = S(H(r-, d_)). (2.26)
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We define the degree and the charge on S(r-) as follows:
1 .1deg(J.) = -j + , deg(#") = 2j -,deg(@[]) = 0 for a E g(j), u, E g(j), n E n,
charge(J) = charge(41 1) = 0, charge(O0 ) = 1 for a E g, n E n, 0 E n*.
(2.27)
Then the increasing filtration {Fi} with respect to the degree on S(r_) is
C F,_.I(S(r_)) C Fp(S(r-)) C F+.I(S(r-)) c .-. (2.28)
where F,(S(r_)) = S(r-)(i) and S(r_)(i) = {A E S(r-) Ideg(A) = i}. Using
the filtration {Fi}EZ, we define the graded superalgebra of S(r-)
grS(r_) := Fi+.(S(r-))/F(S(r_)).
iE Z2
Let grd_ : grS(r-) -+ grS(r_) be the graded differential induced from the differential
d_ on S(r.). Then grd- acts on r- as follows:
grd- (J) = (ua, [f,
aES
a])#O", grd_ ((D [,]) = (ua
aES
where a E g,n E n and 0 E .*.
[f, a]) 0", grd_ (0') = 0, (2.29)
Since im(grd,_) = 0" and ker(grd._r) =
On* D (Jaja E g), we have
H(grS(r-), grd-) = S(Ja Ia E g).
Remark 2.19. The following result can be found e.g. in [13]:
Let A be a module with an increasing filtration
-C F, 1 A c FA c F+1 A c-
(2.30)
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and let d be a differential on A satisfying d(FpA) C FA for any p E Z. If Upez Fp = A
and F-N = 0 for some N E Zyo, then
H(grA, grd) = grH(A,d).
Remark 2.20. We define another gradation A on S(r_) by
A(Ja) = 1 - j, A(O"") = j, A(dIn]) = 1 , for a E g(j), ua E g(j), n E n.
For i E , let S(r_)i = {A E S(r_)jA(A) = i}. Then, since the differential d-2'7
preserves the A-grading and each S(r_)i is a finite dimensional vector space, the
complex S(r_) is locally finite.
Remark 2.19 and Remark 2.20 imply the following two propositions.
Proposition 2.21. Using the same notations as above, we have
H (grS (r_), gr d-) ~ grH (S (r_), d-).
Proof. For i E Z, let S(r_)i be defined as in Remark 2.20 and let d_,i := d-IS(r.-
Since d- preserves the A-grading, we can consider the complex (S(r_)i, d_,j). Also,
since S(r-)i is a finite dimensional space, the increasing filtration {Fj(S(r_)j)}jE, is
bounded, where Fj is defined by (2.28). Hence by Remark 2.19, we have an isomor-
phism H(grS(r_)i, gr d_,j) ~ grH(S(r_)i, d_,j) for each i. Therefore,
H (grS(r-), gr d_) = ( H(grS(r_)i, gr d_,j)
iE Z
=@ grH (S (r_) , d_,j) = grH (S (r-), d_) .
iEz2
Proposition 2.22. Let {uili E I} be a basis of g1 consisting of eigenvectors of adx,
where ui E g ("i) for some ni E Z<, and let {F}, be the filtration defined as in
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(2.28). Then there is A,, E F-i(S(r_)) such that charge(Au) = 0 and the set
{ Ju. + Au}iE,
generates H(S(r_), d).
Proof. Since deg(Ju1 ) = -n" + 1, by equation (2.30) and the Proposition 2.21, we
have a generating set of the form {Ju, + A.1 }iEI, where Au1 E F (S(r_)). Also2
we can choose Aui satisfying charge(Au1 ) = 0, since we have H(grS(r), gr d-) =
HO(grS(r.), gr d-) and H(grS(r_), gr d_) = grH(S(r_), d-).
By Proposition 2.22, we can find an isomorphism between the first and the second
definitions of classical finite W-algebras.
Theorem 2.23. Let i : S(r-) -+ S(g)/ (m - x(m)Im E m) be an associative algebra
homomorphism defined by
J -4 a, }[b] -+ -b, <0 -+ 0,
where a E g<, b E g( () and 0 E n*. Then
1. the map i induces an algebra isomorphism
j : H(S(r_), d_) -+ (S(g)/ (m - X(m) : m E m))ac.
2. Moreover, j is a Poisson algebra isomorphism.
Proof. Let us simplify the notations as follows.
Notation 2.24. Let
Ai := ai,1- ai,ki, Ni := ni,1 -, - nj,j, Gi := gi,1 - -gi,m,as
(2.31)
(2.32)
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for aij E g,, nij E g () and gij E 9k<1. Also, for the Ai, Ni and Gi, let
Ja = a --- a ,4)ng ' [ni,;,i], KGj : K~g 1 Kgi,
JA =ai,1 "Jai~iI()j: 1[jj
and
JAI+Ajt = JAj + JA.,, Ni+Nit = JN + JN1 ,7 KGj+G, KGj + KG,-
Since the charge of an element in im d_ is greater than 0, we have i(im d) =
0. Hence the homomorphism i induces the well-defined algebra homomorphism i
H(S(r_), d-) -+ S(g)/ (m - X(m) : m E m). By the Proposition 2.22, any element in
H(S_, d_) has a unique representative of the form EIEj JA 1GN. Hence i is injective
and it suffices to show that the image of i is (S(g)/ (m - X(m)))a ", i.e.
d_ E JA4N) = 0 if and only if {,ZAiN} =0. (2.33)
\iEI iEI I
Let Kg := J,,g - [g] - (g, f), for g E ®i 9 (i). Since Kg = Jg for g E g and Kg =
4D[g] for g E g (1), the symmetric algebra S(r_) = S({Ka : a E (i<1 g(i)}) 0 S( n*).
Also since
d_ (Kg) = Ov"Kgj
aES
the image of KG under d- is
d_(KG) =d- Kgi ... Kgm)
= O v (K[u.,gI]jKgj 2 ... Kg,,m ± ± K ... K+---+KK[u--MKi)
i aES
= S" K{,G }-
aES
Hence
{in, G} = 0 # {Ua, G} = 0 for all a E S O 4"V" K{u,G } =0 4* d-(KG) = 0,
aE S
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which implies equation (2.33).
For the second part, let us pick two elements KEI JAIN, and E JAV ,N, in
H(S(r-), d_). By (1) in Theorem 2.23, we know that two elements i(EEI JAi Ni) =
i EI (-1)' A N and j(Zif EI JA.,DI Nil) = ZiEI,(-1)'IAj/N, are in the algebra (S(C[&]®
g)/ (m - X(m))) ". Hence we want to show that
N A zJA1 4D 1 1 N 1)' AiNi, Z(1)i'AjN }. (2.34)
\iEI i'E' I / iEI i'Ef
Since {Ja, D[n]} = 0, the Poisson bracket between elements in S(r) is as follows:
{ JAi Z Ni E JA/ N,}
iEI i'Ep I
SS N j4DN AiJ S IAi Ay { N7 ,N} (2.35)
iEI,i'EI iEI,i'
By the following three facts:
(i) j({Ja, Jb}) = i(Ja,b}) = {a, b} for a, b E i<;O g(i),
(ii) j({[nj, (D[n2]}) = (f, [ni, n2]) = -{n,, n 2} in S(g)/ (m - X(m)), for ni, n 2 E
(iii) Leibniz rules,
we get the equation
j 1 (E{ (2.36)
E (-1)'+1i'NjNj,{Aj, Al} - (-1)'i+'i'A Aj,{N, N1 }.
iEI,i'EI iEI,i'EIP
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The right side of (2.34) can be rewritten as follows:
{Z AiNi, Ai1N 1 }
iEI i'EF
=Z N{ AiNi, A}
i'EI' iEI
= E
iEI,i'EI'
NiNg{A Ai,} ± EiEI,i'EI'
= Z NiNi{ Ai, Ai}± + Ai{
iEI,i'EI' iI
Ni, Z ANi} -
i'EI'
E AIiEIA{Ni,}
iGI,i'EIF
= ( NjNji{Ai,Ai} - ( AiAi 1{Nj,N}.
iEI,i'EIF iEI,i'EI'
The first and the last equalities in equation (2.37) follow from the equation
{n, 5 AiNi} = {n, 5 Ai Ni} = 0,
iEI i'EF
and formula (2.34) follows from (2.36) and (2.37).
isomorphism between Wf{ and Wlin.
Hence j is a Poisson algebra
0
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(2.37)NjAi{NjAi}
2.2 Two equivalent definitions of classical affine
W-algebras
2.2.1 The first definition of classical affine W-algebras
We need the following three nonlinear Lie conformal superalgebras to define classi-
cal affine W-algebras (see Appendix for the definition of a nonlinear Lie conformal
algebra).
1. Let p E g commute with n, let k, c E C and let Curk'(g) be the free C[D]-module
C[a] 9 g endowed with the nonlinear A-bracket
[a\b] = [a, b] + Ak(a, b) + c(p, [a, b]), for a, b E 9.
2. Let H be the parity reversing map and let 0,, and on' be purely odd vector
superspaces isomorphic to fn and FUn*, respectively. The charged free fermion
nonlinear Lie conformal superalgebra Fch is the free C[a]-module C[] 0(#,e#*)
endowed with the nonlinear A-bracket defined by
[#,, \ #' = O(a), a E n, O E n*,
[Oa A ObI = [0, 1 202=0, a,bEn, 01,0 2 E n*.
3. Let '1n/m be a vector space isomorphic to g (}) with the skew symmetric bilinear
form (P[a], [b]) = (f, [a, b]). The Neutral free fermion nonlinear Lie conformal
algebra Fe is the free C[a]-module C[a] ® 4n/. endowed with the nonlinear
A-bracket
[R[a] A')[bJ] = ( [a], ([D ) = (f, [a, b]), [a], [b] E n/m.
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We denote the direct sum of the three nonlinear Lie conformal superalgebras Curf(g),
Feh and F.e by
R'(g, f) := C[1] ( (g ( On D #"* ( (D/,). (2.38)
Let S(Rf(g, f)) be the Poisson vertex algebra endowed with the A-bracket defined
as follows:
{a.b} = [a.b], a,b ERf (g,f),
and extended using left and right Leibniz rules (see Appendix A.2).
Let X : n -+ R'(g, f) be a linear map such that X(a) = a + (f, a) + ([a], a E n, and
consider the odd element
aES a,,3ES (2.39)
EZ~x ± 03 2 qE5v'oqvoo[ulu']
aES a,fES
in S(R'"(g, f)), where {uc, : a E S} and {v : a E S} are dual bases of n and n*.
Then we have
{Xa \ Xb} = {a + (f, a) + (D[,,] A b-+ (f, b) + [b]} = {aLAb} + { ([al \D[bJ}
= [a, b] + kA(a, b) + (p, [a, b]) + (f, [a, b]) + ([a,bI = Xa,b].
Proposition 2.1. Let the operator d(o) on S(R'f (g, f)) is defined by d(o)(a) = {da}|=.
Then d(o) is a differential on the complex S(Rf'(g, f)).
Proof. Since d is an odd element in S(Rf'(, f)), we have {dA{d,,A}} = -{dx\dA}}+
{{dAd}x+,A}. This implies that if {dAd} = 0, then d 0 A = }{{dAd}A+jA}IA=.=o = 0.
Hence it suffices to show that {dAd} = 0.
Let us compute {dAd} using Jacobi identity and the skewsymmetry. The A-brackets
between the summands of d are as follows:
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(i)
aj8ES
ca,/3ES c,fiES
ca,,3ES
(ii)
EZ Pk 'cXuc, \Ov,30v,,[U"U,6}
aS3,-YES
a,f,,YES afl,-YES
a,)9,ytES
(iii)
a,/,,--ES
=4 E v'([u, u.,])OJ~vq'Op OU)l = ~~4  i
a,/,,4ES a,)3,-YES
V6 ([U,3, Ua]>kVY~c Vk k[u, 'u5
cIv,,kvcO ,6O[U,U~,,Ua] = 0.
The last equality in (iii) follows from:
0 v'Y 0kv a Ov O[ttY,[U,u-]1 ± va ~V%,0VIY, O[u,[ ]]oj ± OV~V,0vv[Uo 3 [U,IIJ
= 0 va OvI ('k[U7I,6u ,uQ] + Ok1ua,[w-Y,uO] ± O[U.6,[U-,w.Y]]) = 0.
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Hence we have
{d\d} = (i) + (ii) + I(iii) = O vIJ ova qOV[/3 ,[uOuc.]] = 0
a,f3,yES
and d(o) is a differential on the complex S(R'(g, f)).
Definition 2.2. Let C1 = S(Rcp(g, f)) and di = d(o) where d is defined in (2.39).
The the cohomology H(C 1, dl) is the classical affine W-algebra W 1(g, k, f) associated
to g, f and k E C.
Remark 2.3. (i) Consider the PVA isomorphism
V : S(R'(g,f)) -+ S(Rc (g, f)) (2.40)
such that P (a) = a + [cp, a], a E g, and V P(b) = b, b E On D 0 n n/m-
Then 4 7 'P induces the well-defined PVA isomorphism ?PC : H(S(Ro(g, f)), di) -+
H(S(Rk (g, f)), di). Hence the PVA structure on H(S(Rc'(g, f)), di) is indepen-
dent on c and p.
(ii) Let {u, : a E 3} and {u' : a E 3} be dual bases of g, where u,"' E g(j,) is an
eigenvector of adx and let {z 1 ,--- , z2,} and {z*, - , z*} be bases of g (}) such
that (f, [z , zj]) = 6i, . Then there is an energy-momentum field L of W 1 (g, k, f)
which is the projection of the element
L = I ~ S±c k ± ( - 1 ± i 
2 s
aE3 aES aES S= N
(2.41)
of S(R'(g, f)). Then by direct computations, we have {(I2 = + 2A)I -
kA32
2.2.2 The second definition of classical affine W-algebras
Let S(C[0] 9 g) be the symmetric algebra generated by C[a] 0 g endowed with the
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A-bracket induced from the A-bracket on Curf(g) and Leibniz rules. Consider the
differential algebra ideal
J = (m - x(m) m E m, X(m) = (f, m)) (2.42)
of the algebra S(C[d] 0 g). The A-adjoint action of n on S(C[] 0 g)/J is defined by
(ad\n)(a + J) = {nAa} + J[A].
For given n E n, x E m and A E S(C[] 0 g), we have
{nA(m - X(m))} = A{nAm - X(m)} + {nAA}(m - X(m))
= A([n, m] + kA(n, m)) + {nAA}(m - X(m)) E J[A].
Hence the ad\n action is well-defined and we can define the vector space:
W 2(g, k, f) = (S(C[a] 0 g)/ (m + X(m): m E m)) d .
The following proposition shows that the multiplication and the Poisson A-bracket on
W 2(g, f, k) can be defined by (a+J)-(b+J) = ab+J and {a+JAb+J} = {ab}+J[A].
Proposition 2.4. The multiplication and the Poisson A-bracket are well-defined on
W 2(g, k, f).
Proof. Let a+ J,b+JE W 2 (g, k, f) and n E n. Then we have
(adA n) ((a+ J) -(b+ J)) = (b+ J)((adA n) (a+ J))+(a+ J)((ad n)(b+ J)) E 0 + J[A]
by the definition of W 2(g, k, f). Hence the multiplication is well-defined on W 2(g, k, f).
To show the well-definedness of Poisson A-bracket, let us pick A, B E S(C[a] 0 9) and
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m 1 , m 2 m. Then
{a + A(mi - X(mi))Ab + B(m 2 - X(m2))} = {aAb}
+ {aAB(m 2 - X(m2))} + {A(mi - X(mi))b} ± {A(mi - X(mi))AB(m2 - X(m2))},
and
{axB(m 2 - X(m2))} = B{a(m 2 - X(m2))} + {aAB}(m 2 - X(m2)) E J[A].
Similarly, we have {A(mi - X(mi)),\b} E J[A] and
{A(mi - X(mi))AB(m2 - X(m2))} E B{mi A+8 m2},A + J[A] = 0 + J[A].
Hence {a + A(mi - X(mi))Ab + B(m2 - X(m2))} E {a\b} + J[A].
Furthermore, since (ad\n){ab} + J[p] c 0 + J[A, p], by Jacobi identity,
A-bracket is also well-defined on W 2 (g, k, f).
the Poisson
5
Definition 2.5. The classical affine W-algebra associated to g, f and k is the PVA
W 2(g, f, k) = (S(C[J 0 g)/ (m + X(m)Im E m))ad n.
Remark 2.6. Let (W(')(g, f, k),\{-A-}(cP)), where c E C and p E 3(n), be the classical
affine W-algebra associated to g and f endowed with the Poisson bracket induced
from the bracket {.--}(cP) on S(C[a] 0 g):
{a\b}(c) = [ab] +c(p,[a,b]) +Ak(a,b), a,b E g.
We have the PVA isomorphism
(CP) : (S(C[] 0 g), {-A}()) ~ (S(C[a] &), {-A-}(p)) (2.43)
defined by O(cP)(a) = a+ [cp, a], a E g, and g(I) induces the well-defined PVA isomor-
phism between W(0 )(g, f, k) and W()(g, f, k). Hence the Poisson algebra structure
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on W(g, k, f) is independent on c and p.
2.2.3 Equivalence of the two equivalent definitions of classi-
cal affine W-algebras
In this section, we can assume p = 0 by the isomorphism (2.40). Given a E g, let us
denote
(2.44)Ja a + E #v5{,,,aj.
aES
Then
S(C[] 0 (9 @ O " ( O n/m)) = S(C[o] 0 (J, (D On E O* ( (D/m)).
The Poisson A-brackets between J and elements in R9 k = J9 ( On On* D (n/m are as
follows:
{Ja A #k} = {a + E OVc'"[u.,aj
aES
{Ja A 0k} = {a+ Ov^O2u,,1
aES
A +k}= /0"^{#[u.,aI
aES
{Ja A (I)[n]I = 0,
and
{ Ja A Jb} = {a ±+- E Ov$[uc ,a] A b +E Ov" 3 [,b, I
kiES /3ES
= {a A b} - 1 0[u,b]v(7r>[ua, a])#"" - 1 #vv(7r>[u,, b])#[u,,
a,,ES a,$8ES
= {a A b} ± 0 V (O[lr>[u.,a],b] - #lr>[u,b],aJ)
caES
J[a,b) + kA(a, b) +EI (0[7r>[uck,a,b - #[r,[u,,bJ,a] - O[u.,[a,b]])
= J[a,b] + kA(a, b) + E v" (-[r:[uca],b] + 0[7r<[u,,bJ,a),
ae s
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A 4} = v '(n)#[u.,a] = O[a,n],
aES
\ #0}= $",
(2.45)
where a, b E g, n E n, 0 E n*. Equation (2.45) shows that if a and b are both in g;
or both in g< then
{Ja A Jb} = J[a,bl + Ak(a, b). (2.46)
Let
r+ = #n D d()On, r = J< D 0* D (n/m, R+ = C[a] 9 r+, R- = C[a] D r-,
where J< = {Ja : a E g<}. Since
{d \Ja}
= o #v"[u,, a] + E k(O + A)(ua, a)vc" + E{dOv}[uQaj - E 4p"dx#[u.,aI}
aES aES aES aES
= v E "[ua, a] + E k(a + A) (u, a)#v"' + > 2 Ov '"" [u.al
aES aES afES
- (OV (7r>[u., a]) + #Ov'([u., a], f) + kv#.[uca]) - : 0""V#[u,,r>[u.,a]]
aES a,,ES
E (1- (J 7,[u.,a] - (D [u,a] - (u, [a, f])) + k(a + A)(uc, a) v")
(2.47)
and d(O)(0a) = Ja + (a, f) + ([aD, we have
d(o)(S(R+)) C S(R+) and d(o)(S(R-)) c S(R_).
Hence we can define cohomologies H(S(R+), d+) and H(S(R_), d_), where d+ =
d(o)Is+ and d- = d(o)s_. By Kfinneth lemma (Lemma2.14), there is an isomorphism
H(C1 , d(o)) = H(S(R+), d+) 0 H(S(R-), d_). Since ker(d+) = im(d+) = d(O)On , we
have H(S(R+), d+) = S(H(R+, d+)) = C and
H(C1 , di) = H(S(R-), d_) = S(H(R-, d_)). (2.48)
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Let us define the degree and the charge on R_ as follows:
1 1
deg(J) =- j+- , deg(#v) = j, - , a E g(j), Ua E g(ja),2' 2
deg(([,) = 0, deg(9) = 0, n E n,
charge(J) = charge( [n)) = charge(a) = 0, charge(#4) = 1, a E g5, n E n, 0 E n*.
(2.49)
We denote by {Fi} the increasing filtration with respect to the degree on S(R_):
-c F (S(R_)) c Fp(S(R-)) c F,+.(S(R-)) C ... , (2.50)
where Fp(S(R_)) = j S(R_)(i) and S(R_)(i) = {A E S(R-)I deg(A) = i}.
Then we have the graded superalgebra grS(R_) := @iez F+i(S(R_))/F (S(R_)) of
S(R_) and the graded differential grd_ : grS(R-) -+ grS(R_) which is induced from
the differential d_ on S(R_). Since im(grd-Is(R-)) = C[a](#" and ker(grd-s(R-)) =
C[a] 09 /* @ C[a] 9 (Jala E gf), by Kiinneth lemma, we obtain
H(grS(R_), grd_) = H(grS(R_), grd_) = S(C[a] 0 (Ja Ia E gj)). (2.51)
Proposition 2.7. Let {uili E I} be a basis of gf consisting of eigenvectors of adx
and assume that ui E g (a). Then there exists A,, E F -(S(R_)) such that
2 2
charge(Auj) = 0 and the set
{Ju, + Au} iEI
generates H(S(R_), d).
Proof. Let L be the energy-momentum field introduced in (2.41). For each i E , the
subspace
Li := {a E S(R.){L\a} = (9+ iA)a + o(A)}
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is finite dimensional and d_ IL C Li. Hence S(R_) is locally finite and, by the same
arguments as Proposition 2.21, we have
H (grSC R-), grd _) -- gr H (S (R-), d-).
Since H(grS(R-),grd_) = S(C[&] 0 (Ja a E gj)) and deg(Ja1 ) = -ni + 1, the co-
homology H(S(R_), d-) is generated by the set of the form {J,, + A,}iE, where
A ei c F a(S(R)).
Moreover, by equation (2.51), any element in H(S(R_), d-) has a representative of
charge 0. Hence we can choose Au, which has charge 0.
The next theorem is our main purpose of this section.
Theorem 2.8. Let i : S(R_) -+ S(C[] 0 g)/ (m - x(m)Im E m) be an associative
superalgebra homomorphism defined by
&k Ja a Ok &ki > -&kb, ak/ 0p+ 0 (2.52)
where k E Z>0 , a E g<;, b E g (1) and 0 E n*. Then
1. the homomorpshism i induces an associative algebra isomorphism
j : H(S(R_), d-) -+ (S(C[} 0 g)/ (m - x(m) : m E m))ad-". (2.53)
2. the isomorphism (2.53) is a Poisson vertex algebra isomorphism.
Hence W 1 (g, f, k) and W 2(g, f, k) are isomorphic as PVAs and we denote the classical
affine W-algebra associated to g, f and k by W(g, f, k).
Proof. In this proof, we use the following notations.
Notation 2.9. We denote
Ai := ai,- ai,, Ni := ni, -ni,, G:= 9g1g2- - -m,
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aRiAj := aril ai, ---a ikiaSi,aS &i8.:= 12u1 --...asi~ni,g, &TG := at gi ... t-gM
for aij E g , nij E g (1) , gi E Da1i9a and R. = (ri,, - ,ri,ki), Si = (si , sij), T =
(ti, - ,tm). Also, let
J = as,,- - Jag,,, ki JA :=o* ai,1 oi* Jaik
(I)Ni [ (i, 1 ) * [ni,z,] N [ni,1 . . . g [i, i
Kg: Jgj - (D [g,] - (gi,f), KG = Kg1 --- Kg,,, OTKG at Kg- ..
Since i(k"*) = 0, we have i(d_(S(R.)) = 0. Hence the homomorphism i induces the
well-defined associative algebra homomorphism
i H(S(R_), d-) -+ S(C[a] 9 g)/ (m - X(m)Im E M).
By Proposition 2.7, any element in H(S_, d_) has a unique representative of the form
ZiEI Ri JAI OSi DN,. Hence i is injective.
Let us show that the image under i is (S(C[1] 0 g)/ (m - x(m)Im E i))ad .
d _( &aRJi aS N =0 if and only if {A S RiA &SiNj} = 0. (2.54)
\iEI iEI
We notice that Kg = Jg if g E g and Kg = - 4 [g] if g E g (1). Hence any element in
H(C1 , di) can be written as a polynomial in a'Kg where g E ®ij< g(i) and t E Z>.
Using Notation 2.9 and equation (2.47), we obtain
d_ (Kg) = E #V"K{U, +± k [ &5V"(ua, a). (2.55)
aES aES
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Since d is a derivation, by equation (2.55), we have
d (aTKG)
= &t t ""K[u,,,g,]
j=1 aEs
+ k S oV (ua, gi))
aES
-a'Kg .. &-- -Kg,_&t3+1Kg3 +l - -atm Kg.
Also,
at "K + k E a""(u, g)
\a E S a E S
vS (i aqVtPK[u,,, + k
aEr S P-h aE
On the other hand, if OT G = i (aTKG) then we have
(2.57)ati+1 o"v (ua, gj)
S
{Ua \ &TG}
t
= (9 + A)' ([ua, gj] + kA(u., gj)) &Ig 1 1 ... at--gji&lt+lgj+1j=1
(2.58)
and
tj
(0 + A)t([ua, gj] + kA(u,, tj)) =
p=o
+ kAt+1(ua, gj).
Let us assume that X E H(R_, d-) and Zi,, E S[&JKIj E Z>, a E (D,, g(i)] satisfy
the equation:
Then, by (2.56)-(2.59),
d_(X) = Z , ".
aES,iEZ>o
{ua \ %(X)} = zi,oA',
iEZ>o
where zi,, = %(Zi,0 ). Since
(2.60) = 0 < Zi,a = 0 for any i, a < zi,, = 0 for any i, a <= (2.61) = 0 for any a,
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(2.56)
- a-- 'gm,
(2.59)
(2.60)
(2.61)
P)Apali-P lua, g] I
we conclude that d_(X) = 0 if and only if {n A %(X)} = 0.
To prove the second part of the theorem, let us pick two elements
E H(S(R-),d-).jJl J" NiA'N
iEI i'EI'
Then the images of them under j,
1: O( JAi8 a4Ni
\iEI /
a8i i' Ja,,s (D Nil
\i' E /
and
-- Z 1l&iestNi;
iEI
iE Z(_)iiaRlAilosiINil
i/EI'
are in (S(C[a] 0 g)/ (m - X(m)))-". We want to show that
j O( jAias (NiX
ElI ilEI
S (_1)LI&RiAjasiNj
iEI
Since {Ja \ (P [,,} = 0, we have
iEI ( ji J ,N AE aRzi JA1 i, a'iNiDi'EI'
(2.63)
= iIqI &S (N ii ,Ri JAi A+OaRi JAi,}-+&i4Ni
iEI,i'EI
+ : a J ,{B'fs (Ni '\+'q a8 4Nij-+a8 Ai-
iEIXiEF
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(2.62)
Ni}
aRit jA EI' 
)
1: ( -1) ilas' AjO3'
i' E
Using the following two equalities:
j({Ja AJb}) = i(J[a,b] + Ak(a, b)) = {a \ b} for a, b E 3 g (i);
i<O
j{fni A 4fl2} = (f, [ni, n 2]) = -{nx n 2 } in S(C[] 9 g)/ (m - X(m))
we get the equation
i{ aRi JAi & Ni E aRi, J i
i'EF A /
aSi, N,e{f Ai A+O aRi'A,&s1Ni
- ( 8"' A{&si Ni\+,g asi N }8 A
iEI,i'EI'
On the other hand, the RHS of (2.62) can be rewritten as follows.
{E a~iAjasiN
iEI
A E &Rt iAjeSiI Ni}
i'EII
= ZE'{I &RiA&siN A8R,
eEF iGI
s'Ne,{&RAi i+O& AjI-SiNi +
= iE
iEI,i'E F
(9sj' N{&sN A+O& Af}+RN A
iEI,i'EI'
- 5 &B-s' A {9si Ni A+O&s Ne }.8 RtAs
= S OSi'Ni,{rRi Ax+OOk 'A } asi Ni -
iEI,i'EI'
5 0 R2 , A {5%s Ni A+Oos 9 Ne },R 1
iEI,i' E'
(2.65)
The first and the last equalities in the previous calculation hold since
{n \EaliAjasiNj}
iEI
= {fA 5 9Rj'Aj,,si/N,}. = 0.
i'EI'
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(2.64)
= E osi' N{oki Ai
iEI,i'EIF
\+8O19RA,} OSi Ni + S{isi Ni
iEI i'E I'
, for ni, n2 E 9
Hence formula (2.62) follows from (2.64) and (2.65) and hence the map j defined in
(2.53) is a Poisson vertex algebra isomorphism between the two definitions of classical
affine W-algebras. 0
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2.3 Generating elements of classical finite and affine
W-algebras
2.3.1 Generating elements of a classical finite W-algebra and
Poisson brackets between the generating elements
Recall some results in Section 2.1:
1. A classical finite W-algebra has two equivalent definitions:
i. Let r_ = J<; #"* D D[,] be defined in (2.27) and d_ = dIs(,_), where d, is
the differential from Definition 2.4. Then Wfi(g, f) = H(S(r_), d_).
ii. Let J be the associative algebra ideal of S(g) generated by {m - X(m) Im E
m}. Then Wfi"(g, f) = (S(g)/J)adn.
2. Recall the degree and the charge on r_ defined by (2.27), and the filtration
{Fi}iE defined by (2.28). Let {uili E I} be a basis of gp consisting of eigen-
vectors of adx and let ui E g ("i), where ni E Z. Then there exists Aa, E F~a2 2
with charge 0 such that the set {Ju, + Auji E I} generates the classical finite
W-algebra Wfin(g, f) as an associative algebra.
3. Let i : S(r-) -+ S(g)/J be an associative algebra homomorphism defined by
i(Ja) = a, i([b]) = -b and i(#k) = 0. Then the map i induces the Poisson alge-
bra isomorphism j : Wfi(g, f) ~P-' W"(g, f). This Poisson algebra associated
to g and f is denoted by Wfin(g, f).
4. If we define a gradation A on S(r_) by
1
A(Ja) = 1 - Ji, A(#"") = j2, A(D[n]) = -, where a E g (ji), u, E g (j2), n E n,2'
then the differential d- on the complex S(r_) preserves the A-grading.
Then (2) and (4) imply that we can find a generating set {Ju, + A, i E I} of
W{fi(g, f), where Aa, E F_ has charge 0 and A(Au,) = A(Ju,). Let us consider two2
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gradations, deg and I - If, on S(g)/J, which are analogues of deg and A-grading on
S(r_), defined as follows:
1 .1if a E g(j) for some j < , then deg(a) = -j±-, + a1 = 1-j.2 2
As a consequence, we get the following theorem which is also proved by Premet [9].
Theorem 2.1. Let u1 , --- , uk an extended basis of g< consisting of eigenvectors of
adx, such that ul, - -- ,ur, r < k, is a basis of gf = {g E g : [f, g] = 0} C g<o. We
denote by - the eigenvalue of adx corresponding to ui. Also, let z 1 ,--- , z 2 , be a basis
of g (i). Then the following properties hold:
1. Let ua := u" - - -u'k and zb = = -... z2., where a = (a, - - -,ak) E (Z>o)k and
b = (bi, - , b2s) E (Z;>O)2,. Then there exists a linear map 0 : fin W"(g, f),
such that
O 9, := O(ut) = ut + E Aa,bXZa, A,b E C. (2.66)
a,b
Moreover, one can find At in equation (2.66) which is nonzero only if
k 2s
Iu zb1f t -- ±1, deg (uazb) < - and E iE j 2
i=1 j=1
2. The elements 0, ... , O,. of W 1 i"(g, f) are algebraically independent and gener-
ate the associative algebra Wfin(g, f). Hence Wfn (9 , f ) is isomorphic to the
polynomial algebra in r indeterminates, as an associative algebra.
3. Let c E C, p E 3(n) and let the Poisson bracket on W(g, f) be induced by the
bracket on g:
{a, b} = [a, b] + c(p, [a, b]), a, b E g. (2.67)
The Poisson brackets between the generating elements Ou --. , O, of Wfin ( g, f)
have the form
{0i 7 =uj O1[ ,j5 + qi (OU1, - O,,),
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where qij is a polynomial in Ou,--- ,. O. If c = 0 then qij is a polynomial
without first order and constant terms.
In this section, as an analogue of the result in [10], we show that if ui E g(0) and
uj E gf(0) E gf (-i), then 0[u,,uj] = {90, ,O,}. Moreover, we describe qij in Theorem
2.1 when f is a minimal nilpotant.
Let (-,-) be a skew-symmetric bilinear form on g (1) defined by (x, y) = (f, [x, y]).
We can choose a basis zi, - , z 2s of g (1) such that (zi, zj+,) = 6i, and (zj, zj) =
(zi+8, zj+) = 0 , 1 < i, j < s. Then by letting z? = zi+, and zis = -zi, we have
(ziz) = Zij.
Proposition 2.2. Let v E g(0) and 0 be defined as in Theorem 2.1. Then we have
2s
O V, =v±+ z{v, z}. (2.68)
Proof. Equation (2.66) shows that O, has the form 0, = v= Aijziz with some
Aij E C. Since
{z *, } OV= {z*, V + 1 
2s
i,j=1
2s 2s 2s
= {zj+, V} + {Z*, AkjZk}Zj ± {Z*, Aikzk}zi = {4z, v} ± E Akjzj = 0,
j=1 i= 5j=1
if we choose AkJ satisfying j=1 AZ = {v, z*} then
2s 2s
9v = v + z Mzj =v+ zv,z} E (
ij1 i=1
Lemma 2.3. EAs ziz = 0.
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Proof. Since
2s s 2s 2s s 2s
Zzz=E zizi+s - = zizi-s=- zizi,
i=1 i=s+1 i=s+1 i=1 i=1
we have E 2 , zjzj = 0.
Lemma 2.4. The bilinear form (-,-) is gf(0) invariant.
Proof. Let a, b E g (1) and x E gf(0). Then
(a, {x, b}) = (f, {a, {x, b}}) = ({f, a}, {x, b}) = ({{f, a}, x}, b)
= ({f, {a, x}}.b) = (f, {{a, x}, b}) = ({a, x}, b).
El
Lemma 2.5. Since (-,-) is gf(0) invariant and (zi, z*) =Jj, we have
2s 2s 2s
{x, z*} = ({x, z4}, zi) zi = ( (z, {z*, x) zi = ( ({x, z}, Z) zi,
=1 i=1 i=1
assuming that x E g(0).
Let A be a polynomial algebra generated by z1 ,--- z2s endowed with the Poisson
bracket {-, -} such that {4z, zj} = Jij and let A*P also be a polynomial algebra gener-
ated by z 1, ... z2 but with the different Poisson bracket {-, } such that {zj, zj} =
-6wj. Any element h E Wfin(g, f) can be uniquely represented in the form h =
Et utvt, where ut E S(g ) and vt E A. Let y be an injective algebra homomorphism
_ : Wfin(g, f) -+ S(g:) 0 A"" (2.69)
defined by p(h) = Et ut 0 vt, where h = Jt utvt E Wfin(g, f).
Lemma 2.6. The map y is a Poisson algebra homomorphism.
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Proof. Let hi = J, u1,pv1p and h 2 = Eq U2,qV2,q be in Wf" (g, f), where U1,p, U2,q E
S(g<;) and V1,p, V2,q E A. Since {hi, V2,q} = {vp, h2} = 0, we have
{ hih 2 } = E{hlU2,q}V2,q + EU2,q{h, V2,q} = {h, U2,q}V2,q
q q q
= E{U1,p, U2,q V1,pV2,q + E Ul,p{Vip, U2,q}V2,q
p q p,q
= {U1,p, U2,q V1,pV2,q ± - U1,p V1,p, U2,qV2,q} - E U,pU2,q{ V1,p, V2,q
pq pq p,q
= E{U1,p, U2,q V1,pV2,q ~~ Ui,pU2,q{Vlp, V2,q}-
pq p,q
Hence p({hi, h2 }) = Ep,q{U1,P, U2,q} 0 V1,pV2,q - Ep,q U1,pU2,q 0 {V1,p, V2,q}-
Since
E3 {,(u1 ,pV1 ,p) , (U2,qV2,q)} = 1,Ulp, U2,q} 0 V1,pV2,q ± ~ U1,pU2,q 0 {V1,p, V2,qjop
p,q p,q p,q
= Z{U1,p, U2,q} 0 V1,pV2,q - EU1,pU2,q 0 {V1,p, V2,q},
p,q pq
we get p({hi, h2}) = {p(hi), p(h2 )}.
Proposition 2.7. If u, v E g1 (0), the equality {0, ,} = 0[u,] holds.
Proof. Recall that if x E gf(0) then
2s
Ox = x + zi{x, z4}.
i=1
By Lemma 2.6, we have
{ 2s 2s
= u01±10 E j u~4} 7 v 01±10.&>EzjjV7z}
( 2s 
12s
I i=1 j=1
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Due to Lemma 2.4 and Leibniz rule, if z E g (1) then
2s z}
, z
2
2s
(- (zi, z)
__1 2s
2 >~(z" z}{uz'} ± zf{{u, 4}, z})
{u, z} - zi ({u, z4}, z)) = - {I
Also, since z4 = zi+s and zl+, = -zi, we have
2s
-j ({u, z},) z z{v, zj}
j=s+1
2s
E - {u, zj}, z) z {v, z}.
j=1
- E ({U, Z}, 4) zi{V, zi}
j=1
Hence
2s
5{u, z }{v, z1
i=1
2s
= ({U, zi}, zi)
j=1
2s
= - (z , {z, u}) {v, z}z = -
j=1
2s
zi {v,z} = - ({U, z }, zl) {V, zjlz
j=1
2s
5{v, (zj, {zi, u}) zj}zi
j=1
2s
= I{{u, 4}, v}zi.
i=1
Consequently, we obtain
{p(0), p(-O)} = {u, v} 0 1 - 10 {. F2,1 z {u, Z4}, E 1 z{v, z}}
= {u, v} 0 1 - 1 0 ( I1 (-{u, z }{v, z:}) - 1 2s (-{u, {v, 4}}z )
= {S , } i ± 1 d{{u, z, v}zt ±a s{u, {v, z }}z = w(
Since pu is injective and preserves the Poisson algebra structure of W/fi"(g, f), we have
{U, GuI = O1u,'v. 5
Proposition 2.8. Let 0 be a linear map which is defined in Theorem 2.1 and let
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Z} + 2 '
2s
S ({u, zj}, z)
j=1
zi;V,} = ({U, zj}, zi) zi{v, z7} +
j=1
({u, zj}, zi) z{v, zi}
j=s+1
Z}) = -{u, Z}.
v E gf (-1). Then we can choose
2s
Ov =v+ Z{v, z}zi +
i=1
1
2s
I v, zjI zizJ,
iZi=
as the image of v by 0, where {a, b, c} = {{a, b}, c} for any a, b, c E g.
Proof. It suffices to show that {Z*, 9} = 0. The bracket {Z*4, 9} expands as
2s
{+, ± {v, z4}zi + -{v, z, zj}zizj}
= {z*, v} + {v, z*} +
2s
EI:OI )4l1
2s
+ {7 zk), z Izi - 5
i=1
12s
± Zfv, 4,' z~}zj
i=1
2s
{v, z, zj, z*lzizj
i=1
and the last two terms of (2.71) are
2s 2s 2s
{v, *, 4}zi = Z{v, z*, z*}zi - Z{v, {z4, zi}}z = Z{v, z, *}zi
i=1 i=1
2s
+ Z{v, e}z*
i1
and
2s
{v, z, zj, z}zIz
i,j=1
2s
IV, Z, z*=}zii= k
2s
= {v, z, z*, }zliz
i,j=1
2s
- {v, e, z}ziz* = -
i,j=1
2s
-I{V, z4}, { z, z*}}z zi
i,j=1
2s
{v, z, z*}zi
i=1
As a consequence, we obtain {Z*, 9,} = 0. 0
Proposition 2.9. Suppose u E gf(0) and v E gf (-1). If Ou and 0, are defined in
Proposition 2.7 and Proposition 2.8, respectively, then {O, 0,} = 0[u,
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(2.70)
(2.71)
2s
i=1
2s
+ Z{v, e}z.
i,j=1
Proof. The bracket between the elements 0, and 0, is
282 2s}
Ou, V U+ 2 zifN U, V + D V, zi* zi + , vzilzi jZiZ
i==iij=1
2s 2s 2s
= {u, v} ± {u, {v, z}}zi + Z{v, zf}{u, zi} + {u, {{v, z}, zj}}ziz
i1i=1 1~~
2s zj}z 3 + 2s
i'j=1 i,j=1
Since
2s
{u, zi} = (z, {u, zi}) Zk, (2.72)
k=1
by equation (2.72) and Jacobi identities, we get the following equations:
(i) z 1 {{v, z };}Uziz = j {2, { 4 ,{Uz Z'},z7}zZ
=i {{v, { z~, u}}z;}z zi
(ii) ~{{v, z}, z;}{u, zI}zi =Z , I{{v, U}{z, U}}ZZi.
(iii) Z~1 {u, {v, z}}zi + Z2 1{v, z}{u, zi} = Es 1 {{u, v}, 4}zi.
(iv) II{U { , },z;}}zizj
= z~;1 ({u,{vz}}, z;}zz, -{{v, 4}, {;,u}} )
= 2s({{u, v}, I}, z;}zizj + {{{z', u}, V}, z;}zizj - {{v, 4}, {z;, }}ziz,)
= 2=({{{u, v}, I}, z i}zjz - {{v, 4}, z}{u7 z }zj - {{v, z}, z;}{U, z}zi).
Hence
( 2s 2s 2s
MAI U+ 2 ilu= 4 V + E V, zlzi Zv, zj z}I zJ
i=1i=1 i,j=l
2s
= {U, V} + {{U, V}, D U }zi + I{{U, V}, z, zj}zizj = O[u,v].
For the rest of Section 2.3.1, we assume that f is a minimal nilpotent. Let (-,-) be
an invariant bilinear form on g, and let v : --j * be an isomorphism via this form.
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Let # be the highest root of g and let f = e- 3 be the minimal nilpotent of g. Let
(ep, h,3 = 2x, e-,) be the corresponding s12-triple, where h = 2, '(). Then we have(/3,B)
g = g(-1) ( g - g(0) ( g ( g(1)
and the two subspaces g(1) = Ce and g(-1) = Cf are 1 dimensional. In this case,
the centralizer gf is decomposed as gj(0) @ 9(-!) g(-1), where gp(0) = {g E
g(O)j[g, f] = 0}. When g E g(0), we denote the projection of g onto the orthogonal
complement x1 C g by
g :=g - 2(g,x)x. (2.73)
If g E 9(0) then [g, f] = (e, [g, f])f = -(h, g)f. Hence
gf(0) = {g E g(0)1(g, h) = 0} = {g E g(0)jg = g}. (2.74)
Consider the dual bases {ai1 i < t} and {bi1I i < t} of gf(0) with respect to
(-, .). Then {f, -{f, zi}, X, ai, zi, e} and {e, zi, 2x, bi, -{f, z*}, f} are dual bases of g
and the element C' = 2ef + 2x 2 + J _1 aibi - E 12{f, z}zi E S(g) commutes with
n. If we denote the projection of C' onto S(9)/J by
t 2s
C = -2f + 2x 2 + aibi - 2 Z{f, z}z, (2.75)
i=1 i=1
then C is in (S(g)/J)adn( Wfi(g, f)). Also, we denote CO = Zl_1 aibi and
t
OC0= Oai Obi. (2.76)
i=1
Theorem 2.10. Let c E C and let the Poisson bracket on Wfz"(g, f ) be induced from
the bracket
{a, b} = [a, b] + c(e, [a, b]) for a, b Eg.
Let u and v be in g (-1) and let 9, and 9, be generating elements of Wfin(g, f) in
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(2.70). Then
I 2s
{oul 94I =-(e, [u, v])(C -0 -2c)+Ej'iO ±10
2 {ViZ1
(2.77)
Proof. Let us denote Xu =.1 Eigju, zi, zj}zizj. We expand the bracket of 0" and 9,
as follows:
{9s, 9} = {u 0 1 + Z{u, z} 0 zi + 1 0 X, v 0 1 ± {v, z;} 0 zj + 1 0 X}
+ Z{{u, 4}, v} 0 zi
j
+ ZElul {Vj,1 (}9 i + ± l Z{U, 4}, {V, z}}1 0 zizj
j i~j
+ Z{u, z,}{v, z } 0 1 - E{v, z3} 0 {z, X } + >{u, zi} 0 {zi, XV} - 1 & {X., XV}.
i j
(2.78)
Lemma 2.11. The following equation holds:
(z~e, {v, 4l, z'}) = (z, {v , Z,}) ± (z, {v, {z, z}}). (2.79)
Proof. Using Jacobi identity and the skewsymmetry of Poisson bracket, one can see
that
{z~e, {{v, zf}, Zj}} = {zj, {{, f}, *}} ± {{, z}, {z, zj}}
= {z, {{v, 4f}, f z}} ± {z, {v, {z, z*}}} + {V, {zi, {*, zj}}}.
By applying (f, -) to the both sides of the equation, we prove the lemma.
Lemma 2.12. The bracket between 9u and 0, is
{0, 9v} = (e, [u, v])(f 0 1 + c + Z{f, z} & zi + Z{f, 4, z} 0 zizy)
i
0
i~j
- {{u, 4}, {v, zj}} 0 z z + Z{u, , i}{vz } & 1
i~j
+±Z fV,4}0{ u, elzi
i
(2.80)
- Z{u, z} 0 {v, e}zi - 1 0 {XU, X,}.
i
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= {u, v} 9 1
Proof. In the proof of Proposition 2.8, we showed
I{j;,xU1 = lZ* j1i
Since
{v, z} 0 {zj, XU}
- {v, zj} 0 {u, 4, zj*zi
i,j
- {v, zj} 0 ({u, Z},}1 Z*) ZiZk
i,j,k
Z{v, ({u, kz},z') zj} 0 ZiZk + {V, zj} & ({u{z,>, z*}}, zi) ZiZk (2.81)
i,j,k ij,k
-Z{v, ({u, Z, z}, z*) zj} 0 ZiZk + ZV, Zj} 0 {U, {Zj, Z*}}Zk
i,j,k j,k
Z{v, ({u, 4, z}, z9) Zj} 0 ZiZk - Z{V, Zj} 0 {U, {Z;, Zk}}Z*
i,j,k j,k
S{v, {u, Z, Z*4}} 0 ZiZk - Z{V, z} 0 {u, e}z 3 ,
i,k i
two terms - )j {v, zj} 0 {z, Xu} + E{u, zi} 0 {4z, X,} in equation (2.78) can be
rewritten by formula (2.81). Then
{ou, Ov}
= {u, v} 0 1 + Z{[u, v], z4} D zi + {{u, 4}, {v, zj}} 09 zizj + { z} l 1
i i~j i
- Z{v, {u, zj, z}} 9 zizj + Z{v, z} 0{u, e}zi
i~j i
+ Z{u, {v, zj, z4}} 0 zizj - Z{u, z} & {v, e}zi - 1 0 {X,, X,}.
ij i
Observe that
{{[u, v],z},zj} = -{{,z},4}z +I{{Uzi}, V},z }
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(2.82)
and
{{{v, 4z}, u}, zj} = {{V, zf}, {U, zj}} + {{{, 4z}, zj}, u}.
By the above two equations, we have
Z{{[u, v, z;}, zj} = - {{v, z}, {u, z;}} + E{u, {vziz;}}
(2.83)
+ >Z{{u, zj} IV, 4}} - >{v, {u, z, z;}}.
i~j iji
Hence
- {v, {u, z4, zj}} + Z{u, {v, z, z}}
(2.84)
= I{{[u, v], z4}, zj} - 2 Z{{u, z;}, {v, z4}}.
i~j i~j
Since [u, v] = (e, [u, v])f, equation (2.80) follows from (2.82) and (2.84). L
Lemma 2.13. For some Y E AP, we have
0 } = (e, [i, v]) X2 0 1 ± {fzzj} ±ziz {u, z}{v, zf} 0 1
- Z{{u, 4}, {v, zj}} 0 zjzy - Z({u, z} 0 zi{v, e} - {v, z4} 0 zi{u, e}) + 1 0 Y.
i~ji
(2.85)
Proof. The last term in (2.77) is
E>1 UzjjO6fV'z;}O = Z{u, zj}f{v, z} 0 1
S1 (9 i1 z + 1 0 Y (2.86)
+ { E u, zil } I I{V, z411, zj~jzj + { zE}V 7 {{1fU, zil} ,zjzT + 7Y
z,3 i,j
where Y E A". Since
{e, u} = {e, u}, zi) z = - (f, {{e, u}, z})z4 = - Z({f, {e, u}}, zi)z
= i i
- Z((2x, u}, zi)4* - ({{Iu, f}1, e}, zi)4i) = -(ut, zi)zZ*,
ij
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the two equalities
(i)
(u, zi)(v, z') = (v, (u,zi)z4) = -(v, {e, u}) = -(e, [u,v])
ii
(ii)
I I
(e, [u, v])h = {e, [u, v]} = ({e, u, v} + {v, e, u})
= - ({(u, zi)z*, v} + {(v, z)z, u}) = ((u, zi){v, Z4} + (v, z){u, zi})
hold. Therefore
{u, z} -{v, z*}
(({u, zi} - 2({u, z }, x)x) - ({v, z4} - 2({v, z4}, x)x))
- {u, zj}{v, z4} - (2{u, zi}({v, z4}, x)x + 2{v, z4}({u, zj}, x)x)
ii
+ 34({u, zi}, X)({v, z }, X)x 2
i
E ({u, zi}{v, z4} ± {u, zi}(v, zf)x + (u, zi){v, z4}x + (u, zi)(V, z4)x 2)
i
- Zu, zj}{v, z~'} ± (e, [u, V])X 2 .
i
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(2.87)
The second term in the RHS of (2.86) can be rewritten as
S{u, zi} ® {{v, 4}", zj}zj
iji
= >{u, zi}O 0 {vzzj}zj - 2 {u, zj}" 0 ({v, 4z}, x){x, zjzj
i~j i~j
= Z{u, zi} 9 {vzizzzy
i~j
= >1{u, zi} 0 {vzizj}zj - 2({u, z;}, x)x 0 {vz~zj}z
ij
= Z{u, zi} 0 {vzjz;}zj - Z{u, z} 0 {v, e}zi + x 0 {{v, {u, e}}, z4}jz
i~j i i
= E{u, {vzjzj}} 0 ziz - 2 {u, zl} {v, e}zi + E 0 {{v, {u, e}}, z4}zj.
i~j i i
(2.88)
The second and the fourth equalities in (2.88) follow from the two equations:
{X, zj~zj = 2Zzzg = 0,
1 (2.89)
Zx {{v, ({u, z}, )z*I}, z}z3 = - E x {{v, {u, e}}, z }zj,
i~j 2
respectively. By (2.84) and (2.88), we have
{u, zi} 0 {{v, z}, zj}z + Z{v, z}i 0 {{u, zi}o, zj}z
i~j i~j
= Z{u, zi} 9 {{v, z }1, zj}z - Z{v, z } 0 {{u, z*},7 zj}z,
ij i,j
= (e, [u, v]) E{f, z4, zj} 0 zizj - 2 Z{{u, 4}, {v, zj}} 0 zizi
(2.90)
-2 Z({u, 4} 0 zi{v, e} - {v, z4} 0 zi{u, e}) - x 0 (e, [u, v]){x, z4}zi
ii
= (e, [u, v]) {ff zzj} 0 zizj - 2 Z{{u, z4}, {v, z }} 0 zizj
i-, i, j
-2 Z ({u, 4} 10 zi{v, e} - { v, z4} 0 zif{u, e}).
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The lemma follows from (2.86), (2.87) and (2.90).
Lemma 2.14. Recall that 9c0 = =1 0 aj0 b. For sme Z E AP, we have
t 2s
CO= abi I + E{f, , zj} & zizj + 4 Z.
i=1 i,j=1
Proof. By Proposition 2.2, 0 cO can be written as
OcO = Kai O1+
[aibi 0 1
1
2
2s
0 Z{fi, zj}zi)
j=1
(bi
2s
0 {aj, z }zj + ai
j=1
(bi 0 1 + 1
2s
0 Z{bi, zj}zj
j=1
2s
{bi,1
j=1
z;}zi) + 4 Z,
for some Z E AO. Since
(bk, {f, z, zj}) = ({bk, {f, Z4}}zj) = -({{bk, z4}, f}z,)
= -({b, Z}, {fz }) = ({bk Z*, z,1, f),
,z*} 0 zizj =
2s t
E Z(bk,
ij=1 k=1
2s t
= Z({bk, zz;,, f)ak
ij=1 k=1
0 z zj
2s
{f, zi, z,)ak 9 zizj + 3 (x,{
i,j=1
2s 2s t
(xozi = ZZ ({bk,7z}
1=1 ij=1 k=1
2s t
= Z ak {b, zi}zi.
i=1 k=1
We exchange a1 and bi and get the equality
2s
Z{f, z, zj,}
i,j=1
Sziz 1
2s
Z(ak ( {bk, z%!}Z + bk 0 {ak, Z}zi).
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0
(2.91)
)I (2.92)
we have
2s
Z{fZi
i,j=1
f, zi, z,})2x & zizj
, z,) ak 0 ZiZi
(2.93)
(2.94)
Hence
0co = aibi o I + {f, z}, z } ®ziz + 4 Z. (2.95)
i=1 ij=1
By formula (2.75) and Lemma 2.12, 2.13, 2.14, we can conclude that
{ O, O,} + 1(e, [u, v])(C - Oc. - 2c)- 2s
= 10 ({X, X} - (e, [u, v])Z - Y).
(2.96)
According to Theorem 2.1, a nonconstant element in S (g (i)) cannot be an ele-
ment in Wf"(g, f). Since LHS of (2.96) is in Wfi"(g, f), the RHS 10 ({X, X} -
(e, [u, v])Z - Y) is also in Wfi"(g, f). Hence ({Xu, Xv} - .(e, [u, v])Z - Y) E C.
Moreover, when c = 0, Kahzdan degree of every nonzero term in the LHS of (2.96) is
2, so assuming that c = 0, we have
1 2s
{O, 9,} + 2 (e, [u, v])(C - Oc - 2c) - O0 a,,s*0 = 0. (2.97)
Since X., X Y, Z, and the LHS of equation (2.96) are independent on c, (2.97) holds
for any c E C. 0
Theorem 2.15. We can choose -1C as a generating element Of in Theorem 2.1.
Then {Of,O,} = 0.
Proof. Clearly, -C has the form (2.66). So the linear map 0 can be chosen by
= -!C. By direct computations, one can check that {Oj, (gj)} = 0. 0
Proposition 2.16. Since {f, gj} = 0, we have {O, 0.} = 0[f,O2 for all x E gf.
In conclusion, we restate Theorem 2.10 as follows.
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Theorem 2.17. Let u and v be elements in g1 (--) and Of = -1C. Then
1 2s
{O, OV} - O[,,, = 2(e, [u, v])(0c. + 2c) + O{U'Zi}oo{,,Z }0. (2.98)
We summarize the results in this section:
Theorem 2.18. Let 9 : Of -+ Wyfi(g, f ) be the linear map defined as in Theorem
2.1. The generating elements of W 1 in(9, f ) have the form
2s
U = U + 2 {jjU, zjf}, for u E Of(0);
i=1
0= v ± z {,z} ± v z1l, zjzi for V E gf -k
i=1
t 2s
Of = f - x2 - aib2 +Z{f,z}zi.
i=1 i=1
When f is a minimal nilpotent, the W -algebra W 1f"(g, f) is a polynomial in variables
Oui , Ovand Of, where ui is a basis of gf (0) and vi is a basis of gf (-i). If the Poisson
bracket on Wf" (g, f ) is defined by the bracket
{a, b} = [a, b] + c(e, [a, b]) for a, b E g, c E C,
then the element Of is central for the Poisson bracket and all other brackets of gener-
ators are:
{OU,} = G[u 1 u,] f{0U,,Ov,} = O[u2 v
and
2s
{i,9, ,} = (e, [vi, vj])(Of + c) + 2 (e, [V1, V2])OCo + {,1Zi}0{j2,Z }0.
i=1
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2.3.2 Generating elements of a classical affine W-algebra and
Poisson A-brackets between the generating elements
Recall some results in Section 2.2. The classical affine W-algebra W 2 (g, f, k) =
(S(C[]Og)/ (m - x(m)Im E m))4'*" is endowed with the A-bracket induced from the
bracket on the current Lie conformal algebra Cur*'(g), where c, k E C and p E 3(n):
{a\b} = [a, b] + c(p, [a, b]) + kA(a, b) = {a, b} + kA(a, b) for a, b E g.
Since the PVA structure on W(g, f, k) is independent on c and p, we assume that
c=0.
An equivalent definition of the classical affine W-algebra is W1(g, f, k) = H(S(R_), d_)
(see Section 2.2.3). The differential algebra Wi(g, f, k) has a generating set
{Ju + Au1Fi E I},
where {ui E g (I) Ii E I} is a basis of gf and (J ,, Au) has the following properties:
(i) Au E F-a where the filtration {Fi}iEz is defined in (2.50);
2 2
(ii) charge of Au is 0;
(iii) [conformal weight of Au]= [conformal weight of J].
Since PVAs W 1 (g, f, k) and W2(g, f, k) are isomorphic, we use the second definition
and denote the algebra by
W(g, f, k) = (S(C[] 9 g)/ (m - X(m) Im E m))adA n.
Using the Poisson vertex algebra isomorphism j in Theorem 2.8 and results in Section
2.2, we get the following theorem:
Theorem 2.19. Let u 1, ... Uk be an extended basis of g< consisting of eigenvectors of
adx, such that u1,-- , u,., r < k, is a basis of gf. We denote by -j the eigenvalue of
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adx corresponding to ui. Consider the conformal weight and the degree on S(C[O] 0
g)/ (m - x(m)) induced from the conformal weight and the degree on S(R_). Let us
denote S(i) := {S E S(C[] 9 g)/ (m - X(m)) I deg(S) = i}. Then
1. there exists a linear map : gf -+ W (g, f, k) and At E S(C [a]9 g)/ (m - (m))
such that
r7u := 7(ut) = ut + At, (2.99)
where
[conformal weight of At] = 1 - and At E S(i).
i<-'#, iE'9
2. If 7i -+ W(g, f, k) satisfies all properties in (1), then o'wi,--- ,8 n,.,
where p1,--. ,P, are nonnegative integers, are algebraically independent and
W (9, f , k) = C [YP1q1, Y2 77U21 ''. I Yr'%,-
as algebras.
A generating element r2, in Theorem 2.19 can be described as follows:
Proposition 2.20. The linear map 1 : g5 -+ W(g, f, k) in (2.99) can be defined by
1 2s
r7u = i ± zi{u, ZJ}, u E Of(0)
2t 2s 2s
V + E zi{v, z} + I{v, zz}ziz- (,v)kzi, v E qf -
i=1 i=1 i=1
17f = projection of [-u4u" - kOx - 2E z E S(C[] 0 g)
2 t 2s *Iik2s ,
= f -X 2 - aibi + E{f, zi - kax - 2 izi
i=1 i=1 i=1
where {u,,Io e S} and {u'f|a E S} are dual bases of g.
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Proof. We can check the degree and the conformal weight of each term. By direct
computations, we can see that {zZ! Aa} = 0, a = u, v, f. U
Let us compute the A-brackets between the generating elements 7u, n7 and 7f. For
this, we use the tautological associative algebra injective homomorphism
i : Wfi"(g, f) -* S(C[a] 9 g)/ (m - x(m)Im E m) .
Proposition 2.21. Let q be the map defined in Proposition 2.20. If u, u1, u 2 E gf(0)
and v Egf (-1), then
{7ul A 77U21 = 77[u1,u2I + kA(ui, u 2)
PIN A 70v = 77[u,vJ
{ 7f Au} = -k(+9 ± A)nu (2.100)
{7f A n} = -k (a+ 3A 7v.
Proof. Let 0 be the linear map defined in Theorem 2.1.
Then
{7ui A 77U21 = i([lU,U21) + kA(u 1, U2 ) = r7[Ul,u2] + kA(ui, 2 ).
The second formula of (2.100) follows from the equality:
(zi, v){u, Z} = (V, ([u, zf], zi) zi)zi = (v, [u, zf])zi,
since
2s
{fu A q } = i([ ,VJ) + k(A + a)(zi, v){u, zj}
i=1
2s 2s
+ 2 k(A + a)([u, z], v)zi + E zikA(u, [v, zf])
i=1 i=1
2s
= i(9[uv]) - Z(z', [u , v]) koz = 77[u'V].
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To show the third and the fourth formulas in equation (2.100), let us use L:
77f + k E2 1 z!zi. Then
2s
{LI - 2k azi*zi
2s
A7u} = {LI Au} - {-*k e zz
i=1
2s
2 zifi{u, Z}}.
i=1
Using the equation
{ zOzi x zi} = -{zi' +aZi}zi ±+{z A+zi}+Zi = -&z+ (-A - &)zi = (-A - )zi,
we get
1 2s
k Oz z
1 2s
2s zi{u, zi}
Also, since
{L 1 Au = -k(A + )u,
we have {7 A qu} = -k(A + )17u.
Similarly,
1 2s azizA = { 2sL 1 Av + z {v,
i=1
2s
2 k Z&zzi
1
z1 }
2s
Z {vzz }ziz
i,j=1
The equality
{7f A 77v} =
follows from two facts:
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{ = k(A + O)(zi{u, z}).
2s
- (z i
i=1
,v)kzz} .
-k (a + A ) V
2s
AV + zi{v, z}
k (a+ A V+
2s
K? zi{v, 4}) - 1A2X 2 (v, )zi.
{ 2s
2Oz'tz 3
2s
{v7zi,
i,j=1
2s
zj}zizj - E(z,v)kazi
i=1J
A)
2s {;ziz i
{V, zi , Zjiz
i,j=1
2s
-
((zi, v)kOzi)2=1
Proposition 2.22. If k $ 0, then L = -I95 is an energy-momentum field of
W(g, f, k), i.e. {LAL} = (a + 2A)L - 1kA3.
Proof. Recall the three equalities:
?7f = -K ukan - kOx -
a E9
1 2s
k ;
i=1
(2.101){g, uua} = 0 for all g E 9;
aEs
{zi Af} = {rqf \zj} = 0 for all i.
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(i)
{Li
(ii)
= k ( 3
2 - A2X2(V, Z)Z,.
El
By the third equality of (2.101), we have
{7f \ 77f I = {q +
2s
= { 2f k (Z&zi
2s
= {25 ± kz &zi
2s
+ {- k ( 9zi zi
i=1
2s
= {i5 ± ~kZ&zi
i=1
2s
i=1
2s
+7} ± {- k Z9ziAzi
i=1
2s
17j + 2k &zjzi }
i=1
2s
i=1
?f}
2s
+ {7f + 2kZ &zi zA
i=1
S2s
z z} + {-jk > &z i
i=1
2s
A 7f + k zi zi}
i=1
2s
i1
a
A f + k
zi zA k
i
2s
-
k (&4zi}
2s
a z~i zi }
i=1
2s
a zi zi}
=1
(2.102)
For L, := f + 1k Eti= &zjz1, we have
{ ua ' - 2x 2
aE9
A L1 } = -2k(O + 2A) ( ucku' - 2x2
{x2 + kOx AL1} = -k(, + 2A)(x 2 + kax) - k2A(A + )kA(x, x)
= -k(& + 2A)(x 2 + kax) -k3 32
Hence
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{Li AL1} = k(O + 2A)L - 2k A3.2
Using the formula
{ &zzi A azZzi} = az4{~z \a zi}+a Zi ± az:{az A zi}zi
+ zi{Z i \+a a4} (4 + zi{4z+og Z*}zi
= -4z*z, + dZ(-A - a)z, - z,(A + a)azi + Z(A + 1)2Z,
= -2(9 + 2A)aziz ± A2 zi Z,
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2s
2 i=1
and
(2.103)
we obtain
2s 2s
{- k ZOz.zi - ok &zi}
2(a2s 2s 2(
=- ~.k2(&+2A)Zzi+ .AI2 zzi =-k
i=1 i=1
2s
2A) Z zizi.
i=1
Therefore, by (2.102), (2.103) and (2.104), we conclude that {1 Aif} = -k(( +
2A)?f - k3A 3, i.e.
{LAL} = ( + 2A)L - -kA32
0
Under the assumption that f is a minimal nilpotent, we can compute {% A 77} for
v,w E gf (- ).
Proposition 2.23. Let f be a minimal nilpotent, let v,w E gf (--) and let qi
defined in Proposition 2.20. Then
{77v A qw} = (e, {v, w}) (7if +
be
1 t atb)
2s 2s
+ x {vz;}#T{w,z} + k(O + 2A)ifw,{v,e}}t - A2 k2 Z (zi, v)(Zi, w),
i=1 i=1
where {a,- -- at} and {b1,-.. , btj are dual bases of gf(0) and
77f = f - h2 -
t 2s 2s
2 aibi + {f, z}z - kix - 2k 5&zizi.
i=1 i=1 i=1
Proof. Notice that, in the classical finite W-algebras case, we have
{0,,ow}
= (e, [v, w) (f -x 2 - 2
t
Eaibi
2s
+E
t )
{f, f) Zi + 2 aj0bi
i=1 i1
and 77 = i(0,)+E21 (z!, v)zi, where i :Wf"(gf) - S(C[O]®g)/ (m - x(m)m Em)
77
(2.104)
2s
+ i O1Zi}#0{W,z:}0
is the embedding defined in the proof of Proposition 2.21. By direct computations,
we obtain the following formula:
{m77 A7n} - i({O, Ow}) = { \7 7w}
t 2s t 2s
- (e, [v, w) f - 2- Ea3bi + {f, ±}zi + 77ai7b1 ) - nIV'z;}07{Wz;}
2s 2s 2s
S{w, z*}kA(v, zi) + Z(zi, w)k(A + O){v, z4} + B + AA + A2 k2  (zi, v)(Zi, w),
i1 i=1 i=1 (2.105)
where A, B E S(C[0] 9g (1)) with a zero constant terms. Observe the following three
formulas which are straightforward to check:
(i) Zi{wz}kA(v, zi) = kA{w, {v, e}},
(ii) E Z 1 (zi, w)k(A + d){v, z4} = k(A + ){v, {w, e}}
= k(A + a)({w, {v, e}} + {[v, w], e}) = k(A + O)({w, {v, e}} - 2(e, [v, w])x),
(iii) {w, {v, e}}4 = {w, {v, e}} - 2({w, {v, e}}, x)x = {w, {v, e}} - ([v, w], e)x.
Then we can see that
2s 2s
{w, z4}kA(v, zi) + Z(zi, w)k(A + ){v, z4}
i=1 i=1
= k(2A + ){w, {v, e}} - 2k(A + 0)(e, [v, w])x = k(2A + a){w, {v, e}} - ka(e, [v, w])x,
and equation (2.105) can be rewritten as follows:
{77 \7w}-(e, [v, w]) (7f + 1 7i77b - 7{V'zi}o9{wz;}e - k(2A + o)?7{w,{v,e}}
2s
= CA + D + A2k 2 (zi,v)(zi, w),
i=1
where C, D E S (C[a] D g (1)) with zero constant terms. However, the second line
of (2.105) is an element in W(g, f, k)[A] and W(g, f, k) is generated by qg. By
Proposition 2.20, we can see that S (C[a] o 9 (1)) n W(g, k, f) = C and hence C and
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D should be zero. Hence
I t
Z=1
77a 177b 1)
2s
+ +{VZ1}1?{,,z*}: ± k(2A\
i=1
2s
+ O)T1{w,{v,e}} ± 2 k2 Z(zi, v)(zi, w).
i=1
We summarize the results in this section.
Theorem 2.24. Let : gf -+ W(g, f, k) be the linear map defined in Theorem 2.19.
Then q can be defined by
2s
7U = u + zi{u, z*}, u E 9j(0),
i=1
2t
?IV = V + z {
i=1o
Rf= projeCtion
I 2s
v, z} + Z{ v, z', z }zizy
i=1
of - ua-a
aEg7
t
=f - x 2 aibi= _ 1 ab
2s
+ E{f, z4}z - k(9
i=1
2s
- (zi, v)kOzi, v E £1!
i=1
2s
=1
2s
- .BZozi,
i=1
where {ua : a E } and {u' : a E 3} are dual bases of g.
When f is a minimal nilpotent, the W-algebra W(g, f, k) is a differential polynomial
in variables rji, ri7, and 77, where ui is a basis of gf(0) and vi is a basis of gf
If the Poisson A-bracket on Wfi"(9, f ) is induced by the bracket on C[&] 0 g:
{a\b} = [a, b] + kA(a, b) for a, b E 9,
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{qv \,qw} = (e, [v, w]) (7f +
1
then the A-brackets between the generators are:
{7U1 A 77U2} = 77[Ul,U2) + kA(ui,u 2),
{77u A 77v}= =[,w,
{ A77 = -k(a + A)r/, {77f A q} = -k a + A 77,
12
{7 A7f = -k(6 + 2A)rqf - 2k
If we let L : -r, then L is an energy-momentum field of W(g, f, k). The gen-
erating elements 77u and 77, where u E gf(0) and v E g (1), are primary fields with
conformal weight 1 and 3, respectively.
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2.4 Relation between classical affine and finite W-
algebras
Let (e, h, f) be an s12-triple in a simple Lie algebra 9 and let {u.ja E S} be a
basis of 9 consisting of ladh-eigenvectors, such that {u,3|# E S C S} is a basis of
n. We denote the eigenvalues of u, and up by jc, and j,. Recall that RI(g, f) =
C[0] 9 ((D On @ #"* ( ([n]) and let H be a derivation of S(Rok(g, f)) defined as follows:
H(u) = (1 - ja)ua, H (Ou) = (1 - (2.106)
H(#v) joV#" H(.tnl) = ,[n], [H,] =
where a E , 3 E S and n E n (H is a Hamiltonian operator, see Appendix). If we
denote the conformal weight of a E S(Ro(g, f)) by Aa, then we have:
AC= 1 -jl, Au=g 1 - j, AI= j P A[n = , A19 = A +1
Remark 2.1. Recall that L = E a +u ±x -g ± Zfis(1 -
+ .1[zJ is an energy momentum field of S(R2(g, f)). The A-
brackets between L and elements in S(Rk(q, f)) are as follows:
{LA\u} = au, + (1 - j,)Au, - kA2 (x, Ua),
{L#,O} = a# ± (1- j)Au 0 , {LAv } = (a + jpA) O", (2.107)
{ L j= (a+ A ) [n].
Hence if we let H = Lo then (2.106) holds.
The projection L E W(g, f, k) of L E S(R2(g, f)) is an energy-momentum field of
W(g, f, k) and the Hamiltonian operator ft = I on W(g, f, k) has conformal weights:
A = 1 - ja, o,, = 1 - ja, Ao.c = ja, and Ade[n = 2- (see Appendix). Using the
operator H, we obtain the Poisson algebra Zhuft(W(g, f, k)) which is called the
H-twisted Zhu algebra of W(g, f, k) (see Appendix A.4). Indeed, by the following
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theorem which is proved further on, a classical finite W-algebra is a Zhu algebra of
a classical affine W-algebra.
Theorem 2.2. Let W(g, f, k) be a classical affine W-algebra and let H be the Hamil-
tonian operator of W(g, f, k) defined as above. Then
ZhuRW(g, f, k) ~ Wfin (g, f)
as Poisson algebras.
Recall that the first definition of classical affine W-algebra is W(g, f, k) = H(C1, d(o)),
where C1 = S(Ro (g, f)) and d is defined by (2.39). Also, the classical finite W-algebra
is WVfin(g, f) = H(S(r), add), where r = 0,, (" 0' D /m and the differential j is
same as d in (2.2).
Remark 2.3. (i) The differential d(o) C, -+ C, is defined as follows:
d(O)(a) = Z([u, a] + k (u, a))0", a E g;
aES
d(o)(qa) = (a + (a, f) + ([aJ) + E '""4[u,,j7 a E n;
ES (2.108)
d(O)( W) = Z E V4"""3 O({u, u,}), O E n*;
a,PES
d(o)(([n]) = 0[71/2nfI n E n.
(ii) If a E g, the element d(o)a E ZhuHCl is
E([u., a] + k([x, u.], a)) O"". (2.109)
aES
We notice that the Poisson bracket on ZhuHC1 is defined as follows:
{, b}k := i([a, b]) + (Aa - 1)k(a, b) = i([a, b]) - k(x, [a, b]), a, b E g, (2.110)
{AB}k := i([A, B]), A, B E 4 n* /m,
where the map i : S(r) - C1 is the tautological algebra homomorphism and the
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bracket [., -] is the nonlinear Lie bracket on r. (see Section 2.1.1)
Hence we have the following lemmas.
Lemma 2.4. Let the map {d,-}k: ZhuHC1 -+ ZhuHC1 be denoted by adbk(d) and
let ,r : C1 -+ ZhuHC1 be the projection map. Then the following diagram commutes:
C1 C1
7 r 7r . (2.111)
ZhuHCl ad d) ZhuHC1
Proof. According to Remark 2.3 and (2.15), we have adk(d) = x(d(o)a) and
diagram (2.111) commutes. 0
Lemma 2.5. Let (S(r), {-, -}) be the symmetric algebra endowed with the Poisson
bracket defined in Section 2.1.1 with c = 0. Then the Poisson algebra isomorphism:
Pk : S(r) = (S(r), 1-, -}) -+ ZhuHCl = (S(r), {', -1k),
such that a E g F-+ a - (kx, a) and A E $@ 0* T + 9 A, induces a Poisson algebra
isomorphism between Wftn(g, f)(= H(S(r), ad d)) and H(ZhuHC1, adkd)
Hence, to prove the theorem, it is enough to show the following lemma.
Lemma 2.6. Diagram (2.111) induces the isomorphism:
Zhuga( H(C1, dto))) ~- H(ZhUHC1, ad k -)) (2.112)
Proof. Equation (2.112) can be written as
7r(ker(d(O)))/7r(im(d(o))) = ker(ad4'k(d))/im(adV'k(d)).
By diagram (2.111), if d(o)(a) = b E im(d(o)) and 7r(b) E 7r(im(d(o))), then ad' k(d)(7r(a)) =
wr(b) E im(adk(E)). Conversely, if b = adPk(j)(d), then, by the surjectivity of the
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map 7r, there is a E C1 such that ir(a) = d and 7r(d(O))(a) = 6. Hence we have
7r(im(d(o))) = im(ad'kk(d)). (2.113)
Also, if a E ker(d(o)), then 7(a) E ker(adIk(d)) by the commutativity of diagram
(2.111). Hence, due to equation (2.113), we have
lr(ker(d(o)))/lr(im(d(o))) c ker(adh,(d))/im(adVgk(d)).
Conversely, the inclusion r(ker(d(O)))/r(im(d(o))) D ker(adk(d))/im(adV'k(d)) fol-
lows from Remark 2.7 and Lemma 2.8 below. Hence we proved (2.112).
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Remark 2.7. In Proposition 2.22, we proved that W/fi(g,
9f ], where IJuIf = IAu1 f = Juilf and Au E C[ Ju, "I'[n]
Ok(Ju,) = Jui - k(x,uj) and OI k( [n]) = D[n], we have
f) = C[ J, + Au, I ui E
I u E g<,n E ni]. Since
C[ Jul D[n] I u E g ,n E n I = C[?Pk(Ji), k(j[n]) I ui E g<,n E n ]
and
H(ZhuHCl, {d7 }k) = (C[ Ik(Jui) + Vk(Au,) ui E 9f
C C[ 'ik (Ju ), Ok (D [n]) I ui E g:, n E n ] = C[ Ju, ([n] I U E
Lemma 2.8. Let d be an element in C[Vyk(Ju) + k(Au,)Iui E
,r be the maps in diagram (2.111). Then there is an element a
ir(a) = d.
(2.114)
g,n E n ].
gf] and let d(o) and
E ker d(o) such that
Proof. Since we have associative algebras ZhuHCl = S(r) and C1 = S(C[a] 0 r),
there is a tautological associative algebra homomorphism i : S(r) -+ C1.
Let A =,i(d) = EiE Ai, where AAj = i. Since d E C[Ju, ([nI|u E g, n E n], by equa-
tion (2.114), we have Ai = 0 when i < 0 and AO = c E C. Hence A = 1i>. Ai + c.
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Let us write d(o)(A) = b = J 1 >g bi, where bi E C1 and Ab1 = i. Notice that
E ker(adVk(d)) by equation (2.114). Due to the commutativity of diagram (2.111),
we have r(d(O)(A)) = 0, i.e. d(O)(A) = (H+)#0 for some #E S(C[o]9(Ja, 'P[n], '0 U E
g;, n E n, 0 E n* )). Since the indeterminates (Ju, (D[n], and 09) have positive confor-
mal weights, one can write #3 = i , where Aa = i. Hence
d(o) ( Ai = i bi = (a + H)#3.
Since d(O) preserves conformal weights, we have
1d(o)A1 = bi = 3, d(o)Al = bi =,#1
and
d() A; = bi = # + a)-, 7if i > 3.
Let al = 2A1 and ai = A 1 . Then d(O)(ce) = #L and d(o)(al) = ,1. Inductively, if
d()( = 3±, by letting :± = 2(Ai - a,), we have d(o) (a ) = #2i+2. Hence2 2 i 2 -A. 2  2 2
there is an element a = E__ ai E C 1 such that d()((H +)a) = (H +)o = d(O)(A).
Hence a = A - (H + a)a E ker d(o) satisfies 7r(a) =
Proof of Theorem 2.2 : The theorem follows from Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.6.
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Chapter 3
Fractional W-algebras
3.1 Two equivalent definitions of affine fractional
W-algebras
We introduce notations (3.1)-(3.13) which are used in the rest of the thesis.
Let g be a finite dimensional simple Lie algebra over C with a nondegenerate symmet-
ric invariant bilinear form (-,-) and let (e, h, f) be an s12-triple in g. An eigenspace
of adA is denoted by g(i) {g E g : [A,g] = ig} and let d be the largest eigen-
value. Then = _) d g(i) and the subspace g(d) is contained in 3(n). We pick
a nonzero element p in g(d).
Let us denote := g[[z]]z D g[-z]. The Lie bracket and the symmetric bilinear form
on b are defined by
[gzi, hzi] := [g, hjzi+j, (gz', hzi) := (g, h)6i+j,0 , g, h E g. (3.1)
Also, we consider two different gradations gr, and gr2 on b given by eigenvalues of
the operations a, = zaz and a2 = (d + 1)z&z + ad j. Then the two gradations have
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the following properties:
gri(z) = 1, grl(g) = 0, gr2 () = d + 1, gr 2 (g) = i for g E gi. (3.2)
If ni E Z and n 2 E Z, then we denote subspaces of b as follows:
1 := gz"', bn2 := {g E $ : gr2 (g) = n29, ni = 2 9f2,
$< =9 n,$> =- n,5i:= (D b4 niIn2, 7 b ! := -D n (3.3)
n2<i n2 >i nl:5i nj12i
In particular, we have pzj E ^d+1)j+d and fzi E bd+1)j1. For a given integer m > 0
there are two quotient spaces and two subspaces of b which play important roles in
the following sections. The four vector spaces are denoted by:
b(<m) :=!g! n <(d+l)m+1, 7(<m) := b:5 n>-(d+l)m-l-
We notice that two subspaces b(<m) and -m) are dual with respect to the bilinear
form (-,-) on . Also, there are vector space isomorphisms t : 9(<m) ( 9(d+1)m+1 -
b(m) and t- : b<m) @ b-(d+1)m-1 ~ b-) such that t(a) = d and t-(b) = b, for any
a E 9(<m) E b(d+1)m+1 and b E bm) @-(d+1)n-1-
Let us denote
Am = -M - pz-M-1 E b-(d+1)m-1 (3.5)
and let X be an element in (b(d+1)m+1)* defined by
X(a) = (Am, a), a E b(d+1)m+i- (3.6)
In this section, we mainly deal with a differential algebra
Vm := S(C[aI 9 b(m))/I, (3.7)
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where I is the differential algebra ideal of S(C[&]0(m)) generated by {t(a)-X(a) a E
b(d+1)m+1}. Then S(C[] 0 bl(<m)) and Vm are isomorphic as differential algebras. In-
deed, there is a differential algebra isomorphism
1: S(C[] 0 b(<m)) ~ Vm (3.8)
induced by t. Also, the Lie algebra 0 Vm is endowed with the bracket and the
bilinear form defined by
[ao&f,bog] = [a,b] Ofg and (aof,bog) = (a,b)fg. (3.9)
In addition, we denote by
Cdiff [al, - , al] (3.10)
the algebra of differential polynomial in aj,--- ,a1 .
Let { ui i E S } and { ii I i E S } be dual bases of g with respect to the bilinear
form (-,-) and assume that the basis elements ui and iii are eigenvectors of adA. We
denote uj := Uizi E b and Wi := iizi E b for any j E Z. Then { uj i ES, j E 2 }
and { il- I i E 9, j E Z } are dual bases of . Also, the following two sets
B:= { uj I i ES, j E z } n l(<m) and B- := { ui I ES, j E Z I n (<m
(3.11)
are bases of b(<m) and $Cm) and these two bases are dual with respect to (-, -). The
basis B can be extended to a basis B of ^(<m) ( b(d+1)m+1 as follows:
9 := B U Bm, where Bm is a basis of b(d+1)m+1. (3.12)
The index sets I, I-, and I are defined by
1={ (ij) I u' EB}, ~7 ={ (ij) I uj EB }, ={ (i,j) i4 E13 }. (3.13)
Using the isomorphism 7, we often write an element in Vm as a polynomial in C[ "B I n
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0 ], by an abuse of notation.
3.1.1 First definition of affine fractional W-algebras
In this section, we describe affine fractional W-algebras using Lax operators and the
language of PVAs. Let F(S) be the algebra of complex valued C' functions on S'
and let { anu,(x) E F(S) I n E Z>o, i E Sj E Z } be an algebraically independent
set. We have a differential algebra homomorphism
p : C[ B(n) I n > 0 T F(S),
such that yp: 3(n U if u( E B and -: + 6n,- (Am, ui) if U? E Bim. Then
the map p induces an isomorphism j7: V,, ~ p(Vm). Hence functions in ii(Vm) can
be identified with elements in Vm.
When we need to clarify that a function f E Vm depends on a variable x E S1, we
denote f by f(x). Especially, if there are more than one independent variables in a
formula, we indicate the variable of each functional.
Definition 3.1. For given
qm E <in) 9 Vm and k E C, (3.14)
an operator of the form
Lm(x) = k+ qm(x) + Am 1 E Ca X (9 Vm (3.15)
is called the Lax operator associated to q,.
The differential 1 acts on 0 Vm by
a(a 9 f(x)) := a ® (af(x)). (3.16)
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Then one can check that O[a 0 f(x), b 0 g(x)] = [a 0 Of (x), b 0 g(x)] + [a 0 f(x) +
b 0 Og(x)]. The Lax operator Lm = k + Z(i,j)EI Eii 0 q2 + Am 0 1 linearly acts on
( 0 Vm by the adjoint action:
[Lm(x), a 0 f (x)] := ka 0 Of(x) + [Lm(x) - ka, a 0 f (x)]
= ka 0 Of(x) + E [Ei7', a] 0 q. (x)f (x) + [Am, a] 0 f(x).
(i,j)EI
Recall that we have a bilinear form (-,-) on b 0Vm, defined by (a o f, bog) = (a, b)fg.
Definition 3.2. Let a,b E b and gi(w),g 2 (w) E F(S). A bilinear form (-,-):
(i 0 F(S)) 0 (& 0 F(S)) -+ F(S)/DY(S) is defined by
(a 0 gi(w) , b o g 2(w)), := (a, b)g 1 (w)g 2 (w) dw. (3.17)
Notice that if f(w), g(w) E Vm, then (a 0 f, b 0 g)W = fS, (a 0 f, b 0 g)dw. Using
the bilinear form, a basis element u-j E B (see (3.11)) can be identified with a linear
functional vi': ( 0 Vm -+ Vm, which is defined by v'(a 0 f(x)) = (u' 01, a 0 f (x)) =
(t4 0 6(x - w), a 0 f(w)),. By the isomorphism (3.8), a basis element uj E Vm can
be understood as a functional on 0 Vm, i.e.
uj(a 0 f(x)) = (u' 0 1, a 0 f (x)) = (uf 0 6(x - w), a 0 f (w)), (3.18)
where a E b m), f(x) E VIm. Moreover, we let
(ai4)(a 0 f) = O(uj(a o f)), (gg2)(a of) = (g,(a O f)) (g2(a 0 f)), c(a 0 f) =c,
(3.19)
for 9 1, 9 2 E Vm and c E C. Hence every element in Vm is a functional on V 0 Im.
Remark 3.3. For f, g E Vm and a E e, the functional multiplication is denoted by
g- (a of) and g- (a Of) = a 0 gf.
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Lemma 3.4. For any Q, E 0-  V,, the operator
Lm(Qm) := k0+ Z .i (& (q2(Qm)) + Am 0&1
(i,j)EI
is a Lax operator.
Lemma 3.4 follows from the fact that q.7 is a functional on b 0m) 9 Vm. Also, we
use the operator called the universal Lax operator which can express every other Lax
operator in the sense of Lemma 3.4. The universal Lax operator has the form
Lm:= k Z+ iii j9u +Am 91= kZ+ Ti 9u E CO Vm.
(i,j)EI (i,j)EI
(3.20)
Then any Lax operator Lm = k0 + qm + Am 0 1 can be written as
Lm(qm) = ka+ qm + Am & 1. (3.21)
Let us introduce the gauge equivalence relation between Lax operators.
Definition 3.5. The adjoint action of the Lie algebra b(Vm on the space Cax b@Vm
is defined as follows: if S = a 0 f e 0Vm and b & g e 0Vm, then (adS)(&) =
-a 0 9f, and (adS)(b 0 g) = [a, b] 9 fg.
Definition 3.6. Let S E n 9 Vm and consider the map
Lm = ka + qm + Am (& I + L~m := eads(L.) =a k+ qm + Am & 1 (3.22)
between Lax operators. Then the map Gs : 0 Vm + 0Vm such that GS : qm 4 m
is called the gauge transformation by S.
Since gauge transformations define an equivalence relation, we write q. ~ m or
qm -~s m if qm = Gs(qm) for some S E n 0 Vm.
Any element in the differential algebra Vm is a map from b(m) 0 V. to Vm, as
described in (3.18). Instead of the whole algebra Vm, we focus on the subset of Vm
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consisting of functionals which are well-defined on the gauge equivalence classes of
9(<m) 0 Vm.
Definition 3.7. A functional a : (m) Vm -+ Vm is said to be gauge invariant if
a(qm) = a(jm) whenever qm and 4qm are gauge equivalent.
Definition 3.8. The subset of Vm consisting of gauge invariant functionals on b(m) 9
Vm is called the m-th affine fractional W-algebra associated to g, Am and k and we
write this algebra as
W1(g, Am, k). (3.23)
Affine fractional W-algebras are well-defined differential algebras since if / and ' are
gauge invariant then q + ), #0, and 0q are also gauge invariant. In the rest of this
section, we introduce two local Poisson brackets on each affine fractional W-algebra.
In Section 3.1.2, we introduce another definition of affine fractional W-algebras. The
subscript 1 in formula (3.23) is used until we prove the equivalence of two definitions.
Definition 3.9. Let 0,,0 E W1(g, Am, k). Then the two local brackets {-, -}1 and
{-, -}2 on W1(g, Am, k) are defined by
- (j( , 0 26(x - w), U 0 qQ 6(y - w), Lm(w) ,
(i,j),(p,q)ET,n,1>0 alql )
(3.24)
{ (X), V &(Y)} 2
axj(X - w), 0(y - w), Lm(w)
(i,O),(p,)eIT,n,1>0 0 [u) - ]m W
nj(x) 
_ ) [ (y)
allj8n) x -' J) " @ Oy(y - w), Lm(w) -
(ij),(p,q)EI,j,q>O,n,l> 0 P W
(3.25)
(Later, in Proposition 3.13, we show that {-, -}1 and {-, -}2 are Poisson local brackets.)
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Remark 3.10. The local Poisson brackets {(x), VI(y)}i, i = 1, 2, can be written as
En>0 GD,(y),9,n(x - y), for some 4kn E Vm. By definition of the 6-function, we have
f i,n(y)Oe"(X - y)dx = (-O)"nin(y). Hence Poisson brackets on Vm/&Vm can be
defined by
J{, ' }0(y) := f{#(x), V(y)}idxdy.
Two brackets f{-, -};, i = 1, 2, are Poisson brackets on W1 (g, Am, k)/OW1(g, Am, k) if
the local brackets {-, -}i are well-defined on W 1 (g, Am, k). Indeed, the skew-commuativity,
Jacobi identity and Leibniz rules of {., .} gaurantee those of f{., -};.
To see the well-definedness of the brackets f{., -}i on W1(g, Am, k), we need to prove
several propositions.
Proposition 3.11. The derivative of # at qm(x) has the following property:
d#O(qm(x) + cr(x))jE = (qm (x)) ( 0 n(x - w) , r(w) ). (3.26)
(ij)EI,n O I
Proof. By Taylor expansion, we can write #(qm(x) + cr(x)) as a power series in E.
Substituting E = 0 to the series, we obtain the following formula:
d
-q(qm(x) ± Er(x))Ie o
d cq(q. ( ±)) + c _n(U4 9 1, r(x)) + o(E2)
E=0 (ij)EI, nEZ>o i
_d O&q5) +o io(qm (x)) (4( XW,(~ W)W+0(2
(e =0 (ij)EnO ) 6(x - w(), n r(w ± o(c2
- z e59(qm(x)) (~&6xw,~)~
(n) (U1an( ),rW w
(i,j)EI,n O I
Proposition 3.12. Let Lm(x) = &±qm(x)+ Am 1 and let ead(x)Lm(x) = Lm(x) =
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a + qm(x) + Am 0 1. Then, for q, / E W,(g, Am, k), we have
( u0 0R()9(xw) =
(i,j)E,n>O 2
S 5 (qm(x)) eads(w)
(i,j)EI,n>O i
Ui0 -xXW))
Proof. By Proposition 3.11, we have two equations:
-0(qm(X) + Er(x))
e=O
()oT x - w) , r(w) )w;
(i,j)El,n>O i
-adS r)
F-=0
- ~ Oq(qm (x))
(i,j)EI,n>O i
(i,j)El,n>O
(u9 ( - w) , ew adS(w)r(w))
, r(w))w.
Since q, + e-a scr ~S qm + Er, we have
E ,® \ 0n(2 - w)
(i,j)EI,n>O -
E
(i,j)E.I,n>O
05(qm(x)) eads(w)
i
El
To simplify notations, let us denote
dqm(x) (W)
dqm(x)O(W)>
(I
i,j)El,n>O
(i,O)EI n>
i9O(qm(x)) 9 )u0i 9(n 0"6(- w),
0 (q(x)),
0 2
U, a(qm(x)) n( )
(ij)UOInX>-W ).
(i,j)EI,j>O,n>O OW
Then the two brackets {-, -}1 and {-, }2 can be written as:
{4(x), (y)} = -(dqm(x)q5(W), [zdq.(y)O(W), Lm(w)])w;
{(X), 'i(Y)}2 = (dqm(x)O(w)0 , [dqm(y)/)(W)0 , Im(w))w - (dqm(x)(W)>, [dqm(y) (W)>, > m(W)I)w -
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d O(qm + e
(eads(w) (U- (& axnj(X 
-W))
(U ( a, - ).
Let us prove the main proposition in this section.
Proposition 3.13. Two local Poisson brackets {-, .}1 and {, -}2 are well-defined on
W 1 (g, Am, k).
Proof. Recall that q, ~s qm if and only if ea'dsIm(qm) = 1m(j m ) and, by Proposition
3.12, d.m(x)4(W) = eadS(w)dqn (.,)(w). Since the bilinear form (-, -)w is invariant under
the adjoint action, we have
{#(x), '()}1(? m) = -(e ads(w)d.(.)O(), [ead(w)zdq.(,) V(w), eads(w)1m(w)I)W
= -(eadS()dqm(x)O(w), eads(w) [zdq(y)V(W), 12m(w)])w
= -(dqm(x)#(W), [zdqm(y)V)(W), £m(W)])w = {q(x), V(y)}1(qm).
Since S E bo 9 Vm, the same procedure works for the second bracket, i.e.
{#(x), V(y)}2( jrn) = {#(X),?V)(y)}2(qm).
Hence {, }1 and {-, -}2 are well-defined on W 1(g, Am, k).
To see the skew-symmetry, Jacobi identity and Leibniz rules, let us rewrite formulas
(3.24) and (3.25). The first bracket is as follows:
{0 (W, V)(y)}I1
- i
(i~j)E2,n>0
E
(p,q)EI, I> 0
-zz
i,j,n p,q,l S'
Z Z7
i , , l p,q,1 Up
0(X) (u 6(x-w), [u+1 o 6 (y - w), Lm(w)])
() 14J(Ui7 up+1 )6(x -w)(-kow)J(y - w)dw
& ([uP+1], 7i-f) ul(w)6(x - w) 6 (y - w)dw
qPt) &Y (kOy(u77upP1) + Iuju~p 'I(y)) J(x - Y)ULP
qy mi pUtP (y)6(x - y).
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Similarly the second bracket of #(x) and V/(y) can be written as follows:
{#(x), V$(y)}2
- 0 7 -0(&a, (ka9 (2, u,) + [u, uO](y)) 6(x - y)
uPEgn>O uEg,lO Ui uP
4(X) nna (Y)
-
1E l> O] z ) u J](y)6 (x - y ).
un ESj>O,nO afESq>0,1>0 P
Skew-symmetries of two brackets follow from the skew-symmetry of the bracket on
b and the property of 6-function: o96(x - y) = -ayJ(x - y). Jacobi identities follow
from Jacobi identities of b and the equality: 6(x - y)6(x - z) = 6(x - y)6(y - z) =
6(x - y)J(x - z). Also, since we have KO #102 = 01 '9#2+#2 0 (n#, two brackets
satisfy Leibniz rules.
The following theorem follows from Proposition 3.13 and Remark 3.10.
Theorem 3.14. (i) The two brackets {-, -}i, i = 1, 2, are well-defined local Poisson
brackets on the affine fractional W-algebra W(g, Am, k).
(ii) The two brackets f{-, .}, i = 1, 2, are well-defined Poisson brackets on the
algebra W(g, Am, k)/W(g, Am, k).
3.1.2 Second definition of affine fractional W-algebras
Recall that Am = -z-mf - z-m-lp E 0-(d+1)m-1 and let I = (a - x(a)Ia E b(d+1)m+1)
be the differential algebra ideal of S(C[O] 0&(m)) generated by a - X(a), a E b(d+1)m+1,
where X(a) = (Am, a). Let us denote Vm := S(C[i9] 0 9(m))/I. The A-adjoint action
adAn on Vm is defined as follows:
(adAn)(az') = {nAazz}, where {nAaz2 } = [n, a] + Jj,OkA(n, a),
(adAn)(A) = (a + A)(adAn)(A), (adAn)(AB) = B(adAn)(A) + A(ad An)(B),
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foraEg, nE n, and A,BE Vm.
We introduce another definition of affine fractional W-algebras and show the well-
definedness as associative differential algebras. Also, at the end of this section, we
define Poisson A-brackets on the affine fractional W-algebras.
Definition 3.15. The m-th affine fractional W-algebra associated to g, Am and k is
an associative differential algebra
W 2 (g, Am, k) := (S(C[] 0 g(m))/I) (3.27)
endowed with the product (a + I)(b + I) = ab + I.
Proposition 3.16. The associative differential algebra W 2(q, Am, k) is well-defined.
Proof. We need to show that (adAn)(I) c I[A]. Let us pick n E n, A E S(C[a] 0 (m))
and B = a - X(a), a E b(d+1)m+1. Then, by Leibniz rule,
{nAAB} = B(ad\n)(A) + A(adxn)(B).
The first term of the RHS is clearly in I and the second term is also in I since
(ad\n)(B) = 0. Hence adAn-action is well-defined on S(C[9] 0 b(m))/I. Also, since
A-adjoint action satisfies Leibniz rule, the product on W2 (g, Am, k) is well-defined
and, since (adAn)(&A) = (a + A)((adAn)(A)), we conclude that W 2 (g, Am, k) is a
well-defined differential associative algebra. 0
We want to show that that W 1 (g, Am, k) and W2(g, Am, k) are isomorphic as differen-
tial associative algebras. As in Section 3.1.1, let us denote the universal Lax operator
by
Lm = k + E u E Ca x 0 0 Vm. (3.28)
(ij)Ei
Proposition 3.17. Let Qm = O(9 Vm. Then the universal Lax
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operator Lm = kO + Qm. Also, for a given S E n 0 Vm, we denote
Im(E) = ka + Qm (e) = ead eS'j
If S = a 0 r, then the derivative of q E Vm has the following property:
d
--5(Qrn(c))Keo = -{a5}k-+r. (3.29)
Proof. Since Lm(E) = Lm + adES(Cm) + o(E2 ), we can write Qm(E) as a power series
of C:
Qm(E) = Qm + adES(Lm) + o(E2 ).
By Taylor expansion, we have
q(Qm(E)) = O(Qm)
S)O(-ka 0 Or +
ij (n S [a 9 r, -u ], u (a,1)EI 6(x - w))W + o(E2 ).
(3.30)
The second term of the RHS can be rewritten as
(a (9 r, kO + E U--,6 U0 I , ul (& J(X - W))W
= (-ka D Or + [a, . ru3 , u0 9 (x - w))w
Wp-k(au)Or+ .a,2) sn'e) u = -[a,uf]r - k(auj)ar.
We proved (3.29), since
{aa#}k-+r = (O{aou}+r -
ij,n i
n) ([a, u3 r + k(a, u")Or).
,3,u (n)
Corollary 3.18. Two differential algebras W(g, Am, k) and W 2 (g, Am, k) are iso-
morphic. Hence we denote the m-th affine fractional W-algebra associated to g, Am
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+ C E
(ijs)EI,n>0
E5
and k by W(g, Am, k).
Proof. Let
where S =
W1(g, A, k)
Qm = Z(i,'j) Ei 0 U1 and let Lm(E) = kO + Qm (E) = eSadsLm
a ® f E n 0 Vm. By the definition of W1(g, Am, k), if a functional # is in
then #q5(Qm(c))E=o = 0. Notice that
[{n#} =0 for any n E n if and only if [{noq5r = 0 for any a & r E n 0 Vm]-
Thus, by Proposition 3.17, if dq$(Qm(E))I,=o = 0, then a functional # is in W 2(g, Am, k).
Hence W(g, A, k) c W 2(g, A, k).
Conversely, assume that # E W 2(g, Am, k). Then, by Proposition 3.17, #o(Qm (e))|L= =
0. Let Lm := k& + qm = L(qm) = k& + Qm(qm) be a Lax operator and let
Lm(E) := ead ESLm = ka + qm(E). If S = a 9 r E n Vm, then
d#(qm(c))
= ([a 1, k+ E ii u ], U 6(x-)) -r.
(3.31)
Hence if
do(Qm(c)) = [ a 1,k + E- u] ,u 6(-w))r
e=O a,#
for any a0r E nDVm, then do(qm(E)) = 0 for any a9r E n 9Vm and the functional
# is gauge invariant, i.e. 0 E W 2 (g, Am, k). El
Next, we define Poisson A-brackets on W(g, Am, k) using the local brackets {., -},
i = 1, 2, as follows:
Suppose the local Poisson brackets are
{W(x), V(y)} =: (k(j)))(y)& 6 (x - y), 0, 0 E W(g, Am, k), i = 1, 2. (3.32)
j>0 j
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Then we can define corresponding Poisson A-brackets by
{q#k}j(y) JeA(-yf){q5(x),,o (y)}idx = A3 (#()V))i)(y) , i = 1, 2. (3.33)
The algebra W(g, Am, k) is a well-defined PVA endowed with the A-brackets {-A-}i,
i = 1, 2, (see Proposition 3.20).
Lemma 3.19. For any 0,,0 E W(g, Am, k), we have
{ q#(x), *(y)}i = O{# O(x), 0(y)}i and {b(x), a9,/(y)}i = y{ O(x), Vi(y)}. (3.34)
Proof. By the product rule of derivatives, we obtain
_ 9 ( ) ( a xq (X)) a x"6 (x - w )
n>0 '~i
a
/~)Oaj(X - W) + q(x)&a"6(x - w)] (3.35)
-
\x ( '9Ux
Applying equation (3.35) to the brackets (3.24) and (3.25), we get the equation (3.34).
Proposition 3.20. Two A-brackets (3.33) are well-defined on W(g, Am, k).
Proof. For any #, E W(g, Am, k), we already proved that {(x), V)(y)} is gauge
invariant. Hence by (3.33), we have {#5@}j E W(g, Am, k)[A].
To prove sesquilinearities, we need Lemma 3.19. The local bracket between 0# and
= S 8x-2 (0#(j)?)(y)&(6(x - y) = 5 - (#(.y)(y)&+16(x - y)
j20 j>0
(3.36)
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= nE>O [ (
ax
{090(x), *(y)}b
Also, we have the bracket between 0 and 090:
{4(x), 0!(y)}O = Y (Y( ) (( - y)
j>0 (3.37)
- O w(Q(())(y)) 6J(x - y) + (w(5))(y)' +16(x - y).3
j>0 j
Then the sesquilinearities
{aox'}i = -A{$A\V};, {#Ox&'i}i = (0 + A){A4'}i
follow from the equation (3.33).
Leibniz rules, skew-symmetries and Jacobi identities of Poisson A-brackets follow
from those of local Poisson brackets. Hence W(g, Am, k) endowed with the Poisson
A-bracket {--}i is a well-defined PVA. E
Recall that
{0(= -v)((0)1W () YM9" n'U+l](Y)j(x - y)
(ij)EI,n O (a,fl)EZ l,>0 U
(3.38)
and
{ O(X), O(y)}2
j9 ?n) Uo ,) (Y)(i,O)EI,,n O (a,O)EI,lO0 9(
- (S) " (y ,u n](y)6(x y).19 (n) (x9013() (Y) 0"[M , Ual ( -(
(ij)Etj>O,n O (a,o)E2,>0,l O & a
(3.39)
for 0,,0 E Vm. These two local Poisson brackets are also well-defined on W 1(g, A, k).
The brackets between basis elements in B are
{uW(x), u(y)}1 = -z[u, MJ](y)6(x - y) (3.40)
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and
{u (x), u,(y)}2
k(ui,up)a96(x 
- y) + [ui,up](y)6(x 
- y) if j = q = 0,
= 0 ifj= 0,q$0, orj$40,q=0
S-[u, U](y)6(x- y) ifj $ 0, q $ 0.
(3.41)
Hence the Poisson A-brackets on Vm and W(g, Am, k) are as follows:
Definition 3.21. The differential algebra V, has two Poisson A-brackets:
{azbzi = -[a, bzi++l,
and
{azibz3 }2 =Ik(a, b)A + [a, b]0--[azi, bzi] if i = j = 0,if i = 0, j $ 0, or i $ 0, j = 0,if i $ 0,j $ 0,
where az' and bzj are basis elements in B. Also, two brackets (3.42) and
well-defined Poisson A-brackets on W(g, Am, k) C Vm.
(3.43) induce
Indeed, the two Poisson A-brackets are compatible which means that {-}a := {-A}1+
O{-W-}2 is a Poisson A-bracket for any a E C.
Proposition 3.22. The Poisson A-brackets {-,}1 and {-A}2 are compatible.
Proof. Let us define the A brackets with the parameter a by:
{-A-}a = a{-A}1 + {A -}2.
The skewsymmetry, sesquilinearities and Leibniz rules of {A-}., are trivial by those
of {-A-}1 and {-A-}2. Thus the only thing to check is Jacobi identity. Due to the
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(3.42)
(3.43)
sesquilinearities and Leibniz rules, it suffices to show that:
{azz \ {bz3 , CZk}a}a - {bzj , {az' A czkc. = { azt \ bzj}a +, czk},, (3.44)
when ab, cE g and i,j, k E Z>o. If i = j = k = 0, then
{az A {bz3 M cza"I = (2z 2 - az + 1)[a, [b, c]] + kA(a, [b, c]),
{bzj {azt A czk a = 2Z2 - az + 1)[b, [a, c]] - kp(b, [a, c]),
{{az A bz. A+ czkj = (a 2z 2 - az + 1)[[a, b], c] + k(A + g )([a, b], c),
if i = j = 0 and k $ 0, then
{azz A {bzl czaj - a 2[a, [b, c]Izk+ 2
{bz' , {az' cz k}4a = a 2[b, [a, c]]zk+ 2 ,
{{azz \ bz-A \+I czk}, = {(-cez + 1)[a, b] - A(a, b)\+, cz ki
= -a(-az + 1)[[a, b], c]zk+1 + a[a, b], c]zk+1 - a2zk+2[[a, b] c]
If i =0 and j,k $0, then
{azi A {bzj , cz kaj - (a2zj+k+2 + cxj+k+l)[a, [b, c]],
{bzj , {az A czkjj - (a2zJ+k+2 ± az+k+)[b, [a, c]],
{{azi \ bzA \+, czk_ - (2zj+k+2 + azj+k+l)[[a, b], c],
and if i, j, k $ 0, then
{az A {bz , cz kcj. = (-az - 1)2zi+i+k[a, [b, c]],
{bz3 1 {az' A cz ka = (-z - 1) 2 zi+j+k[b, [a, c]],
{{az1  W IA \+, czk}c = (-az - 1)2 zi+j+k[[a, b], c].
Hence Jacobi identity holds and the compatibility of {-A-}1 and {A-A}2 is proved. E
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3.2 Generating elements of an affine fractional W-
algebra and Poisson brackets between them
Recall the universal Lax operator
£m = k+ Qm + Am o 1 = ka+ E i ul + Am 0 1 E Ca X b 0 Vm. (3.45)
(ij)EL
Also, we denote Vm = Cdiff[b(m)]/I (see Section 3.1 for more notations).
We notice the map adf : g(i) -+ g(i - 1), i > 0, is injective. Hence if b = E g(i),
then the adjoint map adf : n -z-' + b -z-" is also injective. Choose an adx-invariant
complementary subspace Vm in bz-":
b - z-' = Vm @ [f, n - z~'].
Proposition 3.1. There exist unique S E n 0 Cdiff[b'mI/I c n 9 Vm and unique
can E (Vm ( @-m<iO bi) 0 Vm such that
ensm - = k + Qa" + Am 0 1. (3.46)
Proof. Equation (3.46) can be rewritten as
Q "l + [Am & 1, S]
Qm + [S,k+Qm+ I[S,[S kO+Qm+ Am||+ I[S,[S, [S, kO+ Qm+ Am]+---
(3.47)
Since Am = -fz- m - p-"-1 and p E ker adn, equation (3.47) is the same as
Qc" + [-fz-m  1, S
1 1Qm+ [S, kO+Qm+ I[S, [S, k+Qm - fz01]+ I[S, [S, [S, kO+ Qm - fz-2' 6
(3.48)
Let S = Ej>0 Si, Qm = EZ>_(j+1)m.1,k>O Qi,k and Qcl = ci>_(+1)m-,kO Q,,
where Si E b? 0 Vm, Qi,k E b-k 0 Vm and Qcakn E 0i-k Vm. By the injectivity of
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adf : nz-m -+ Bz-m and the equation
Qcn ++l , [fz & 0 1, Si] = Q-(j+im4_r E g$_ ) 1 0 Cdiff [ml/I, (3.49)
which follows from equation (3.48), we can find Q a ) -+)m)
Cdif f[b"]/I and S1 E (9 Cdiff[b"m]/I uniquely. Similarly, since Q(n+i,),m and S
are determined by Qc' - ' Si, and Qm, they should be in bi- +)m0Cdiff[ "]/I
and bO 0 Cdiff[ ]/I, respectively. By induction on the gr2-grading, the whole S and
the (b-' 0 V,n)-part of Q " (i.e. EZ Qia") can be found uniquely . Once we find S,
the (b-" 0 Vm) of Qc' (i.e. Ej Q"), for any k < m, automatically come out from
the equation eadSLm = LM
Proposition 3.2. Let {i m := Gij-" li E Jm} be a basis of Vm, where Zi is an eigen-
vector of ad h, and let { il (i, j) E B} (~ &<m b-' be a basis of Dm<O b'
where B- is defined in (3.11). Also, let us denote the dual elements of i- m and ii7'
by wr and uj, respectively. If we have
Q caflZni n ~
iETm (ij)EJ
then W(g, Am, k) is freely generated by -y,7 and -yu, as a differential algebra. More-
over, the generating elements have the form
7ywn = wm + Awm, - = u, + Ba, (3.50)
where Awm E C[ v, v', v", - gr1 (v) = m, gr2 (v) > gr2(w!n) I and B E C[ v, v', v",.-.- gr1 (v) =
m or gr1 (Ui), gr2 (v) > gr2 (U-) ].
Proof. Recall that we denote by Cdiff[a,, ... , al] the differential algebra of polyno-
mials in a1, - - - , al.
Equation (3.50) follows from equation (3.48) and the proof of Proposition 3.1. Hence
the only thing to prove is that W(g, A,, k) = Cdiff[ _Yw- (Qm),7i(Qm) I (i,j) E
, 1 E Jm ]. Suppose ( E Vm is a gauge invariant functional. Then D(Qm) =
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D(QC"). Since wm (Qca) = y, (Qm ), u (Qca) = (Qm), we have
(QM) = 4(Q ) E Cdiff[ u (Qif), wr(Qi") | (i,i) E 3, l E 3 m]
= Cdiff[ 7YW (Qm), 7Y4(Qm) I (i, j) E 3, l E m].
Hence we conclude that W(g, Am, k) C Cdiff[7tvr(Qm), 'y.7(Q m ) I (i 7) E , 1 E 3m]
On the other hand, Suppose that Qm ~ Q'm. Then Qan) = Qan). Since x'(Q m ) =
u c(Qa") = u (Q' u) = -7(Q'm) and 7w-(Qm) = wT (Qc") = w!"(Q'man) = 7, (Q'
we have
Cdiff[ 7Ywm (Qm ), y74 (Qm ) I (i,j) E 3, 1 E 3m ] C W (9,Am,k). 11
3.2.1 Generating elements of affine fractional W-algebras
when g = s12
Let g = S12 and the invariant bilinear form is normalized by the condition (e, f) =
(h, x) = 1. The corresponding universal Lax operator for the m-th fractional W-
algebra W(s12 , -f z-m - ez-'-l, 1) is
rn-1
£m =Z + (ez-j 0 f zi + hz-j 0 xzi + f z-i 0 ezi)
j=0
+ ez-' 0 f zm + hz-m 0 xzm + (fz-m + ez-m-1) 1.
The gauge transformation of Lm by S = e 0 A E n 0 Vm is
eadsm =: L = (1 9 1 + e ® A)( + Qm + Am 9 1)(I® 1 - e 9 A) = a
rn-1
+ E (ez-i (fzi - 2A(xzj) - A 2 (ezi)) + hz-j ® (xz1 + A(ez3)) + fz--7
j=0
0 ezi)) + ez-m
0 (f z' - 2A(xz') + A 2) + hz- m 0 (xzm - A) + (-ez-m-1 - f z~m ) 0 1 - e 0 DA.
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By Proposition 3.1, there exists a unique q,,l E (Cfz m  D O ) Vm which is
gauge equivalent to q,. We can write q. = E-Lo ez- 0 f zi(qm) + hz-i 0 xz'(qm) +
fz-3 0 ezi(qm) in a matrix form:
fzi(qm) 
z -i, where
-Xzi(q.) j ez
m (qm) = 0.
Letting eadsfm = a + m + A
written in a matrix form,
1, the gauge equivalent element qm to qm can be
M-1 xzi(qm) + A(ezi)(qm) fzj(qm) - 2A(xz')(qm) 
- A 2 (ezi)(qm) - 6j,A 1
= ezi(qm) -xzi(qm) - A(ezi)(q.)
xz(qm) - A(qm) fzi(qm) - 2A(xz m )(qm)+ A 2(qm)
0 - xzi(qm) + A(qm)
By substituting A = xzm , we obtain
ca+n 'xz3 (qm,)
qca + Am = E xs(q)
j=O 7ezi (qm)
yfzi (qm) z i,
-7xzj (qn)
7yf = f - 2(xz m )x - (xzm) 2 e - (xzm ); yfzi = fz' - 2(xzm )(xz4) - (xzm) 2 (ezi);
7xi= xz3 + (xzm)(ezi); yezi = ezi; 7fzm = f zm - (xzm) 2
YXzm = Yxzm+1 = 7em+1 = 0; 7ezm = fzm+l = 1.
(3.52)
Applying Proposition 3.2, we get a generating set { -yx I X = f, f z', xzj, ezi, f zm , i
1, f irs A -b, = 0, b tweM - 1} Of W(s2, At = -fz- i - ez-a-a, 1).
The first A-brackets between the elements in the generating set are as follows:
{7f AYf}1 = -2A, {7yf \-yfz}1 = -27xzj,
'y7f \-yxzijj = -yfzi+1 + 7ezi, 17f Ayezi}1 = 2 yxzi+1,
(3.53)
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qm = E
j=O Lxzi (qm)ezi (qm)
where
(3.51)
where i > 0 and j 1. Otherwise,
{Ygizi A9 2 z }1 = -Y{gi,g 2 }zi+a+1,
where g, 92 E s12 and i, j > 0.
The second A-brackets are defined as follows:
{lgi A7 2 }2 = {gi,9 2} + A(gi, g2)
and
{ffz,}Yf 12 = -2y., - A,
{7fz7ffzi}2 = -27xzj,
{7fz,72x}2 = Ne, {IYfz,\Ye}2 = 0,
{Ofz.\7xzi}2 = -7fzi + Yezi,
{fzYfz}2 = 0,
{7(fz(Yezi}2 = 27221+<,
(3.56)
where g1, g 2 E S12, j > 2 and i, 1 > 1. Otherwise,
{7Tgizi A7g2 z'}2 = -7{gizi,g 2z}-
3.2.2 Generating elements of affine fractional W-algebras
when g =sl,
Let g = si,, and Am = -eiz-' - eiz-'-. Consider the dual bases
B ={ Ey, n i f j,7, ' 1, -. . , n -1 k = ,---,m}\{eInz'}
and
B = {Eki, z- k jl= 1,.-- n- 1,k = 0,..., m}\{eniz-}
Of9<2m+1 and -21, where k := e.zk E := 1 IL-- -k and
ofz-e := , ewhe- and
3j=ei El n, j3 := )
luz-k := (ell - enn)z-k.
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(3.54)
(3.55)
The universal Lax operator Cm = 9 + qm + Am = 19 + E E +Am 01 E
C9 K'< sln 0 Vm. In the matrix form,
--- 0 z-1
--- 0 0
--- 0 0
--- 0 0
z~' , (3.57)
where En -n Efi. Then an element in the associated Lie group to the Lie
algebra n 0 Vm has the form
1 S 12
0 1
... sin
0 S2n
0
0 --- 0 1
(3.58)
Notice that
-s13 ... 2in
0 -- - S2n
1 0 -s 3 n
0 1
7sa'(S-
0 -S 12
0 0
0 0
0 0
' ' Sin-1
0
0 
-Sn-in
0 0
where tin = -sin + s12S2n + - - - + Sin-iSn-in and Vin = -aSin + &(S12)S2n + - - - +
a(S1n-1)Sn-1n. Then qm = S(q + A)S~1 - Am + Sa(S- 1 ) is gauge equivalent to q..
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Efi E[2
Lm = ( +
0 0
0 0
Z-k
0
1L
1 -S 1 2
10
0
0
S- 1 =
L
0
0
0
yln
-s2n
-k
7
In the matrix form, 4m = E-O zk1a3) - 1 , where
n
a q1 = En, a' = Eh + sinEli, a 1 = E + E SikEk1,
k=2
a = E sinrE. - (s. ± +inr E )s1 ,
n n
Z skE - (Ei1 + S1kEkl)S1,
k=2
n
a = EO - slkEk
k=2
a n = Ein + sinEnn +
k=2
n
- (E 1 + skEk0)sii - ks'
k=2
n n-1 n
(E1 + 1j sikEk1 )t - (E + 1: Sik E )Sin,
k=2 3=2 k=2
n n-1 n
an = Ein + SinEn + (Ei + s in,
k=2 j=2 k=2
n
a n = Ein + E S1kEkn + (El1
k=2
n
a 1 n = Ejin +
k=2
n
+ i: SlkE 1 )t -
k=2
SlkEkn + (Eli
k=2
n-1
j=2
n-1
SlkE kl)t 
- h E
j=2
n
+ : Sik-Ekpj)Sjn,
k=2
n
+ E Sik E j)s n + kv1 n,
k=2
n-1
a n Z=- a, E,=-1,
i=1
p = 17, 7 -,m, q = 0, -7 -,m - 1, r = 0, ...- m, and i, j=2, -- -n -1.
Suppose the entries of S in (3.58) are as follows:
-__L if Enl :A 0 M f n1i #
Sin = ; 7i , sET=,i
0 otherwise 0 otherwisE
(3.59)
0 (3.60)
If we let -yi(qm) : E (qm), then W(sln, Am, 1) is generated by { -4 Ek E B } as a
differential algebra.
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a= EP -1j~ ij
a = E -Eis,
3.2.3 Generating elements of affine fractional W-algebras
when f is a minimal nilpotent
In this section, suppose f is a minimal nilpotent. Under this assumption, we can
describe generating elements of W(g, Am, k) and A-brackets between them. The fol-
lowing lemma is useful to find a generating set of W(g, Am, k).
Lemma 3.3. Let X :={ WI 1 E m } and Y := { uj I (ij) E 3 } be defined
as in Proposition 3.2 and let 7P: (gf)z' E (|'- gzi -+W (g, Am, k) be a linear map
such that 4', := O(v) = v + C, where v E X U Y and C, E C[ u,u',u",-- u E
X U Y, gr2 (u) > gr 2 (v) ]. Then
IF := {I P I v E X U Y}
freely generates W(g, Am, k).
Proof. Since we know that the set { -y I v E X UY } defined in (3.50) freely generates
W(g, Am, k), it suffices to show that any -y, is in the differential algebra generated by
T. We know that -y, -4V, is an element in W(g, Am, k). Hence, by Proposition 3.2 and
the assumption on C, the element -y, - 'v, E C[ -7,77", - - - I u E X U Y, gr2(u) >
gr2 (v)]. Using the induction on gr 2-grading, we have -, - V), E q/ so that rn E T. El
Theorem 3.4. Let {zi} 1 and {z'}%.1 be bases of g () such that {zi, zj} = 6ije
and let us denote by {ai, a2, ,at} := {{. -{a, a 2 }, ... , at1}, at}. Suppose that
u E g (1) , v E g(0), W E g (-i), t = 1,... , m - 1, and Vf E gf (0), Wf E gf (- 1).
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Then the following elements freely generate W(g, Am, k) as a differential algebra :
?lm(e) = e;
2s
7m(U) = + (ziz m){U, z};
i=1
'17m(V) = v +
?7m(W) =w +
2s
ZzzM){v, 4}* ±
i=1
(xz'){v, e} +
2sS(ziz m ){fw, 41* ± (xz m ){fw, e} ±+
i=1 2
(ziz"){v, z, z };
2s
E (z z")(ziz"){w, z, zj}
i,j=1
2s 1 2s
±+S (z)(ziz"m){w, e, z} + - E (Zi Z')(Zj Z)(ZkZM){, Z, Z*, Z*}
i1 6 i,j,k=1
2s
- (zi, w)k&(ziz m );
i=1
2s
7MYf f ± E(ZiZm){f,4}i*
i=1
- 2(z") ± (2 )( zM iz m){f 4, zj}
i,j=1
2s
- 2 (zm)(zizm){x, z} - (Xzm) 2e +
- (xz m )(ziz m )(zz"){x, 4, zj}
ij~1
1 2s
6 E~ (ziz")
i,j,k=1
(zjz"')(zz m ){f, 4, j, ,I
1
+24
2s
E (zi Zm)(ZiZm)(ZkZ)(ZIZm){ f, Z, z , Z*1
i,j,k,l=1
2s
- ka(xzm ) - 5 (4z")(ziz");
i=1
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12s
2 (zjz")
?m(ezt) = ezt;
2s
?7m(UZt) = uz + E( Zm){uz, Z* }
i=1
+)zI (zmzm)(Zizm){VZ , , z};
i1 ,j=1
7mM(WZt) wzt ± E ± (xzm)wztel ± 1 2t
i=1 i=1
2s 2s
± (xzm) (zizm){jwzt ,e ,} ±* S (ZiZm)(ZjZm)(ZkZm){Wt,Z*,Z*,4};
2, ,2s1
77m (f Zt ) f fz't ± z rn)f f t I - 2 (xzm) (xz) + 1 E2s m z m ffzz j
i=1 i,j=1
2s
-2 E xz) (zm){xt, z4} - X,2(et
i=1
12s
± - (ZiZm)(ZjZm)(ZkZmfZ,,Z, Z
i,j,k~l1
- Es (Xzm) (Zizm) (z Zm){xzt, 4, 7z}*
i,j~1
I 2s
± 24 (ZiZm)(zJzm)(ZkZm)(ZIZM)fZt,Zi*,Z*,Zk*,zlt;
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and
77m(Vf Z") =
7m(WfZ M ) =
77 m(fz') =
I 2s
Vf z m + (Zizm){vIZm, z4};
i=1
2s
WfZ + Z(ZiZm)fWI Zm
2s
fzm ± Z ( Z'z){IfZz 4
z}
2s
Z (Zj Z') (ziz m ){fW 1 Z 4,* z7}
- (XZm) 2 + 28(ZJZ")(ziz")
i,j=1
1 2s
+ S (Z Z m)(zZ m)(ZkZm){fZ,4zi,Z,z}
i,j,k=1
1 2s
+ ( z z")(zjz)(zkz)(zIzm{fzm,4Zi,z;*,,z*4}.
i,j,k,l=1
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, the only thing to check is that the A-brackets between z*(0
1 < 2s) and elements in the image of qm are 0. For example, in the case when
w E g (1) and t > 0, we have
2s 2s
{z* A 5(ziz"){wzt, z}} = {wzt, z*} ± (Zizm){z;*, {wz, z4}};
i=1 i=1
2s
{z*.\ 2s(ziz)(zjzm){wz,z, zj}} = 2 (zz){wz',z, z*}
j1 i=1
2s
- (zz")(zjz"){wz t , zj*,, z*} - {z*, {v, e}(2xzm)}
i,j 1
2s 2s
± {4z, Ef{4, {v, ell}(zizm) (2xzm)} ± S{4zi, {v, ell}(zizm) (zlz);
i=1 i=1
and
2s
{z*, E (ziz")(zjz)(zkzm){v,z*,z;,z*}}
i,j,k=1
2s
= 3 E (zizm)(zj z){v, z*, zj, z*}
i,j=1
2s
+ 3 {v, z, e}(ziz m)(z m*Z").
t=1
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{fzM, 4, zj}
Hence
{z7* \ 7Tm(Wz')}
2a 2s
= {z* wz + (Zizm){wzt, z} + (xzm){wzt,e} (zJzm)(zizm){wzt,4, z}
i=1 ij=1
2s 1 2st 
* 1 0+ Z(xzm)(zizm){wzt, e,z} S+ (ZiZ)(Zjm)(Zkm){W ,, z ,*}} = 0.
i=1 i,j,k=1
The most complicated case to check is {z* \ 17m(f Zk)} = 0. However, since
{77m(vz')Am(wzj)} = 7n(({v, w}, e)fzi+ )7
by Jacobi identity, we have {Z* A lm(fZk)} = 0. 11
Theorem 3.5. Assume that m > 0. The first A-brackets between the generating
elements are
{7m(f),7m(f)}i = -2kA;
{77m(f)A7m(Uzi)}1 = -q m ([vf, uzi]z) + 7lm([uzi, e]),
{'llm(az')DA7m(bz)}1 = -rm([a, b]zi+j+1), otherwise ;
and the second A-brackets are
{rm(a)A\lm(b)}2 = 77m([a, b]) + kA(a, b);
{?lm(fZ)Al7m(f)}2 = -2?m(x) - kA;
{T7m(fZ)A7lm(U)}2 =7rmm([u, e]);
{i7m(fz)77m(azi)}2 = -rim([f z, az']) + 77m([az', e]);
{rjm(az')xrm(bz')} 2 = -'7m([a, b z'+j);
for a, b E g, U E ( _ 9(i), and i, j > 0.
We need the following remark and lemma to show Theorem 3.5
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if uzi ? f;
Remark 3.6. Let {-A-}1 and {-A-}2 be the brackets on Vm. If m > 0, then we have
(i) { z Vm }1 = { nz' A Vm }2 = 0,
(ii) { xzA f 11 =fzm+= -l and { xz m A al} = 0 ifa EgbO- t
(iii) { XZ' A fz }2 = fzm+l= -1 and { xz m A a } =0 ifa E b1 ( t lb).
In m = 0 case, (i) and (iii) are not true since {zi AZj}2 = -1 and {XAZi}2 = 2Zi.
Lemma 3.7. Let us denote Z2s+1 := x and z+ 1 := e and let v, w E V. Then for
any k > 0, the following equation holds:
2s+1 S '{{V, W}, Z,z ,- , z }
ii,- -,z=1
r 2s+1
{=, V  zr ) , , z }{w, z 1 7z , ,+2 --  }
Proof. If r = 0, equation (3.61) holds obviously. Suppose that we have (3.61) when
r = n. Then by Jacobi identity, we have
2s+1
1 n
l=0
1z(n +l)!{V w 11il'Zi27 Z4+1 I
1(n- )
2s+1
{V, z , Z ,
n 2s+1
n +1 Z=(n l)! S2{v,4z, z 7 -
(3.61)
1 (l+1)+(n-l)
n + 1 (l + 1)!(n - l)!
n 2s+1
S {v, zi1 , Zi-7 Zi Zin±lz}w, ' Zi+7 z ,+2 -
1
± IV {W Z*,.. *
+ (n + 1)! { *,--, }
n+ 1  1 2s+1
=0 i,--,in+r=0
Hence (3.61) holds for any r ;> 0.
,z }
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(3.62)
5
zi" Z*in+llfw 7 Zi1+1 7 Zil+21 7 Zi*n
1=0i,--i+ 1
VIZ z z z +1Zi27 ... 7 it i1+1 7 i1+2 7 7 Zin
Proof of Theorem 3.5:
As in Lemma 3.7, we denote Z2s+1 := x and z*8+1 = e. Let us consider a linear map
m : ) -+ Vm such that
4 2s+1
m(a) = (zi zM) ... (zi z'){a, zs, - - - , zz}
1=0 ii',--i
=4 2s j nz
(zi m - -(zi, z"){Ia, z, - - -, I
1=0 ,-, =1 (3.63)
2 2s 1
+ z E j(zjiz" m )
10=0 ii',---,ip= 1
- (z, zm)(xz){{a, e}, z 1, *
1
+ _(Xzm) 2{a, e, e}.
2
Then the generating elements can be rewritten as follows:
,qm(a) = im(a)
nim(b) = im(b) - Z(z,W)k(zizm)
k 2s
)= i(f) - k(xz") - 2 a
i=1
If a, b E b_ (D>o bt), by Remark 3.6 and Lemma 3.7, we have
{m(a)\lm(b)}l = {im(a),\m(b)}i
4 r 2s+1
= E E E - ((zi z") ... (zizm)) ((Zi +lZm) ... (zi,Z"M))
r=0 1=0 i,- i-1
+ {{a, z* , z ,7- -- ,zi,\{b, z*, ; i.}
4 2s+1
r= iz,---,i-=1
1 ((z 1zM) ... (Zi,.Z m )) (-{{a, b}, z, z*, --- , z,.}z)
= -im([a, b]z) = -m([a, b]z).
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if a E b> (D (Dmb1) @ OfZM,
2s
if b E o._ ,
2
z(4z m ) (Ziz m )
(3.64)
(3.65)
Otherwise, we have
{77(f)A(f)}i = -{Jm(f), i m(f)}z + {f(-k&9(xzm ))}l + {(-k(xzm )Af}1
{f(-k&(xz"))}+ {(-k(xz m ))Af}1 = -2kA,
(3.66)
and, if b E _ (-), we obtain
{?7m(f)A7m(b)}1
4 r 2s+1
E EZ 1! (r z((Z M ) ... (ziz")) ((Zis+Zm) ... (zizm))
r=O 1=0 i1 ,-. ,i7 =1
+ {{1 b, z i,}}± f Z* 7 ,i' Zi}Albzi+1 zi1+ 2 ... 7Z
2 2s
+ E 1 (zjzm) -- (zjz){{b, e},z,--- ,,}{f (
P=0 ii,---,ip= P
A (Xzm)2}
2 2s 1
= im([f 7b]Z) ± E -. (zj zm ) .. (zjpz m ){{b, e}, z*,.. z4}
P=O ii,---,ip=1 ! I ii
= -im([f, b]z) + m([b, e]) = -77m([f, b]z) + 77m([b, e]).
Next, let us compute the second A-brackets.
If a, b E g, we have
{7m(a)\lm (b)} 2 = {I m(a)Ai\m(b)} 2,
± {b, e, e}(xzm )
(3.67)
(3.68)
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+ {b,e,e}{ f
by Remark 3.6 and
{Jm(a)\jm(b)}2
4 r 2s+1
r-z 1=0i (r -)! ((z 1zm)
---(Zi,Zm)) ((Zi+l Zm) ... (Ziz'))
= iim([a, b])
({{a,, z,-... } zA{b, ,z ... ,z.2)
4 r 2s+1
+ z Y, E ((zi +lZM) ... (ZirZm))
r=O 1=0 il,---,ir=1
(k(A +8)({a, z, z , , z }, {b, zU 1 , zj- 2 - , z }) ((zisz m ) (Ziz"))
= ?m([a, b]) + k(A + c9)(a, b) + X 0 + AX 1 = ?m([a, b]) + kA(a, b) + Yo + AY 1,
(3.69)
where X 0, X 1, YO, Y1 E Cdiff[gml] have zero constant term. Since {?m(a)>7m(b)}2
and 77m([a, b]) + kA(a, b) are in W(g, Am, k)[A], the element Yo and Y should be
in W(g, Am, k). However, we know that (Ciff[b1] n W(q, Am, k)) = C.
YO = Y1 = 0.
If a, b E bl _1 ( @ $2, then
{?7m(a)\7m(b)}2 = {fm(a)Ai\m(b)} 2
4 r 2s+1
EE , , ),((zis z") -
r=O 1=0 (r - i=
- (-{ {a, zb, z , - - - , z } , {b, z]),-, z.
=- rn([a, bl) = -?7m([a, b]).
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Hence
(3.70)
- - (Zizm))-- (zi, Z"m)) ((zi,Z M") -
The second A-bracket between q7m(fz) and 7m (f) is
2 2s
(zj, Z')
p-O iW,--,ip =1 P
+{f,e,e} {fz
2s
i,---,p=
1(zj z") ...(zjpz'){-2x, z , --- , z} ± {-2x, e}(xz m ) - kA
= -27m(x) - kx.
(3.71)
If u E Gi>_ g(i), then
2 2s 1{7m (f Z),?m (U)}12 = E E -(zj z"")
p=O ii,---,ip=1
- - -(zjpz"'){{u, e}, z*, --
,p}{fz A (XZm)}2
2 2s
p--O ii,--- ,ip=1
(zj z") ... (zjpzm){{u, e}, z4,p.
(3.72)
If b E E i b, then
4 r 2s+1
r=O 1-0 il,---,i,.=1
{7m(f z)A7m(b)} 2 = ((zisz") ... (ziz')) ((Zig zm) ... (Zi,.ZM))
-~ ~ (- {.. ,ll --, , {b,z* , Z7, - * -, . )
2f 2i i 7 7*+ i+ i
+ 2 (zj z) ... (z jz'){{b, e}, z ,- - , z }{fz A (z")}2
P=O i,- ,ip=l P
I (XZm) 22 'J 2
= - 7m([f z, b]) + qm([b, e]).
(3.73)
So we proved Theorem 3.5.
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{U (f Z)A (f )}2 = -- (zz"){ff, e}, z, - - - , z A (Zm)}2
A 1(XZm)2} - k{fz\a(xz m )}2
+ ± b, e, e}{ f z \
3.3 Two equivalent definitions of finite fractional
W-algebras
3.3.1 First definition of finite fractional W-algebras
Let us consider a diagonalizable operator H(g, Am, k) : Vm -+ Vm, satisfying the
following properties, where Aa denotes the eigenvalue of an eigenvector a E Vm:
Aa1a 2 = Aal + Aa2, A49b = 1 ± Ab, Ac = ( I
(d+ 1)j +oa
(d + 1)m± 1+
where a 1 , a 2, b, c E Vm are eigenvectors of H and c E b(d+1)j+a. Using (A.5) and (3.43),
one can check that H is a Hamiltonian operator of the PVA (Vm, {-A-}2)-
Theorem 3.1. Recall that W(9, Am, k) is a differential algebra generated by -. and
where and are defined in (3.50). Then H(-yNm) = L,7 - 7 and
H (yu-. =Au. yu7-
Proof. Let us define the extended scaling dimension(ESD) A on C9 < b 0 Vm by
-(d + 1)j - a .A(a) =1, A(a 0 1) = if aE -(d+)j-a, (3
-(d + 1)m - 1 if(3.75)+)jc~
A(l 9 b) = Ab, A(a 0 b) = A(a 0 1) + A(1 0 b).
Then we have
A([ai, a2 ](bb2) = A(a1@bi)+(a 20 b2), A([Oai0bi]) = A(a)+A(a1Obi) (3.76)
and each term in the operator Lm = k,9+ igj) Eit:j 7 ?+Am01 = k+Qm+Am91
has the ESD 1.
If we denote Qc" = ZD 7mW + E(ij )EJ ~ 07g by Proposition 3.1 and
Proposition 3.2, there is S E n 9Vm such that e adsfm = L can = ka+ Qc+ Am 91.
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(3.74)
i.e. equation (3.47) :
Q" +[Am 0 1, S] = Qm + [Sk& + Qm] + -[S, [S, k + Qm + Am] +-
holds. Let S = Ei O Si, Qm = Ei>-(j+1)m-1,k>O Qi,k and Qcaf = Ei> Q can2>-3+1m-1k>Om (>-+1)m-,k>O i,k7
where Si E b9 0 Vm and Qi,k, ,can E b-k 0 Vm. By projecting equation (3.47) onto
09 Vm, we obtain the equation:
c[fz-"0 1, S] = Q-(jal-,m. (3.77)
Since A(Q_(j+l)mm) = 1, it follows that A(Qca+"nm_) = 1. Moreover, since
A(fz-m 0 1) = 1 and A([fz-m 0 1, SJ) = 1, the ESD of Si is 0 by (3.76).
By the induction on the gr 2-grading, we can show that the ESDs of Qc"(+1)m-ik and Si
are 1 and 0, respectively, for any i. In particular, we have A(iiT-o-yi ) = A(Ri-ul) =
land (G @-) n (" &) = 1. Hence A =YU.) A =
A(U17- 0 ) - Aj= A. Similarly, we obtain A., Am.
Remark 3.2. Recall that S(C[a] 0 g) has an energy momentum field L which induces
a conformal weight A such that A, = (1 - ja) if u E g(j,). Also, the projection L
in W(g, f, k) of L is an energy momentum field of W(g, f, k). Hence, in m = 0 case,
the Hamiltonian operator defined by (3.74) is same as the Hamiltonian operator Lo
defined by the energy momentum field L.
By Theorem 3.1, the algebra W(g, Am, k) is generated by eigenvectors of the Hamil-
tonian operator H. Hence the operator HIW(gAmk) : W(g, Am, k) -+ W(g, Am, k)
is a well-defined Hamiltonian operator and we denote the HIw(g,Am,k)-twisted Zhu
algebra of W(9, Am, k) by ZhUH(W(9, Am, k)).
Definition 3.3. The classical finite fractional W-algebra associated to g, Am and k
is
W1 "(g,Am,k) := ZhuH(W(g, Amk)),
where ZhUH is defined in Appendix.
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Notice that the Poisson bracket on Wfi"(g, Am, k) C ZhUH(Vm) is induced by the
bracket on ZhuH(Vm)
[a,b] - (k[x, a], b)
0
- [azi,7 bzj]
if i = j = 0,
ifi = 0,j >0, or i > 0,j = 0
if i > 0,j > 0,
where a, b E g and az' E ZhUH(V)m is the projection of az E Vm-
The following proposition follows from Definition 3.3 and Theorem 3.4.
Proposition 3.4. Let f be a minimal nilpotent in g and let {zi}3 1 and {z}31 be
bases of g (1) such that {zi, zj} = Jije. We recall that 77, is defined in Theorem 3.4.
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Then the following elements generate W1 (g, Am, k) as an associative algebra:
Om(e) = e;
2s
Om(u) = U + (ziZm ){u, Z},
i=1
2s
Om (V) = V±+(ZiZm){IV,} ±i
i=1
U E 9 (;.
12s
(xzm){v, e} +
i,j=1
(Z zm)(zizm){v, z, zj},
2s
± 5(zizm){w, 4} ± (xzm ){Iw, e} ± 2
2s
+ (xzm)(zz"m){w, e, z4}
i=1
2s
E (z z")(zi"zm ){w, z, zi}
i,j=1
1 2s
+ (ziz")(zjzm)(ZkZm){W, 4, z, z,
i,j,k=1
k 2s
+ 2(2m + 1) (zi, W)(zizm),
2s
Om(f) = f + E(ziz"){f, 4}
2s
- 2 5(xzrn) (z2Zm){Ix, 4}
- 2(xz')x + (z z m )(ziz"){f, 4, zI}
i,j=1
- (xzm) 2e + 16
2s
(ziz')(zjzm )(zkz){f, Z, Z, z*}
i,j,k=1
2s
- j(xz')(ziz')(zjzm ){x, z, zj}
i,j=1
24
2s
(ziZ')(Zjz")(zkzm)(zlzm){f,4, z k, ,z*
i,j,k,l=1
k
2m + 1
Om(az') = ?im(az'
Om(bfz m) = i(bj
-
2s
+4(2m 1) (z')(zizm);i=1
), aEg, 1 <t<m;
z'), b E gf ;
(3.78)
where Tm(at), Tj(bf"zm) E ZhuH (9, Am, k)) are the projections of rim(at), im (bf zm ) E
W(g, Am, k).
Proof. Let A be an element in (gfzm D (E)1 bi) with the conformal weight AA
Since Aqim(A) = AA, we have f9nm(A) (-AA)77m(A) (mod(O + H)Vm). Hence the
Zhu algebra ZhuH(W(g, Am, k)) is generated by im(A), as an associative algebra.
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Om(W) = W
V E g(O) ;
Since the map Om : gfzm  E i= 1 W{" (g, Am, k) such that 0m :A  7(A)
satisfies equation (3.78), the finite W-algebra Wf"'(g, Am, k) is generated by the image
of Om.
3.3.2 Second definition of finite fractional W-algebras
Let S(b(m) D CK) be a Poisson algebra endowed with the following two brackets:
{azz, bzi1 = -[a, b]zi+j+l, {K, azz}1 = 0, a, b E g; (3.79)
{azIbz} 2 =
[a, b] - (d+lm+K([x, a], b) if i =j = 0,
0 - if i = ,j > 0 or i > ,j = 0, (3.80)
S-[a, b] z+ if i > 0,j > 0,
{K, azi}2 =0, a,bEq.
We consider an associative algebra
(Am, x)Ix E b(d+1)m+1} and let the
defined by
adKn(az ) = {n, azZ} 2 = [n, a z'
ideal Jf of S($(m) e CK) generated by {x -
adjoint action adKn on S(b(m) ( CK)/Jfin be
1
-1Ei, K([x, n], a), a E g,(d + 1)m +1 (3.81)
and adKn(K) = 0. Since {n, J } 2 C JV , we have the well-defined of adKn-action.
Remark 3.5. The product (a+ Jf")- (b+ Jun) = ab± JK" on the associative algebra
(S(b(m) D CK)/Jnf)adKn is well-defined by Leibniz rules. However, it is not clear if it
is a well-defined Poisson algebra with the brackets {a+JP", b+JS"}i := {a, b};+Jf",
i = 1, 2. At the end of this section, we show that these two brackets are well-defined
Poisson brackets on (S(b(m) D CK)/Jf)dKn.
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Let us denote Am,K :S((m) E CK)/Jf ". Then the finite fractional W-algebra
associated to g, Am and K is the Poisson algebra
W2fi"n(g Am, K) = Aa .'
As in the affine fractional cases, we consider the Lie algebra (D Am,K endowed with
the Lie bracket and the invariant bilinear form:
[azi 0 f, bz' 0 g] := [a, b]z'+j 0 fg, (azt 0 f, bz3 0 g) := (a, b)6J+,o-fg.
Recall that there are dual bases B and B- of $(<m) and (<m) defined by (3.11). We
can identify elements in Am,K with functionals on $(m) 0 Am,K as follows:
ui(a 0 f) := (uf 0 1, a 0 f), for uj E B, a 9 f E (<m) 0 Am,K,
(gh)(a of) = (g(ao&f))(h(ao& f)), for g,h E Am,K, (3.82)
c(aof) =c, for cE C, K(aof) =K.
Also, consider an element bog E ^m 0&Am,K as an operator defined on b-m) 0Am,K
such that
(a 0 f)(b 9 g) := a ® (f (b 0 g)). (3.83)
Remark 3.6. For f, g E Am,K and a E b-m), we denote the multiplication by f -(a(g)
and let f -(a 0 g) = a 0 fg.
Definition 3.7. 1. Let qfi E b(<m) (Am,K and let Cm = (d+1)m+1. Then the Lax
operator associated to qf in is
L K(x)=-cmxK+q"(x) + Am 9 1 E b 9 Am,K-
Especially, the operator
Cfin := -cmx 9 K + E 91+ Am 9 1
(i,j)EI
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is called the universal Lax operator.
Lf' by S E 0 An isedS[n.I Li2. The gauge transformation of L"K bK is edSL-. If L
-cmx 0 K + qdK + Am 1 and eadSLmK = -cmX 0 K + 4',±K + Am & 1, then
qnK and f,K are said to be gauge equivalent by S and write qf," j ~s CXK or
fin -f in f*fin -fi
qm,K K.qm If q E Am,K satisfies nq- K mq,(K) whenever qmK ~mK,
then we call # a gauge invariant functional.
Proposition 3.8. The algebra W 2f (g, Am, K) consists of gauge invariant functionals
in Am,K-
Proof. This proposition can be proved by same argument as Proposition 4.4 and
Corollary 4.5. l
Proposition 3.9. Let b = g(i) and consider an adx-invariant subspace Vm C
$ such that bz-' = VmD[f, n-z-m]. Then there exist a unique S E n0S(bm"DCK)/ Jfn
and a unique (Qfi)Can e (V , i) 0 Am,K such that
e adLf"n = (Qfm)can ± Am 0 1 =: (Lf)can. (3.84)
Proof. By substituting xDh by x 0 (h - cmK) and kO by 0 in the proof of Proposition
3.1, one can find unique S E n0S( m CK)/J n and (QJ")n E (Vm e ®-m<iO )
Am,K- El
Let Kazhdan degree I - If on S(b(m) D CK) be defined by
(d + 1)j + aJalf= 1 - ±)j+ , a E!(d+1)j+,, and IKf = 1.
Also, we extend gri-grading and gr 2-grading on S(^(m)) to those on S(^(m) @ CK)
by letting gr 1 (K) = gr 2(K) = 0. Consider the associative algebra homomorphism
S(b(m) D CK)/Jpn + S(E(m) D CK) such that t(ct) = a, where a E +)
or a = K. Then the homomorphism t induces Kazhdan degree, grl-grading and
gr2-grading on Wfj (g, Am, K).
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Proposition 3.10. Let {i-'" :=Gz-' l E /m} be a basis of Vm and let {iii:
Uiz-i|(i, j) E J} be a basis ofEDO <m b-i, where ii and il are eigenvectors of adL.
Also, we let wr and ui be dual of Wi-i m and iiii, respectively. If (QQf), in equation
(3.84) is written as
(Qfin)can = Z-m & fiy~n~~ ± + : -j ®fin
lEJm (i,j)EJ
then Wfin(g, Am, K) is freely generated by -K , fin and K as an associative al-
fin -y 'hav teinrgebra. Moreover, m and K' have the form
f in f r±Afin u Kj
", = Wm + AK,W, , = + A (3.85)
where AK,w, E C [w, K gr2 (wy) > gr2(w") ] and A E C[ u,, w7n, K |
gr2(u ), 1 E 7m 1. Also, we have |!y f |nmI= IwTI = |AKw If and I-y f u =
Proof. Let L, in --cmx & K + Q{" + Am 0 1 be the universal Lax operator.
We claim that Wfi"(g, Am, k) = C[ fnw, 1 , K I (i,j)E, lEJm]. Suppose
E Am,K is a gauge invariant functional. Noticing that QI~ (Qnf)""+ CmX 0K,
we obtain D(Qhn) - 1((Qfin)can + cmX 0 K). Since wm((Qfin)en + CmX 0 K) =
7yw,(QQ") and u( (QM)" + cnx 9 K) = 7(" (QM"), we have
.(Qn) = @((Qn)an + CmX 0 K)
E C[ u ((Q M n ± CmX OK), w I+((Q(")" cm K), K I (ij) E J, 1 E 3m I
C[ fin (ffn fin/fin
=C[ _(Qi), KuQ ), K I (i, j) E-T, lE 3m].
Hence we conclude that W.1n(g, Am, k) C C[ ' (Q ) yfin (Qfin) I (ij) E 3, 1 E
3m ].
On the other hand, Suppose that Qfn Q(n. Then, by the uniqueness of the
canonical form, (Qfin)(can) + cmx 0 K = (Qfn)(can) + cmx 0 K. Since f * (Q i) =
Uj((Qfi)n±+ c 9 K) = u((Qfin)cn+ cmx 9K) fin (Q ) and -yp"n(Qfi) =
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W"((Qfn)ca + c-mx 0 K) = wmn((fin)af+ cmx & K) = -,fin wha
~ ± CX 0 K = ik ± CX 0 (Q 2n), we have
C[ InK(Qu), ( m ) KI (ij) E A, E Jm] C W2 i"(g mk). Thus,
we proved the claim.
Recall that we had generating elements 7g and 7w, of the affine fractional W-algebra
W(g, Am, k) in Proposition 3.2. Since 7f n is obtained by substituting h and kO in
-y by h - cmK and 0, it has the form (3.85). Also, one can do the same thing with
fin
YK,wm'
Next, we want to show that
|Im|f = |wIf = IAK,w f and I If = Iuif - K, If
Observe that the Kazhdan degree lalf of a E Am,K is same as the conformal weight
A, of a E C[a] 0 Am,K and IKIf = IhI! = Ah. Also, we recall that Theorem 3.1
shows that the conformal weight of _YKu is same as the conformal weight of uj.
Since each -yfin in (3.85) is obtained by substituting h and k0 in -y by h - cmKK,u1  U
and 0 and we have Ah =h - cmKIf = 1, Kazhdan degree of each term in (3.85)
has the same value, i.e. IY)f = I 3 I f = IAKu3f . Similarly, one can prove that
|Ypn'mIf = Iwm7| = IAKr f -
Let Jfin = (a - x(a)Ia E b(d+1)m+1) be an associative algebra ideal of S(b(m)) gener-
ated by a - X(a), a E b(d+1)m+1. For a given k E C, let adn-action on S(b(m))/Jfin be
defined by adn(A) = adKn(A)IK=k. The well-definedness of adn-action follows from
the well-definedness of adKn-action. The associative algebra
* (g, Am, k) := Wfi(g, Am, K)/(K - k)W in(g, Am, K) = (S(b(m))/Jin)"n
is called the classical m-th finite fractional W-algebra associated to g, Am, and k. By
Proposition 3.10, the algebra Wf"'(g, Am, k) is freely generated by the set of the form
{in =v+A, v=u orw , (i, j) E, EJm}, (3.86)
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where fin = K=k and A, = AK,, I K=k-
Lemma 3.11. 1. The associative algebra ZhuH(V(g, Am, k)) also has a generat-
ing set consisting of elements of the form (3.86).
2. The Zhu-algebra ZhuH(W(g, Am, k)) is a subalgebra of Wf (g, Am, k).
Proof. The first assertion follows from Proposition 3.4.
To prove (2), observe that two associative algebras ZhuH(S(C[a] 0 b(m))/J) and
S(b(,))/Jfin are isomorphic. If A E W(g, Am, k) then (adAn) (A) = 0 and adn(A) = 0,
where A E ZhuH(S(C[&] Ob(m))/J) is the projection of A E S(C[] Qg(m))/J. Hence
A E Wfin(g, Am, k). 0
Theorem 3.12. Recall that Wfin (g, AM, k) is the Zhu algebra ZhuH(W(9, Am, k)).
Also, let us denote by Wfin(g, AM, K) the associative algebra (S(b(m) ECK)/ J7ffn)adK
and let Wfin(g, Am, k) := Vfin(g, Am, K)/(K - k)Wfin(g, Am, K). Then
(i) two associative algebras W f'*(g, Am, k)) and 2 "(, Am, k) are isomorphic,
(ii) the Poisson bracket {-, -}2 defined by (3.80) induces a Poisson bracket on
Wfin (g, Am, k). Moreover, two Poisson algebras Wfin( 9 , Am, k) and Wfin(g, Am, k)
are isomorphic.
Proof. (i) : By Lemma 3.11 (i), we can assume that the associative algebra
Wj'"(g, Am, k) = ZhuH(W(g, Am, k)) is generated by f$' := wm + Bwm and in in :
ui + B i, where Bwm E C[ wp | gr 2 (wm) > gr2 (w7N) ] and Bg3 E C[ uj, Wr I gr2 (Uj)>
in i I
gr2 (U1) ]. Then we have A 3 - B j E C[ 7 fin gr 2(u,)>gr2 (uf)]andAm-
Bam E C[ 7; 1 gr 2 (wm) > gr2 (w ") ], where A j, ATm and 7fin are defined in (3.86).ii 1
By the induction hypothesis on gr 2-grading (i.e. C[ ,yjin | gr2 (v) > gr2 (u ) ] =
C[ OV I gr2 (v) > gr2 (U) ]), we have A, 3 - B 3 C C[ Ov I gr2 (v) > gr2 ( 4) ]. Hence
-" = h- B j + A? E C[ ,, /- I gr2(v) > gr2() ] and W (gAk)=
C[ ilIv =ui, 11) ] C (C[ ,v I v = uj, wm I = ZhUH(W(g, Am, k). Consequently,
due to Lemma 3.11 (ii), two associative algebras Wfin(g, Am, k) and Win"(g, Am, k)
are isomorphic.
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(ii): We know that ZhuH(W(g, Am, k)) is a well-defined Poisson algebra endowed
with the bracket defined in Definition 3.3. Hence a Poisson bracket {-, -}2 on
W2i"(g, Am, k) can be defined by the Poisson bracket on ZhuH(W(g, Am, k)) and the
associative algebra isomorphism in (i). It is straight forward to check that the Poisson
bracket on S(b(m) 0 CK) defined by (3.80) induces the same Poisson bracket {-, -}2
on WVf Alm(g, k). 5
Remark 3.13. 1. The Poisson bracket (3.79) on S(b(m) D CK) induces another
Poisson bracket {-, -}1 on W 2 (g, Am, k), by letting K = k. The well-definedness
of the bracket follows from Jacobi identity of b.
2. There is a Poisson algebra isomorphism between (WP (g, Am, k),{-, -}); and
(Wi(g, Am, 0), {-, -};), i = 1, 2, such that
1
a a a - k(x, a) for any a E b(m).(d + 1)m + 1
Hence the Poisson algebra structure on Wi(g, Am, k) is independent on k E C.
Definition 3.14. The Poisson algebra W-f (g, Am, k) := (S(b(m))/I)adn endowed
with the brackets {., .}1 and {-, -}2 is called the classical m-th finite fractional W-
algebra associated to g and Am.
Since Wf '(g, Am, k) and W 2 in(g, Am, k) are isomorphic as Poisson algebras, we de-
note the Poisson algebra by WVfin(g, Am). Also, We denote by Wfin(g, Am, k) when
we want to emphasize the constant k in the second Poisson bracket.
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Chapter 4
Hamiltonian Equations and
Classical W-algebras
4.1 Integrable systems associated to affine
tional W-algebras
In this section, we assume that Am := -fz-m - pz-m-1 is a semisimple element in
b. Then
b = ker(adAm) D im(adAm). (4.1)
In this case, the following property holds.
Proposition 4.1. Let Lm = kO+qm+Amel be a Lax operator defined as in Definition
3.4. Then there exist unique S E b> 0 Vm and unique h(qm) E (ker adAm n b) 0 vm
such that
Lm,o = e a(Lm) = kO + Am 0 1 + h(qm). (4.2)
Proof. Let h(qm) = Ei>-(d+1)m-1 hi(qm), qm = Ei>-(d+)m-1(qm)i and S = E>O Si,
where hi(qm), (qm) , Si E bi 0 Vm. Then equation (4.2) can be rewritten as
h(qm)+[Am l,S] = qm+ [Sk+qi]+ 1[S7[S Lm]]+ [S [S,[S, Lm]]]+ . (4.3)
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frac-
We project the both sides of equation (4.3) onto $_(d+1)m-i 0Vm and get the formula:
h-(d+l)m-(qm) + [Am, SIl = q-(d+1)m- -
By (4.1), we can find h-(d+l)m-I(q,) and Si uniquely. Similarly, equating the
(b-(d+1)m 0 Vm)-part of (4.3), we obtain h-(d+1)m(qm) and S1. Inductively, hi and
Sj for any i > -(d + 1)m - 1 and j > 0 are determined uniquely. l
Since Amzk 0 1 is in (ker(adAm) n -(d+1)m-1) 0 C , the space (ker(adAm) n b) 0 C is
nontrivial. Hence we can choose a nonzero element
b E (ker(adAm) n b) 0c.
Let S E n 0 Vm be from Proposition 4.1 when Lm is substituted by the universal Lax
operator Cm. Also, let (e-adS(x)b)>o and (e s(x)b) 0 be the projections of e-adS(x)b
onto > 0 Vm and b O 0 Vm. Then the following two evolution equations
at j
- (e-ads(x)b)>06(x - w)7 6(y - w), Lm(w)(qm)] )dx,
(e-ad(x)b)506(x - w), I6JU 6 (y - w), Im(w)(m)) dx,
(4.4)
(4.5)
where q$ E W(9, Am, k) and =) ui 0 -5-, are useful to find an integrable
system associated to the algebra W(g, Am, k).
Proposition 4.2. Two equations (4.4) and (4.5) are the same evolution equation.
Proof. We notice that the bilinear form (a o f, b o g) = (a, b)fg on y 0 Vm is y 0 Vm-
invariant, i.e. (a, o fi, [a 2 0 f 2 , a3 0 f3]) = ([ai o f1 , a 2 o f 2], a 3 0 f3). Also, we have
f (aof, [bogg,aO,])dx = - f(a, b)fr9xg dx = f (b, a)gafhf dx = - f(bog, [aof, O]x)dx.
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By subtracting equation (4.4) from (4.5), we obtain
(4.5) - (4.4) = I e-ads(x)b(x - w), E 6q5(y( - W), m(W)] )
[e-adS(x)b6(x - W) Im()]) dx.
Moreover, by the formula eads(x) e-s(x)b6(x - w), 12m(w)] = [bJ(x - w), eadS(x)im(w)]
and the invariance of the bilinear form, we have
(4.5) - (4.4) = - I (e-adS(y) 6J()(y - w), [b6(x - w), ead(w)Lm(w)]) dx = 0.
E0
Let Hb :(<m) 0 Vm -+ Vm be a functional defined by
Hb(qm(x)) := (b, h(qm(x))). (4.6)
We want to write the equations (4.4) and (4.5) as Hamiltonian evolutionary equations
using Hb.
Proposition 4.3. Let e-a'b+)O be the projection of e-sub onto 9 <d+1)m+1-<(d+1)m+1 (~lml
Then
= -abO
HU = <(d+1)m+1-
Proof. For a given r E 0m) Vm, let Lm(E) = kO + (qm(x) + er) + Am 0 1. By
Proposition 4.1, there exist h(qrn(x) + Er) E ker adAm 0 Vm and S E im(adAm) 0 Vm
satisfying the equation:
LmO(E) = k& + h(qm(x) + Er) + Am 0 1 = eads(e)Lm(E).
Then
= e adS(E)r ± OScE) e adS(e)Lm(E)] = e ads(E)r ± [ ,ac LmO(E) ]-
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6(U y - W),
dx
dLm(E)
(4.7)
Using Taylor expansion and formula (4.7), we have
= (b, h(qm(x) +
S(b, eadS(x)(E)r +
= (e-as(x)b, r) +
Er))E=o = d(b, LM'O(Y)()E=O
b, - S(x)(E ) 'd c r=O
Applying f dx to (4.8), we obtain
I H (q (x)), r dx =
Since (4.9) holds for any r E b~m) 9Vm, we conclude that 6Hb = e adsbOJu <(d+l)m+1
By Proposition 4.3, we have
I (Hz-1b 6 (x -6U y), zr) dx
= J((e-ads(x)z-'b)>O6(x - y), zr),dx =
Hence equation (4.4) can be written as
MY)
at / JHz-lb(qm(x))J(XJu
J ((e-adS(x)b)>O6(x - y), r),dx.
- w), 1z JU 6 (y - W) Cm(W) dx
(4.10)
= ] {Hz-1b(x),A(y)dx.
To write the second equation as a Hamiltonian equation, let us denote U9 (iO)EI
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(4.8)
j (e-as(x)b, r) dx. (4.9)
. 0
5Hb(q. (x)), r
by and 0,j)E, 3 >U  by Hb . ThenE~i)E-, j0 U 6Sw' 6u>
( e-adS(x)b OS6(x -w),
(e-adS(x)b + e-adS(x)
(e-adS(x)b - -adS(x)
(e-adS(x)bP6(x 
- w), I
b<0 )(x-
b 0)J(x -
- I (z-~(e-as()zb)>06(x - w), [
dx
w), [S ) J(y - w), Icm(w)(qm) dx
w), [S J(y - w), Cm(w)(qm) dx
( Jbx) 6(X - w),
(-1Hb(X) 6(x -
( H0 x) I$(y) 66u
( SH6(x) -Su> x- ,
I J(y - w), Lm(w)(qm) dx
w), z I 6 JY)(y - w), Lm(w)(qm)] )
(y - w), Im(w)(qm) )dx
I_(y - w), Cm(w)(qm) ]dx
JHb (x), q(y)}2dx.
(4.11)
By equations (4.10) and (4.11), we get the following theorem.
Theorem 4.4. Let b E (3(ker Am) n b<o) 0 1 and Hb:= (b, h(qm(x)). Then
J {H.-ib(x), #(y)}idx = J{H(x), #(y)}2dx, # E W(g, AM, k)
In terms of Poisson vertex algebra theories, Theorem 4.4 can be rewritten as follows:
Theorem 4.5. Let b and Hb be defined as in Theorem 4.4. Then
= {Hz-lb Aq1}i(y)k=0 = {Hb A;}2(Y)IA=O, q E W(g, Am, k).
Proof. It suffices to show that this theorem is equivalent to Theorem 4.4. By the
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a (y)
at I E (y - w), Lm(w)(qm)])
-I
-I
-I 6(y - w), Cm(w)(q.) Idx
J#y)(y - w), L.(w)(qm)]) dx
-J
-I
-I
dx
C -)0
Tt
results of previous sections, we have
J{Hz-ib(x), ()}idx
(ij)E1,(p,q)E2,n,1>0
(i,)j,(p,q)EIl O,O<li 1
Hzi(X) W(l) 8a 1 f{u , uq 1 }(y)6(x - y)dx
i U/ HZ-lb(x) (90(y) ('6u~i a'q u 1)
J6Hz-1(X) 19(Y) (l 1 ({Ju, uq+l(y))(- Ox)'"-6(x - y)dx
(iJ),(P,q)ET,1 OO0<11< u f l y
(ij,),(p,q)ET,>O,0<11<
-a,16H-(y) q1
(y) z
(ij),(p,q)EI,l>0 ou
6Hz- 1b(y)
Ju o
= {Hz-b A51}1(y)IA=o-
Hence f{Hb(x),O(y)}1dx = {Hz-1b Aq}1(y)l=o. The same procedure works for the
second bracket. E
The following theorem is the main goal of this section.
Theorem 4.6. Suppose 6H is not a constant. Then the evolution equation
= {Hz-ib A'k}iA-0
at
is an integrable system. In fact, Hz-ib, i ;> 0, are integrals of motion and they are
linearly independent.
Proof. In order to show that each Hz-ib is an integral of motion, we need to prove
that f {Hz-ib, Hz-ib}1(y)dy = 0. By Proposition 4.3, we have
J {Hz-lb, Hz-ib}1 (y)dy
-<adS(x)z-1bWO 6(x - w), [eZadS(y) b+lm 6 (y - w), Im(w)])wdxdy
= - (z~1b dlml6(x - W), [Z-b<(d m 6 (y - w), m, 0(w)])wdxdy
= - ([z-bdl Jm6(x - w), Z-' b+ m 6 (y - w)], Lm,0 (w))wdxdy = 0.
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(4.12)
q11I ()) l-"(x - y)dx.
Furthermore, Theorem 4.5 implies the independency of the integrals of motion. In-
deed, if we denote
{aab}. Zcn" where {ab} = >jc A" E Vmn[A],
n n
Theorem 4.5 can be written as
q HZ-+1)b = 6 Hz-ib{Ui= fUi U }2
for any i > 0, u , up E B. Since 2 is not a constant, there is u such that (u9, u0) $
0. Then {u9 au0}2 - increases the total derivative order of ' by 1. However,
{u9 8u0}1 , preserve the total derivative order of 6 H1b. Hence Hb and Hz-lb are
linearly independent. Inductively, each Hz-ib, for any i > 0, has a different total
derivative order. So Hz-ib are linearly independent. 0
Example 4.7. Let g = s12 and m = 1. Then the associated universal Lax operator is
L, = k+ qi + A1,
where
qi= x f ]± xz fz and0 z-2
e -x 0 -xz z-1 0
There exists a unique linear map : g O gfz -+ W(s12 , A1 , k) such that
qan 7 7f] [ 0 7z 1Z
7e -7X 0 0. _
is gauge equivalent to qi. Then -y, -yf7 ye, 7fz freely generate the differential algebra
W(g, A1, k) (see (3.52)). Let us find S E im(adAi) and h(qc"n) E ker(Ai) 9 Vi such
that
k + h(q ca) + A1 9 1 = eadsLcan (4.13)
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where L'a" = kW + q'an + A1 . Suppose h(q'n) = _i>1 hi, S = Ej>O Si and hi,
Si E i (D V1 . Then the (b_1 0 V1)-part of (4.13) is:
h-1 + [A 1, S2] = (qIa)- 1 = ez- 1 9 /z + f ( Ye.
Hence we get
h_1 = Aiz 0 - (7yfZ + -ye), 1S2 = hz 0 I (Yfz - Ye) -
Similarly, by equating (bo 0 V1), ( 1 0 V1), (92 0 V1), (b3 0 V1)-parts of (4.13), we
have
1ho=0, S3 =Kz9-y.,
hi = Aiz 2 09( 1-_7'f - I (Yz -4
h2 = 0,
h3 = Alz 3 0 2 + (-Ye - 'Yfz) 1 z - Ye2 +
where K = (-e + f z).
Let bz-n := -j(e + f z)z-n 01 and let Hn(qi) := Hbz-n(qi) = (bz-n, h(ql)). Then we
obtain
12
H1 = 7 + ('Ye - Yfz)
Using formulas (3.53)-(3.56), we obtain the following Poisson A-brackets:
{Ho'yf }1 = kA,
{Ho'yx}1 = {HoA-Ye}1 = {HoA'fz}1 = 0,
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(4.14)
S 4 = hz 2 0
1(-f+± 12jz - + 8 7fze),
(4.15)
Ho = -'Yf - 1 (7fz - Ye)2, 1 2B'yfz
1 2
-6 -Ye
1 4
± 'Yf)
(4.16)
4;
{HAYf1}2 = {HiXYj}1 =
{HoA-x}2 = {Hl,\y7}1 =
1{HOA'Ye}2 = Yx - 'kA
1
{HoAYfz}2 = -Yx + IkA,2'
{HA'7f}2 =
{HA'YX}2 =
1 1(x +Y± k(A±+&) (YeYfz)2/
-Ye(Yf z - 7e) 7,2 2
{Hgye}i = 7yx,
{Hl)(yfz}l = -7X,
B) 7)z- 72)+ -k(A(1
(1
Ig'e ('Ye -7fz) - +) (-Ye + Yfz),
{HA'Ye}2 = 'Ye7Y2 +
{HA'Yfz}2 = -7e7(x
(- (4.18)x + -k(A + &) (Ye -a)z),
4 /) e - 7/
-'Yx ± I-k(A +±) ('e'2 4/
As a consequence, two equations
d-y = {HOAY} 2 jA=o = {H1A-Y}I|o,
dt
dt = A A}21= 0,
(4.19)
are compatible integrable systems. By (4.17), the first equation in (4.19) is as follows:
Idtdt = (rx + 1k0)(yfz - -ye)127Ye (7Yz - 7e) 1- 27Yf (4.20)dt dt
Since -ye +yfz is in the center of W(g, f, k), we take quotient by the center of W(g, f, k)
and obtain the following equation:
Idtd =Yx 2 1dt - le 2dty + Ik0)(ye)2 (4.21)
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(4.17)
+ 0)Yf,+ Ik(A +
Z).
Eliminating 7yand y,, we get the equation
(7e)ttt = 37e (^e)t + 1k(-ye)X. (4.22)
This equation is the KdV equation with x and t exchanged.
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4.2 Generalized Drinfel'd-Sokolov reductions for
finite W-algebras
4.2.1 Generalized Drinfel'd-Sokolov reductions for classical
finite W-algebras
Let g be a simple Lie algebra with an s12 -triple (e, h, f) and the symmetric invariant
bilinear form (-,-) such that 1(h, h) = (e,f) = 1. Also, let us assume that p E 3(n),
k E C and A = -f - pz-'. There are two Poisson brackets {., .}1 and {, -}2 on
the classical finite W-algebra W f) = (S(g)/ (m + (f, m)Im E m))an which are
induced from nonlinear brackets on g:
{a, b} 1 := (p, [a, b]) and {a, b} 2 := [a, b] - k([x, a], b). (4.23)
In this section, we denote the W-algebra Wf" (g, f) by
Wfin(g, A, k) := (S(g)/ (m + (f, m) m E m)) (4.24)
to clarify two brackets {-, -}1 and {-, -}2 on it.
Remark 4.1. The Poisson algebra Wfi"(g, f) defined in Section 2.1 is Wfin(g, A, 0)
endowed with the bracket {-, -}2. Also, if m = 0 then Wfi"(g, Am, k) = Wfi"(g, A, k).
The well-definedness of two brackets {-, -}i, i = 1, 2, on Wfin(g, A, k) follows directly
from the property of Wfi"(g, Am, k).
Remark 4.2. Let {uaIa E S} and {u a E S} be dual bases of g and let L E W(q, f, k)
be the projection of -L guau a+ (A) E S(C[a]9g). Then H(a) := {{La}
is a Hamiltonian operator. The conformal weight A associated to H is defined by
A(u") = 1 - j., for ua E g(j.). Then the H-twisted Zhu-algebra
ZhuH(W(g, f, k)) = Wfn g A, k),
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by Theorem 3.12.
We denote A := S(g)/ (m + (f, m) m E m) and consider the Lie algebra b 0 A en-
dowed with the Lie bracket and the invariant bilinear form
[azi 0 f, bzj 0 g] := [a, b]zi+j 0 fg, and (az' 0 f, bzj 0 g) (a, b)6J+,ofg.
Let {u.,ca E T} and {ua E T} be dual bases of ®j<i g(i) and @j,_1g(i) and
2- 2
assume that these bases consist of eigenvectors of adA. We can identify elements in
A with functionals on ®>;,_ g(i) 0 A as follows:
UC,(a &f):=(ua0 &1,a &f), aET,
gh(a 0 f) = (g(a 0 f)) -(h(a 0 f)), g, h E A, (4.25)
c(ao&f)=c, cEC.
Also, consider an element a 0 f E ®j>- (i) 0 A as an operator on _ -(i) 0 A
satisfying
(a ® f)(b 0 g) = a ® (f (b 0 g)). (4.26)
Definition 4.3. 1. Let q be an element in EET u' 0 A. Then
L!in := -kx 9 1+ q + A & 1 E b 0 A.
is the Lax operator associated to q. The universal Lax operator is denoted by
1fin := -kx91+E 0u,+A91 E @A.
aET
2. Let us assume that S E n & A and eadstfin = -kx 0 1 + + A 9 1. Then the
gauge transformation of q by S is . In this case, we say q and q are gauge
equivalent and write q ~s or q ~ q. If q E A satisfies q(q) = q(q) whenever
q - q, then the functional # is said to be gauge invariant.
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Using (4.26), we denote
/jf"(q) := -kx 0+ Eu0 u,(q) + A 9 1 = -kx 0 1 + q + A 9 1.
aET
Proposition 4.4. Let 0 E A, S = a 9 r E n 9 A, and Q= Z "ET U9ua E g D A.
Then the universal Lax operator is Efj" = -kx 01+ Q + A 01. Consider the Poisson
bracket {-, .} on A induced by the nonlinear bracket on 9:
{a, b} := [a, b] - k([x, a], b), a, b E g. (4.27)
Letting L"fin(c) = ead eS"fin = -kx 0 1 + Q(E) + A 0 1, the derivative of q has the
property that
d O(Q ()) I = -{a, #}r. (4.28)
Proof. Since Lin(E) = /fi + adES(Lfin) + o(E2 ), we can write Q(c) as a power series
of 6:
Q(c) = Q + adES(LCfin) + o(e2).
By Taylor expansion, we have
O(Q(E)) = #(Q)
Hence we obtain
e(Q()) r
de
+ E E (Q([a or, -kx & 1] + [a or, uo & up],u a 1) + o( 2).
a,/3ET
E
a,,OET
( ([a0 r, -kx1] + [a9r,uo 0DU8],Ua 01)
aua
= E ao( (k(-[a, x], u,)r + ([a, uET ], u,)ruB)
aET PET
(k ([, a], u)r - [a, u ]r).
Qaa
{a, k}r = { 2.fa, a}r = 52 ([a,u a]
aET a aET aa
- k([x, a], uc))r,
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= E
aET
Since
(4.29)
we proved the theorem.
Corollary 4.5. The finite W-algebra Wfin(g, A, k) C A is the set of gauge invariant
functionals in A.
Proof. Notice that
[{a, 0} = 0 for any a E n] if and only if [{a, O}r = 0 for any a 0 r E n 9 A].
Thus, by Proposition 4.4, if # O(Q(c))1=o = 0, then a functional # is in Wfin(0, A, k).
Hence any gauge invariant functional is in Wfi"(9, A, k).
Conversely, assume that # E Wfin(g, A, k). Then, by Proposition 4.4, y#(Q(E)) _ =
0. For a given Lax operator L fi := -kx+q+A1 = Lfin(q) = -kx(&+Q(q)+A0l
and S E n(A, let us denote by Lf(E) := ead ESL fin = ka+q(c)+A &1. If S = aor,
we have
_ - q$Q)(k(-[a,x],u ) + ([a,u'3 ],u )up) r
& E=O aET a PET k=u,)
by equation (4.29). Hence
d d
if d4(Q(E))IE=o = 0 for any S E n 9 A, then - (q(c))j1=o = 0 for any S E n 9 A
and the functional # is gauge invariant. El
For # E Win(9, f, k), we denote
=E a . (4.30)
4aET
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0
Then
ao [9 
- 1 fin]ik. [&u' JJ)
= E u , up i0@ -kx 1 + 0 9 u ±(-f- pz-') (1] (4.31)
((u., k[x, up]) + [u, up]) = { I,}1 .
ck,f3ET eu. 09ufl
Hence one can see that the first bracket between # and a is same as (4.31).
Proposition 4.6. 1. Let b := _>i g(i) and V be the vector space satisfying
-2
b = V ED [f,n]. Then there is a unique S E n 9 A and q n E V 9 A such that
e aScfin = qn + A 0 1.
If q n = iEI Vi & 7i, where {vi i E I} is a basis of V, then {'yili E I} freely
generates Wfin (g, f.k)asanassociativealgebra.
2. Suppose LZ" is a Lax operator and A is a semisimple element in b. Then one
can find a unique S E ((n E @; 0 i) n Im(adA)) 0 A C 9 0 A and h(q) E
ker(adA) 9 A C b 9 A such that
eadsL fin = h(q) + A 0 1. (4.32)
Proof. (1): In the proof of Proposition 3.1, substitute ka and x 0 h in 1m by 0 and
x 9 (h - k). Then m = 0 case is Proposition 4.6 (1).
(2): In the proof of Proposition 4.1, Substituting ka and x 0 h in Lm by 0 and
x 9 (h - k), we obtain the proposition. Then m = 0 case is Proposition 4.6 (2). 5
For given S and h, we choose a nonzero element b E ker(adA)01 and let Hb(q) = (b, h).
Then
e-adsb, , Li) - -n, [e-adsb, Lfin] =0. (4.33)
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Proposition 4.7. Let S and h be defined in Proposition 4.6 (2). Then the projection
of e-asb onto the space ®i<1 g(i) 0 A is I.
Proof. It suffices to show that (%b, r) = (e-adsb, r) for any r E ®i<1 g(i) 9 A.
Let Lfin(c) := -kx 0 1 + (q + er) + A and Lfj"(c) = eadS(E)Lfin(e) := h(q ± er) + A.
Then
dL 0 (e) = eads()r + SdS(e) Lf(i )
Hence
(b, h(q + cr)), =O& (b, L n (e)) _- = (b, e 0,S(e)r) = (eads
E5
Take S and h which satisfy (4.32) when we substitute Lfin with Lfin and consider
the differential equation
do = - eadsb>
dt 'b
= e-adsb5,
" L f1i-C LfinOu' ] JL/ O
- I
where e-adsb> and e-adSb are projections of e-adsb onto g[[z]] -z A and 9[z 1] oDA
respectively.
Using Proposition 4.7, equations (4.34) and (4.35) can be written as follows:
(OHbz-1au
-o Lfin i
19U )
,On' -P (91]
= (OHb [ L~in])
aHb aO
1, S - ([ua, up] - k([x, ua], up)).
a,J3ET
Hence we can prove the following theorem.
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Hb r d
(4.34)
(4.35)
(e-asb>,
[2u' Cfin])1p
(e-adsb<
E Hbz-1 o7$ I
a([ , OUck 1&U3
(4.36)
(4.37)
Theorem 4.8. The differential equations
d H
t= {Hz---l O}1 = {Hbz--, #}2, n > 0, (4.38)
have integrals of motion Hbz-i, i > 0. If b E g[[z]] - z & A, then { Hb, q}1 = 0 for any
q E W(g, A, k).
Proof. We want to show that Hbz-i is in Wfi"(g, A, k), i.e. the functionals Hbz-i,
i > 0, is gauge invariant. If we let
Lfin = -kx 9 1+ q + A, Li" := eadSL fin = -kx 0 1 + i~+ A,
then there are S' E ((neDi>o gzzi)fIm(adA))0A C bOA and h(q) E ker(adA)0A C
9 0 A, such that
eads'Lfin = h(q) + A, e ad(s'-s) fin = h(-q) + A.
Hence h(q) = h(q) and, by definition, Hbz-i is gauge invariant. By (4.23), (4.36) and
(4.37), we have equation (4.38) for any q E Wfin(g, A, k). Also, since
{Hbz-i, Hbzi-}1
= - (e-adsbzi> E0I ' , finj) = - (e-adsbz-i>,
{Hbz-, Hbz-j}2
= (eadsbz -
[e-adSbz-j,O , fin ]) - 0,
where e-adsbzi', e-adsbz-,o e-asbz-i',> are (g[z'1] 0 A), (g 0 A), (g[[z]] -z 0 A)-
parts of e-adsbz-, the functional Hbz-i is an integral of motion of (4.38).
If b E g[[z]] -z 0 A, then
{Hb, O}l = - (e-asb>, [,C fin])
au j1)= - (e-asb, , ,fin] =0.OU j
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u IiI = (e-adsbz-i',, [e-adsbz-O, fin ]) = 0,
El
4.2.2 Generalized Drinfel'd-Sokolov reductions for finite frac-
tional W-algebras
A finite fractional W-algebra has two compatible Poisson algebra structures (3.79)
and (3.80). Using generalized Drinfel'd-Sokolov reductions, one can get a sequence
of compatible Hamiltonian equations which share some integrals of motion. The
arguments in this section is similar to the arguments in Section 4.2.1 and Section 4.1.
Proposition 4.9. Let Lf'n be a Lax operator, let Am = S(g(m))/Jf" and let Am
be a semisimple element in . Then one can find a unique S E ((n D Dio gz) n
im(adAm)) 0 Am C b 0 Am and a unique h(qm) E ker(adAm) 0 Am C b 0 Am such
that
eadsL['n = h(qm) + Am 0 1. (4.39)
Proof. An analogue of the proof of Proposition 4.1 works. 0
Let us denote
ua 90 (4.40)
For given S and h, we choose a nonzero element b E ker(adAm) 0 1 and let H(qm)
(b, h(qm)). Then
e-adsb , L1 " = - ad, e-sb, L " = 0. (4.41)
~~a Lu m  aeu
Proposition 4.10. Suppose r E b (9 OAm. Then (e-adsbr) = (fr).
Proof. The proof is same as Proposition 4.7. 0
Take S and h which satisfy (4.39) when we substitute L{fi with Lf' and consider
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the differential equation
S e-adsb>, a, L"n
=t e- Os U , " ,
where e-adsb> and e-adSb are projections of e-adSb onto the spaces g[[z]]
and g[z-1 ] 0 Am, respectively.
Since we have
(OHz-, zr) = ((e-adsz-b)o, zr) = ((e-adS(x)b)>0, r),
equation (4.42) can be written as
ao=- ( Z , Cfin = Hz-_ l i- 1at aOu 79
Similarly, equation (4.43) can be written as
o = eads() [ n (m)J ((e-adSbo
(e-asbo - e-adsb), L "(qm)
IN Inm
Se-adsb<o) [0k 2n (qm)]
- (z-1(e-aszb)>O, L n m
.cfin(am)
)
)
= {Hb,0}2 -
(4.45)
By equations (4.44) and (4.45), we get the following theorem.
Theorem 4.11. The differential equations
do
t
{HbZ-n-1 7}i = {HZ-, 70}2,
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(4.42)
(4.43)
z ( Am
(4.44)
b)(e-adS
(OH:
Lo5 )Lfifl(q -. 1OHll_ F
au, 1(q) - (O H I
L# 7,cinm a ~b [# a
n > 0, (4.46)
,O 7 Lf"(qm)
L, ffin(qm)
have integrals of motion Hb,-i, i > 0. If b E g[[z]] - z 9 Am, then { Hb, 01, = 0.
Proof. An analogue of the proof of Theorem 4.8 works.
0
Example 4.12. Let g = S13, let f = e31 be a minimal nilpotent and let e = p = e 13 -
We have the universal Lax operator
h
in - -kx®1+e 210e 1 2 +e 32 0e23+HOH'+-h+e1 20e2 1+e2 3 e32+eOf -(f+z'le)0l,2
where H = j(el - 2e 22 +e 33 ) and H' = 1H. Let q"" and S be same as
in Proposition 4.6, then by computations one can get
q can = H (& , + e12 & e + e 2 3 & 0 k + e13 e&v,H~=®~pe2 O ± ~ e32 f
those defined
where
HI = H' - e12 e23 ,
e32
e21 + e23 ( H'+
e 3 2 + e12  H' -
f - e23e 3 2 -el2e2
(h - k)2
1 (h - k)2
- ei 2 e23 )
- ei 2 e2 3 )
3 3 2
-2 H'e±2e23 + e 23
(4.47)
(h2k)2
Then the four elements Ok,, , k ,0 k E Wfi"(g, f, k) freely generate Wfin(g, f, k).
The canonical form (Lfin),n of the universal Lax operator Vin is
(Lfin)an = qcan+A01 = H , + e 12 + e23 0 2  e 1.
Then there exist a unique S E Im(adA) 0 A and a unique h(q"n) E ker(adA) 0 A
such that
eadS(Lfin)an = h(qca) ± A & 1. (4.48)
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Equivalently, equation (4.48) can be written as
[A1, S]+h(qcan) = qc+[S, q "]+1[S, [S, qc"+A91]]+I[S, [S, [S, qf" +A&1]]]+...
(4.49)
Notice that the gradation on b is as follows:
a E bi for a E g(i), z E b2 , ab E bi+j for a E bi and b E bj.
Then H E bo, e12 , e23 E g1, e13 E 9i and f + ez- 1 E b-1.
Let S = Ei>O Si, h(q'n) = Ei>o hi for Si, hi E gi 0 A. Then equation (4.49) implies
the following equations:
[A ® 1, S1] + ho = H O,;
[A 01, S3]+ h= e12 O902 1+e2 30O 3 2 ;
[A ol, S2] + h, =e (& 0 + [Si, H 0 ] + [S,7 [S1, A 0 1]];f HI 2(4.50)
[A 0 1, S5] + h3 = [Si, e12 0921 e23 ® 0 k+ e32]+ [Si, H 0 O,]; (
11
+ ±[Si, [SI, A 01]], [S3, [S 1 ,A 01]];
By equation (4.50), we get
S1=0, ho=H0O ,;
S= ze3 2 0 - ±k + ze 21 ®& qk hi =0;
S2 =zh 9 hi =A( -o;2 2 2
S= ze 12 0- 3o, o + ze23 (& 3 0 k _ = 0;
2 2 H' e21 2  2 H' e32' h3-
S3 = 0, h 2 = zH - _OO
S7 = Z -((92,)2k + z2e 21  ( 2 + ( e3)2 ), h5 = 0;
(4.51)
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Also, one can check that
h4 = z 2H 0 (-2e1 e32 f + X) (4.52)
for some X E C[Oke2 1, e32,' H1
Let b = H' 0 1. Then
Hb = (b, h(q)) = (b, ho) = O,;
Hz-b = (z-lb, h(q)) = (z-1 b, h2 ) = -O2k ;k (4.53)
HZ-2= (z 2b, h(q)) = (z-2b, h4 ) = -20k2 9k 2 + X.
Since the Poisson algebra Wfi"(sl3 , A, k) endowed with the bracket {-, -}2 has rank 2
and corank 2, an integrable system on Wfi"(s13, A, k) has at most three algebraically
independent integrals of motion. Hence the equation
= { 0 H, 12 = {-e 2 1e 3 2, }1 (4.54)
is an integrable system with the integrals of motion Hb, Hz-ib, Hz-2b.
Example 4.13. Let g = s14, let f = e21 ±e32 be a subnilpotent element and let p = e13
and k = 0. If we write a := }(el + e22 - e33 - e44), b:= !(el - e 22 + e33 - e44) and
c : (-e11 + e22 + e33 - e 4 4 ) then the universal Lax operator Lfin is
L fin q + A o 1
=a g a + b b+ c & c + e24 e4 2e4 2 e42 ( e 24 + e23 e 32 + e12 0e21  (4.55)
+ e 14 0 e41 + e43 0 e34+ e 13 0 e 31 + (-f-z p)1.
By letting
Scan = -e 1 4 0 e 4 2 + e 4 3 0 e 24
__21-__2+D-E a~b-2c 2a-b-c
+ e13 e 2 + e 12 0 + e2 3  3 , (4.56)
1 1
D = -(a + b - 2c)(c - b), E = -(2a - b - c)(b - a),3 3
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we get the canonical form (1fi")c" of the operator L:
(,fin)can = qcan + A = eaSa (q + A).
Indeed,
qcan = H 9 OH - e43  034 + el4  041 + (e12 + e 23) 9f + e 13 0 3 1,
22where H = ell + e22 ± e33 - 3e44,
9H = a + b + c)
034 = e34 + (2a + 3b + 3c)e24,
(4.57)
(4.58)
(4.59)041 = e41 + (3a + 3b + 2c)e42,
f= f + (D + E) - e24e42,
031 e 31 - e42e34 - e 24 e43 + X,
for some X E C[eu, - - - , e4 4 , (e21 - e32 )]. Then 9 H, 034, 041, Of, 031 in (4.59) generate
Wfin(g, A, 0) as an associative algebra.
Consider dual bases {ui}jiE and {Ui}iE1 of g and let
6:= - E iu E 3(S(g)).
iEI
Since e is a Casimir element in S(g), the projection of e in S(9)/ (x + (f, x)Ix E M):
E := e (x + (f, X)Ix E m) E W(g, A, 0) (4.60)
is a central element in W(g, f, k).
Let us find h = EZ>o hi E ker(adA) 9 A and S = Ej>0 Si  im(adA) 0 A such that
h + A & I = eadS(dfin)can (4.61)
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where Si and hi are (6i(A)-parts of S and h. Note that the kernel of adA is generated
by three elements H, A = -f - z-lp and A* = z-1(e12+e23)+e31, as a C((z))-module,
and equation (4.61) can be rewritten as
h+[A 91, S] = qcan+[S, q"a"]+I[S, [S, qcan A1] + I [S, [S, [S, Lcan]]] ± - . (4.62)2'6
By equating the (o 0 A)-part of (4.62):
ho + [A, S1] = q0 = H OH,
one can see that ho = H 0 OH, and Si = 0. Using the higher gr2-grading parts of
(4.62), we obtain h and S as follows:
hl + [A &1,7S 2] = qcan = e43(9034+ e140041+ (
1 1hi= A* f, S2 = ze4 1 0 034 - ze 34 0941 + z(e 21 - e32 ) 0 (f,3 6(463)
h2 + [A 0 1, S3] = q2af ± [S 2 , q8"f],
1 1
h 2 = zA - 03 1 , S 3 = -(ell - e33)903, + ze 4 2040 3 4 - 2 4041,3' 3
h3 + [A ® 1, S41 = [S2, ql" + [S3 ,q8"] + [S2 ,[S 2 ,Ao 1]]
= z(2e44 - e33 - en) 0 034041 + z(-eii + 2e 22 - e33) 0 o2 + 16ze 42 0 0 340H
( 1 1\
1
h3 = - zH 9 034 041.
(4.64)
Let us denote H-1 = E and Hi = (z-H 91, h). Then Ho = 1 2 0H and H1 = -4034041.
Similarly, one can find H2, but we just want to see if H_1, H0, H1 and H 2 are
algebracally independent. Observe that
{H 2 ,0} 1 = {H 1 ,0} 2 for any 0 E W(g, A, 0). (4.65)
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Also, one can see that {H 1,034}2 has a term of nonzero scalar multiple of 931034-
Hence, by considering equations (4.65) and (4.59), the integral of motion H2 should
have a nonzero term in C- 034041031 and we have four algebraically independent
integrals of motion: H- 1, H0, H1, H2.
It is a known fact that the rank and corank of the second bracket of W'Vi"(sl, A, k) are
2 and r- 1, in the case when f is a subprincipal nilpotent. Hence the maximal possible
GK-dimension of abelian subalgebra of Wfi"(sl,, A, k) is r. In this example, we have
r = 4 and hence the set of four elements H_1, H0 , H1 , H2 E Wfi"(sl4, -(e 21 + e 32) -
e13 z-1, 0) is a maximal algebraically independent set of integrals of motion.
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Appendix A
Appendix
A.1 Lie superalgebras and Lie conformal superal-
gebras
Definition A.1. A vector superspace V is a vector space with a decomposition
V = V D V for 0, i E Z/2Z. We call VO the even space and V the odd space.
Given a vector superspace V = V6 D V1, the algebra End V acquires a Z/2Z-grading
by letting
(End V)a = {A E End V: A(V) c Vz'+
for , E Z/2Z.
Definition A.2. A Lie superalgebra is a vector superspace L = LE L 1 endowed
with a bracket [-, -] satisfying the following properties:
(i) grading condition: If a E La and b E L then [a, b] E La+ ,
(ii) skewsymmetry: [a, b] = -p(a, b)[b, a], a, b E L,
(iii) Jacobi identity: [a, [b, c]] = p(a, b)[b, [a, c]] + [[a, b], c], a, b, c E L,
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where p(a)= 0 if a EL and p(a, b) := (--a)(b)
I ifaE LI
Definition A.3. A Lie conformal superalgebra R = R® D R 1 is a Z/2Z-graded C[&]-
module endowed with a A-bracket
[-x-| : R -+ R[A]
which satisfies
(i) grading condition: if a E Ra and b E R then a(j)b E Rc+ , and a E Ra,
(ii) sesquilinearity : [0ab] = -A[axb], [ax\b] = (A + 0)[a\b],
(iii) skewsymmetry : [b.\a] = -p(a, b) [a-,-xb],
(iv) Jacobi identity : [a,[b,,c]] = p(a, b)[b,[a\c]] + [[a\b]A+,c].
We denote [axbl = Z,>o .a(j)b, where a(j)b E R.
A.2 Vertex algebras and Poisson vertex algebras
In this thesis, we mainly deal with Poisson vertex algebras. A PVA is a quasi-classical
limit of vertex algebras. The following definition of a vertex algebra is useful to show
the relation between vertex algebras and Poisson vertex algebras.
Definition A.1. A vertex algebra(VA) is a quintuple (V,I iO: , 9, [-],: :) which satisfies
the following three properties:
(i) (V, a, [-A-1) is a Lie conformal algebra,
(ii) (V, 0) , a,: :) is a unital differential algebra satisfying quasi-commutativity and
quasi-associativity:
(quasi-commutativity) : ab : -p(a, b) : ba := f,[a.\b]dA, for any a, b E V,
(quasi-associativity) : a : bc :: -p(a, b) : b : ac ::=: f a[aAb~dA) c :, for any
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a, b, c E V,
where f_ 8 [ab]dA := Z O \+l aOb . The binary operation: is called the
normally ordered product of V.
(iii) The A-bracket and the normally ordered product are related by non-commutative
Wick formula
[a, : bc:] =: [aAb]c: +p(a, b) : b[a\c] : + j[[ab],c]dy,
for any a, b, c E V.
Definition A.2. Let us denote by : I U 2 .. Ui: the (r-1) of pairwise normally
ordered products : ui, (: -.. (: ui, 2 (: Ui,.iUi, :) :) .:) :. Then
(i) a vertex algebra V is strongly generated by B = {Ui}iEI if the monomials :
Uil.i2 - - ' i, : generate V, where i1, Z2 , - - - , irE I.
(ii) a vertex algebra V is freely generated by B = {u}EI if the monomials :
Uii2 -... Ui, : generate V where i1, i 2 , i3 , ... ir E I is a weakly increasing se-
quence and ik < ik+1 if p(Uik) = 1.
Let (Ve, IO)e , c9f, [-f.]E, E) be a family of vertex algebras depending on a parameter
c such that V is a free C[[c]]-module and [V \V] C EV1[A]. Then the quasi-classical
limit of (V, 10), , a, , [-::,) is (V, 0) 7 a,\ ,-}, -) where
V = V/EV, 10) := 10),E 7
1 is induced from 0e, {axb} = [eVb]/ , ± cV a - b =: 5b : +EVE,
and d, b E V are preimages of a, b E V. The quasi-classical limit V is a Poisson vertex
algebra which is defined as follows.
Definition-Theorem A.3. A Poisson vertex algebra is a quintuple (V, 0) , a, {-'},-)
satisfying three properties:
(i) (V7 ,7 -A-) is a Lie conformal algebra,
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(ii) (V, 10) , ,) is a unital differential associative commutative algebra,
(iii) {a\bc} = p(a, b)b{aAc} + {axb}c.
Indeed, the quasi-classical limit of a family of VA is a PVA.
Proof. Let V be a quasi-classical limit of a family of vertex algebras V. Since
[V AVe C EV,[A], the terms with f dA in Definition A.1 have the following prop-
erties:
/0 A 2j_8 a,bbdA E EV~, j[E1a,\b] ,Ic]edA E c VE[A]
Hence (i), (ii), (iii) in Definition-Theorem A.3 are directly from (i), (ii), (iii) in Defi-
nition A.1.
Remark A.4. Property (iii) in Definition-Theorem A.3 is called the left Leibniz rule.
Along with the skewsymmetry of the A-bracket, it implies the following right Leibniz
rule:
{abxc} = p(a, b)p(a, c){b\+c}+a + p(b, c){a+ac}.b.
As in the case of Lie algebras, one can define the universal enveloping vertex algebra
V(R) of a Lie conformal algebra R. Furthermore, the existence of universal enveloping
algebras and the PBW basis theorem are proved in [4].
Definition A.5. A vertex algebra V(R) with the imbedding t: R -4 V(R) is called
the universal enveloping vertex algebra of a Lie conformal algebra R if (V(R), t)
satisfies the following universal property:
Given a vertex algebra V and a Lie conformal algebra homomorphism # : R -+ V,
there exists a unique vertex algebra homomorphism V) : V (R) -+ V such that ?p ot = $.
Proposition A.6. 1. (existence and uniqueness) For any Lie conformal algebra
R, there is a unique universal enveloping vertex algebra V(R).
2. (PBW basis theorem) Let B = {a1, a2 , . -} be a C-basis of a Lie conformal
algebra R. Then the universal vertex algebra V(R) is freely generated by B.
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Let (R, [-A-]) be a Lie conformal algebra and let (RE, [-A-]e) be a 1-parameter fam-
ily of Lie conformal algebras such that RE := C[[c]] ®c R and [aAb, = cE[ab]. Then
the quasi-classical limit of the universal enveloping vertex algebra V(R,) is the unital
commutative associative differential algebra S(R) endowed with the Poisson A-bracket
{--} satisfying {a\b} = [a\b] for any a, b E R.
A.3 Nonlinear Lie superalgebras and Nonlinear Lie
conformal superalgebras
A.3.1 Nonlinear Lie superalgebras
Let IF+ be a discrete additive closed subset of R+ containing 0 and r'+ : +\{}.
Let C E r'+ and denote by (_ E I+ the largest element in IF+ strictly smaller than C
Let g be a vector superspace endowed with F'+-grading
9 = 9(g
and let us denote by ((a) the F+-grading of a E g. The tensor superalgebra T(g) of
g is also endowed with F+-grading
T(g) := T(g)[(], where T(g)[(] = {a E T(g)((a) = (},
cEr+
such that ((a 9 b) = ((a) + ((b) and ((1) = 0. If we have an increasing sequence
(1, (2, (3 E r+, there is an increasing filtration
T6(g) C T 2 (g) c TO (g) C ...
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where T(g) : = a T(g)[a].
Definition A.1. A nonlinear Lie superalgebra g is a F'-graded vector superspace
with a nonlinear Lie bracket
[.,.] -: g-T(g)
satisfying
(i) grading condition :[ge1, g2] C T(g) 1+c2,
(ii) skewsymmetry : [a, b] = -p(a, b)[b, a],
(iii) Jacobi identity [a, [b, c]] - p(a, b)[b, [a, cj] - [[a, b], c] E MA(g),
where M (g) is the two-sided ideal of T(g) generated by
a b-p(a,b)b a-[a,b for a,bEg.
The Lie bracket [-,-] on the nonlinear Lie superalgebra g can be extended to a bracket
[-,-]:T(g) 0 T(g) -+ T(g) on the tensor superalgebra T(g) by Leibnize rules:
[a 9 b, c] = a D [b, c] + p(b, c)[a,c]9b7 (A.1)
[a, b ® c] = [a, b] D c + p(a, b)b ® [a, c].
Definition A.2. Let g be a nonlinear Lie superalgebra endowed with a r'+-grading.
The associative superalgebra U(g) := T(g)/M(g) is called the universal enveloping
superalgebra of g.
Definition A.3. Let g := 9C be a r'+-graded nonlinear Lie superalgebra. If
any basis B of g which is compatible with the parity and the I'+-grading of g is a
PBW basis of U, then the associative superalgebra U is said to be PBW generated
by 9.
Proposition A.4. (PBW basis theorem) For any nonlinear Lie superalgebra g, the
universal enveloping superalgebra U(g) is PB W generated by g.
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The proof of the proposition can be found in [4]. One can see that the universal
enveloping superalgebra of a nonlinear Lie superalgebra g has a Lie superalgebra
structure with the Lie bracket [a, b] := ab - p(a, b)ba, a, b E g.
Example A.5. 1. Let g be a Lie superalgebra endowed with Z>o-grading: g = g1 .
Then since [g1, g1 ] c 91 , it satisfies the grading condition of a nonlinear Lie
superalgebra. Also, the skewsymmetry and Jacobi identity of a nonlinear Lie
superalgebra hold by the axioms of Lie superalgebra. Hence g is a nonlinear
Lie superalgebra.
2. Recall the vector superspace rP = g (0E0*) D%/. defined in (2.1). Consider
the Z>O-grading on rcP: = c rc' = (rcP)l. Then rP satisfies the three
axioms of nonlinear Lie superalgebra. Moreover, we have
[a, [b, c]] - p(a, b)[b, [a, c]] - [[a, b], c] = 0, (A.2)
for any a, b, c E reP.
Remark A.6. Let g be a nonlinear Lie superalgebra satisfying the strong Jacobi iden-
tity (A.2) and let S(g) = T(g)/A/, where K is the two-sided ideal of T(g) generated
by a & b - b 0 a, a, b E g. Then S(g) is a symmetric tensor algebra. The nonlinear
bracket on g can be extended to a Poisson bracket on S(g) by Leibniz rules.
A.3.2 Nonlinear Lie conformal superalgebras
Let IF+ be a discrete additive subset of R+ containing 0 and r' := F+\{0}. Let ( be
an element in r'+ and denote by (_ the largest element in r+ strictly smaller than (.
Let R be a C[]-module endowed with the J+-grading:
R =O R,
cEr'
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where RC is a C[a]-submodules and denote by ((a) the F'-grading of a E 9. The
tensor superalgebra T(R) of R is also endowed with the F+-grading:
T(R) := T(R)[(] where T(R)[(] = {a E T(g)I((a) = (}
CEr+
such that ((aDb) = (a)+(b) and C(1) = 0. Let us denote by T (R) the direct sum of
C[a]-modules E) _ T(R)[a]. Then, for a given increasing sequence (1, (2, (3 ... E IF+,
we have an increasing filtration
T, (R) C TC2(R) C TO (R) c --
Let us consider two binary operations:
[-\-] : T(R) 0 T(R) -+ T(R) and A 0 B E T(R) 0 T(R) -4: AB :E T(R).
One can extend the A-bracket on R and the normally ordered product such that
: aB := a 0 B, where a E R and B E T(R), to the operations on T(R) 0 T(R) as
follows:
:1A :=: Al := A, [1\A] = [AA1] = 0,
: (a 0 B)c :=: a: Bc:: + : j a[B\c]dA : +p(a, B) : j B[a c]dA:,
[aA(b 0 C)] =: [ab]C: +p(a, b) : b[aAC] : + [[ab],C]dy,
[(a 0 B)Ac] =: eA a[Bc] : +p(a, B) : eOA B[aAc] : +p(a, B) j[B,[a_,c]]d,
(A.3)
where
a[bAc]dA:=: Z a(b(j)c)dA:= : (J ± 1)!(b(j)c) :,
0 j>0 j! j0 (
:(e -5A a) [bac] :=: ea F a(b(j)c) :=: Ea (b(j) c):.j ! j j>0 j
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Definition A.7. A nonlinear Lie conformal superalgebra R is a L'+-graded C[&]-
module endowed with a nonlinear A-bracket
[--] : R - C[A] 0 T(R)
satisfying
(i) grading condition : [RC, \Rc2 ] C T(R)(,+c2,
(ii) sesquilinearity [eaab] = -A[aAb], [aAcb] = (A+ 9)[a\b],
(iii) skewsymmetry: [a,\b] = -p(a, b)[b--Oa],
(iv) Jacobi identity: [aA[bc]] -p(a, b)[b,[aAc]] - [[aAb]A+,c] E C[A, p] OM(R), where
M (R) is the left ideal of T(R) generated by a 0 b 0 C - p(a, b)b 0 a 0 C-
(f-Ia['b]dA) C:,
for a,b,c E R and C E T(R).
Definition A.8. Let R := ®CEF, RC be a F'-graded nonlinear vector superspace. If
any basis B of R which is compatible with the parity and the P'-grading of R is a
PBW basis of V,then the vertex algebra V is said to be PBW generated by R, .
Theorem A.9. Let R be a nonlinear Lie conformal superalgebra endowed with the
'F- grading. The C[a]-module V(R) := T(R)/M(R) is a vertex algebra with the
A-bracket and the normally ordered product defined by (A.3).
Proposition A.10. (PBW basis theorem) For any nonlinear Lie conformal superal-
gebra R, the universal enveloping vertex algebra V(R) is PBW generated by R.
The proof of the proposition can be found in [4].
Example A.11. 1. Let R be a Lie conformal superalgebra endowed with Z>o-grading:
R = R 1 . Then since [R 1, R1 ] c R 1, it satisfies the grading condition of a non-
linear Lie conformal superalgebra. Also, the sesquilinearity, skewsymmetry and
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Jacobi identity of a nonlinear Lie conformal superalgebra hold by the axioms of
Lie superalgebra. Hence R is a nonlinear Lie superalgebra.
2. Recall the vector superspace Rk = Curf(g) ( D On#) D <Dn/, defined in
(2.38). Consider the Z>O-grading on R'": Rf = ez+(R'); = (RT)1 . Then
Rf satisfies the four axioms of nonlinear Lie conformal superalgebra. Moreover,
we have
[aA[bc]] - p(a, b)[b,[a\c]] - [[a.\b]y+,,c] = 0, (A.4)
for any a, b, c E Rc.
Remark A.12. Let R be a nonlinear Lie conformal superalgebra satisfying the strong
Jacobi identity (A.4) and let S(R) = T(R)/K, where AF is the two-sided ideal of
T(R) generated by a 0 b - b 0 a, a, b E R. The nonlinear A-bracket on R can be
extended to a Poisson A-bracket on S(R) by Leibniz rules.
A.4 Zhu algebras
Let (V, 10) ,0,{--}, -) be a PVA. We define
is denoted by a(n)b, as follows:
a(-1)b:= a - b, a(-2)b:= aa - b and
the n-th product of a and b in V, which
da
a(,,)b := d -ab}AnJa\j if n > 0.
A Hamiltonian operator H on a PVA V is a diagonalizable operator such that
H(a(n)b) = (Ha)(n)b + a(,)(Hb) - (n + 1)a(n)b. (A.5)
If a is an eigenvector of H, we denote by a the eigenvalue of H with respect to a,
i.e.
H(a) =: Aaa. (A.6)
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Also, we call the eigenvalue Aa as the conformal weight of a. The main source of a
Hamiltonian operator is an energy-momentum field, that is an element L in a PVA
V with the properties
(i) [LA L]= ( + 2A)L + 3 , E C C,
(ii) L-_1 =
(iii) LO is a Hamiltonian operator,
where Li := L(i+i), i E Z.
Conformal weights satisfy the following lemma.
Lemma A.1. Let H be a Hamiltonian operator on a PVA V and let a, b E V be
eigenvectors of H. Then (i) A10) = 0, (ii)A4a = Aa+1, (iii) Aa(n)b = Aa+A b -n -1.
Proof. The property (iii) follows from formula (A.5). The property (ii) follows from
(iii) and the fact that a(-2)b = Da - b. By taking a = 10) in formula (A.5), we get
(i).
Let V be a PVA and let Vh C[h] ® V. Assume that there is a Hamiltonian operator
H on V and the C[h]-bilinear commutative associative product -' on V,' is induced
from the product of V. Also, let the C[h]-bilinear Poisson bracket on Vh be defined
by
{a, b} := ( . ) hiat)b, a, b E V. (A.7)
j>0
Consider a C[h]-submodule Jh of Vh generated by
{(a + hH)ala E V}. (A.8)
Then we have
Aa hna (mod Jh). (A.9)
By the following theorem, we obtain a Poisson algebra ZhUHVh associated to a PVA
V and a Hamiltonian operator H on V.
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Theorem A.2. The C[h]-module Jr, of Vh is a Poisson superalgebra ideal with re-
spect to the C[h]-linear product -h and the bracket (A.7). Hence we have a Poisson
superalgebra
ZhuHVh:= Vh/Jh.
(the proof can be found in [4])
The subspace Jhlr, 1 = {(0 + H)ala E V} of a PVA V is a Poisson superalgebra ideal
of V with respect to the product -rli=1 and the Poisson bracket {-, }lr=1. Hence we
obtain a Poisson algebra V/Jrl l which plays an important role through this thesis.
Definition A.3. The H-twisted classical Zhu algebra of the PVA V is
ZhuHV := V/Jhlh=1.
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